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ABSTRACT 

The Indian New Deal of the 1930schanged official policy from assi

milationist attitudes to acculturation on the reservation and an emphasis 

on tribal culture. John Collier's program included self-determination in 

tribal matters and advancements in health, education, and the economy. 

Despite improvements in these areas, many critics charged that Collier's 

administration increased bureaucracy and hampered Indian attempts at 

decision making. The American Indian Federation, one of Collier's most 

relentless critics and a group with extreme right-wing, Fascist connec

tions, succeeded in publicizing the Indian Bureau's deficiencies but 

failed to gain many followers among Indians. Native Americans appeared 

oblivious, puzzled, or overtly hostile to this group which undermined its 

own efforts with its blatant racism, anti-Semitism, and un-American atti

tudes which struck at the very heart of American Indian patriotism. This 

deep-seated patriotism, manifested in World War II by a ninety-nine per

cent registration for the draft, accompanied a resurgence of tribal 

sovereignty as Indians demanded the right to refuse to enlist. Based on 

government violation of treaty rights, this refusal emerged as a philo

sophical argument, because Native Americans enlisted in numbers com

parable to their white peers. Politicians critical of the Indian New 

Deal exploited the Indian war effort to push their own agenda of 

reversing the Indian Reorganization Act. The enormous wartime sacrifi

ces and'contributions offered by civilian Indians further convinced the 

public and politicians that Native Americans no longer needed super

vision. In postwar America Indians who had willingly given labor, 

----'---------"_ .. _. __ .. _ ... - .-------. _._ .. _._ .. __ ..... ---... _ .... 
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resources, and finances found that "their role in America's war would be 

all too easily forgotten. The Indian veteran and his civilian counter

parts soon realized that their fight for freedom did not end in Europe or 

in the Pacific. When they returned to their homes and encountered 

injustices which had always existed, Native Americans refused to passi

vely accept these situations. In the 1940s American Indians asserted 

their rights and began the fight for equality which would continue for 

the next three decades. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In 1982 as I was ready to begin research for my master~s thesis, my 

directing professor gave me what seemed to be an impossible task as he 

ordered me to find a topic about Indians on which nothing had been 

published. For the next six weeks, I scoured the Reference Department at 

the University of Texas at EI Paso, literally devouring bibliographies 

until I could return to my professor in relief and state that nothing had 

been published on World War II. Thus was my project born, an orphan of 

rejection, not necessarily of choice. Yet as I began my research, fully 

believing that Indians returned from the war ready to assimilate into 

white society, I became immersed, intrigued, and eventually, mesmerized 

at the struggle of a people who possessed both a deep patriotism for 

their country and also an unfailing commitment to their culture. 

Completing my thesis occupied eighteen months and involved a thorough 

investigation of all which a university library can offer. My project 

was forestalled as I entered graduate school at the University of Ari

zona, but upon passing my comprehensive examinations, I was able to 

return to the work closest to my heart. During my research, I have met 

many people who offered me advice and aid. First among all others is the 

Tigua Tribe of Ysleta, Texas. When I began my thesis research, I visited 

the reservation and the superintendent, Raul Ramirez, gave me lists of 

people to contact. Among these people was a Pentagon official, Jerry 

Anderson, in charge of researching and writing military history for his 

agency. Jerry, who has shared pounds of documents and countless ideas 

with me, exhibits a rare intuition and compassion for minorities. At the 

University of Arizona, I worked under the guidance of Paul Carter, my 
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dissertation chairman, who often helped me put my own rather limited 

topic into a much broader historical perspective. My other committee 

members~ Harwood Hinton and Paul Cosgrove~ always offered sound advice, 

both professional and personal. 

Because of my topic) it was necessary to visit the National Archives 

in Washington, D. C. and Suitland, Maryland. I spent two weeks for two 

successive summers researching in that beautiful city. There I was aided 

by Don Janciwicz, Richard Boylan, and Rick Peyser. In the National 

Archives, the Office Files of John Collier, William Zimmerman, and John 

Herrick, Record Group 75, offered abundant material particularly for 

Chapter Two on the Nazis and Chapter Four on Propaganda. For Chapter 

Three on Selective Service, I travelled to Suitland, Maryland and uti

lized Record Group 147, Selective Service Records. Material on Chapter 

Five, civilian contributions, can be found in Record Group 48, Secretary 

of the Interior, Washington, D.C., and Record Group 70, Bureau of Mines 

at Suitland, Maryland. 

Secondary works on the Depression and John Collier's administraLion 

are numerous. Broadus Mitchell's Depression Decade examines the pater

nalistic aspects of Roosevelt's administration which set the tone for 

Collier's bureaucratic methods. Lawrence Hauptman, rrobert Kelley, and 

Leonard Carlson have written rather sympathetically of Collier's attempts 

at policy reform. More critical portrayals of the Commissioner's 

adminstration can be found in books by Burton K. Wheeler and Hazel Hertz

berg. Earlier periods of Indian policy have been covered by Francis Paul 

Prucha, Wilcomb Washburn, and Edward Spicer who analyzed the increasing 

bureaucratization of Indians as detrimental to tribes. Since I live in 
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EI Paso, Texas and was unable to use the facilities at the University of 

Arizona 5 I relied upon the El Paso Public Library staff to order dozens 

of books through Interlibrary Loan which they handled efficiently and 

courteously. 

Books on actual Indian military participation are sparse. Clearly 

Doris Paul~s Navajo Codetalkers deserves praise for exploring this area. 

Instead contemporary 1940 anthropologists such as Evon Vogt and Robert 

Ritzenhaler interviewed soldiers, civilians, and veterans, thus filling a 

gap for historians. "Fighting the White Man~s War: The Extent and 

Legacy of American Indian Participation in World War II" by Tom Holm, The. 

Journal of Ethnic Studies, 9:2, is the most valuable work on Native 

Americans in this time period. TheoriZing that the American Indian 

effort led directly to the Termination Acts, Dr. Holm opened the door for 

my research which he has encouraged and helped. 

This is the story of the American Indian in World War II. It 

explains their simultaneous fight for their country~s freedom and 

recognition for their own tribal sovereignty. It is not, however, the 

whole story. That story is probably being told in oral histories on 

reservations to young Indians, far away from white ears. 
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A New Deal for the American Indian 

At the Democratic convention of 1933, Franklin Delano Roosevelt, 

nominated for president on the fourth ballot, promised the delegates, "I 

pledge you, I pledg~ myself to a new deal for the American people." lVhen 

he mentioned people, Roosevelt included Native Americans who had been 

publicized in the 1928 Meriam Report as needing policy reform. By the 

eve of World War II, Indians had experienced more than half a century of 

reservation life under tight government supervision. Until the John 

Collier administration, Native American lifestyles on these reservations 

failed to evolve into a higher standard of living for Indians. Instead 

throughout the decades they experienced confusing, often conflicting 

changes which mirrored the ever-changing American political climate. 1 

Prior to the Roosevelt administration, policy concerning tribes had 

veered from efforts to mainstream Indians to efforts at preserving tribal 

heritage. Furthermore, inefficient and often corrupt bureaucracies pre-

vented tribes from advancing in economic, educational, and health gains. 

When the Collier administration, operating under guidelines set by Roose-

velt~s New Deal, attempted to reverse policies which it considered to be 

detrimental, many Indians and whites viewed the results with misgivings. 

Despite their failure to advance as rapidly as Anglo-Americans in these 

vital areas, American Indians overcame disappointment, resentment and 

suspicion to respond to their nation~s need in World War II. 2 

Set in the Jacksonian period which glorified the "rise of the common 

1 
Lawrence Kelley, The Assault on Assimilation (Albuquerque: Univer-

of New Mexico Press, 1983) exploreS-Indian policy in the 1920s. 

2In World War II 44,500 Native Americans, ten percent of the Indian 
population, served in the armed forces. 
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Set in the Jacksonian period which glorified the "rise of the common 

man," the first efforts at a clarified American Indian policy attempted 

to reconcile the mass demand for an expansion of democracy with the tra-

ditional Federalist concern for strengthening the central government. In 

1831 John Marshall, Chief Justice of the Supreme Court, initially tried 

to evade responsibility for Native Americans by declaring in Cherokee 

Nation versus Georgia that Indians comprised a "domestic dependent 

nation" and as such the court lacked jurisdiction in the case. Andrew 

Jackson aggressively and determinedly pursued an anti-Indian policy bent 

on Indian Removal, and he allowed state encroachment upon Indian reser-

vations. In 1832, pressed once again to define the federal government's 

jurisdiction, Marshall stated in Worcester versus Georgia, 6 Peters, p. 

341, that only the federal government could make treaties with the Indian 

tribes. These decisions meant, in effect, that the government viewed 

Indian tribes as nations claiming their own laws and customs. Because of 

this ruling, states could not encroach upon tribes, and only the federal 

government held authority to deal with Indians. 3 

Although it still declared that Indian tribes were part of the 

federal domain, the federal government chose the treaty process with 

which to deal with Native Americans. Through this process, the govern-

ment designated certain areas as Indian lands, which after the Civil War 

it would refer to as reservations. During the 1800s the government 

deprived the Five Civilized Tribes and their smaller contemporaries on 

3Henry Steel Commager (ed.), Documents of American History (8th Edi
tion, Meredith Corporation: 1968), 258; Origins of the Department of 
Indian Affairs," Francis Paul Prucha (ed.), Documents of United States 
Indians (Nebraska: University of Nebraska Press, 1975); 68. 
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the east coast of their homelands through coercion and fraudulent 

treaties, forcing them to march on a "Trail of Tears" to Indian Terri-

tory. In 1832, to handle all Native American policy, the government 

established the Bureau of Indian Affairs, representing yet another depar-

ture in treatment. Failing to achieve cabinet level, Indians had 

nevertheless become an official part of the bureaucracy.4 

In the 1850s as whites moved from the east coast to the midwest into 

the plains states, the fierce Plains tribes initially appeared willing to 

accept the new arrivals as long as they merely travelled to California 

and Oregon. After the Civil War, an influx of permanent settlers who 

built ranches, farms, forts and railroads created tension and rivalry for 

resources. Objecting to their new neighbors because they depleted the 

buffalo herds and destroyed their economic mainstay, Native Americans 

began to starve. From 1860-1880, because of this hunger and frustration, 

" Indians clashed with settlers and soldiers.-

At first the government tried to pacify Indians by making treaties 

such as those negotiated with east coast tribes. Negotiated with every 

major Plains Indian tribe from 1867-1868, the Treaty of Medicine Lodge 

proved to be the last of the great treaties, because both sides refused 

to honor their commitments and immediately broke the treaty. Following a 

decade of constant warfare, the federal government conquered the Indian 

4Theodore W. Taylor, The Bureau of Indian Affairs (Boulder, Colorado: 
Westview Press, 1984), 14; Francis Paul Prucha, American Indian Policy in 
Crisis (Norman, Oklahoma: University of Oklahoma Press, 1976), 104-105-.-

5Wilcomb Washburn, The Indian in America (New York: Harper and Row, 
1975). Chapters eight and nine cover the history of westward expansion 
and Indian-white warfare. 

----------------------- --------
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tribes and one after another herded them onto reservations. 6 

On these reservations, the United States treated the Indians as 

dependent, economic wards, possessing only those assets allowed by the 

government. Indeed with the disappearance of the buffalo and the loss of 

their traditional, hunting lifestyle, Indians retained only that which 

the United States allowed and were forced to depend on their new guar-

dians for land, annuities, educational facilities, and help in developing 

tribal enterprises such as livestocking, farming, or timber. In 1871 a 

new era dawned when Congress passed a rider to the Indian Appropriations 

Act officially declaring that Indian tribes no longer ranked as indepen-

dent nations and that the United States Government could manage Indian 

affairs without tribal consent. In essence, this Act declared the death 

of the treaty method, and the nonrecognition of tribes as separate 

nations capable of handling their own affairs. The following year 

Congress gave the president full authority to create reservations by Exe-. 

7 cutive Order rather than by treaty, thus completing the cycle. 

By the 1880s many reformers objected to the reservation system and to 

the communal ownership of the land. They claimed that reservations 

segregated Indians and kept them from assimilating into mainstream 

America. These humanitarians, including Helen Hunt Jackson and the 

Indian Rights Association, launched a movement to reform American Incian 

6"Revision of Laws and Legal Status," Congressional Committee 
Hearings, House Committee on Indian Affairs, 78 Cong, 2 Sess, House Reso
lution 166, 49, December 4, 1944; Washburn, The Indian in America, 
chapter ten "Reservations". ----

7 Leonard Carlson, Indians: Bureaucrats and Land: The Dawes Act and 
the Decline of Indian Farming (Connecticutt:--1981), 3:-:7; "Abolition of 
Treatymaking, March 3, 1871,"; Prucha, Documents of United States 
Indians, 136. -
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policy and grant citizenship to Native Americans. Citizenship and assi-

milation became the ultimate goal which Congress pursued for the next 

four decades. In this reform~minded atmosphere, Congress passed the 

Dawes General Allotment Act of 1887 which provided for the dissolution of 

Indian tribes as legal entities and the division of tribal lands (one 

hundred sixty acres per family and eighty acres per single adult). After 

twenty-five years, during which time the government held the land in 

trust patent, the owner would receive United States citizenship and 

patent in fee. The Burke Act of 1906 speeded up the allotment process by 

waiving the twenty-year trustee period at the discretion of the Secretary 

of the Interior and issuing patents in fee to competent Indians. In 1924 

the Snyder Act granted full citizenship to all Indians born in the United 

States regardless of their land status. 8 

With the reservation land allotted in order that each Indian family 

could earn its livelihood and with American citizenship attainable, the 

future of the American Indian seemed secure. Despite the supposedly 

large amount of land owned by Indians, however, it became difficult and 

often impossible for many Indians to survive on their reservations. 

After many years of observing the effect of the act, Walker Woehlke, 

Chief of the Resources Branch of the Indian Bureau, exclaimed, "On this 

unit no individual famj"ly can make a decent living. ,,9 

8Prucha, "General Allotment Act," Documents of U.S. Indians, 
171-174; Charles J. Kappler, (ed.) U.S. Laws and-StatUtes, Indian 
Affairs, Laws and Treaties, Vol. III (Government Printing Office, 
Washington, D.C., 1971), 420; "Citizenship Act," United States Statutes 
at Large, 68 Cong, 1 Sess, 253, June 2, 1924; William T. Hagan, The 
IndIan:Rights Association (Tucson: University of Arizona, 1985):-12-13. 

9 
House Resolution 166, 52, December 4, 1944. 

--.--- ~-----
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Many reasons accounted for this problem. First, the government had 

allotted reservations with desirable lands in severalty; reservations 

with undesirable lands continued to share communal ownership. Indians on 

allotted reservations encountered many problems. Under both the Dawes 

Act and the Burke Act, Indians received their patent in fee after a 

twenty-five year waiting period or when the government deemed them to be 

competent. Once they received this patent in fee, whites often persuaded 

Indians to part with their land. Using trickery and threats, whites per-

suaded illiterate Indians to sign bills of sale. In other cases they 

gained guardianship of minor Indians' land and depleted the resources on 

h . 10 t e~r property. 

The governm~nt declared any reservation land remaining after allot-

ment to be surplus and open for sale to non-Indians. Surplus land sales 

not only cut down on the amount of land owned by the tribe, but whites 

usually managed to buy the best available acreage, containing water or 

good grazing fields. Surplus land sales led to a very cumbersome land 

pattern. White-owned lands interspersed with Indian land and often tri-

bal members could not gain access to wa.ter. This checkerboard effect, 

similar to the problems encountered by farmers under the Homestead Act 

when railroad land grants interfered with homesteading efforts, rendered 

many farming attempts useless. From 1887 to 1920 because of the allotment 

policy, sales of surplus land, and sales of Indian-owned land to white 

owners, Indians lost ninety million acres or sixty-two percent of their 

best land. With the remaining land insufficient to maintain a decent 

10 House Resolution 166, 101, December 5, 1944; Carlson, Indians, 
BureaucratS and Land, 35, 38-40. 
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standard of living, many Native Americans deeply resented this severe 

blow to their economic welfare. 11 

The Jicarilla Apache so deeply resented the allotment process that 

they rebelled against the system. Like most Apache, the Jicarilla needed 

a great deal of combined space for their cattle industry. In the 1880s 

the government allotted their reservation, but in the 1900s the tribe 

insisted on a return to tribal ownership of the land. In the 1920s the 

government once again reallotted the Jicarilla land, and once again the 

tribe insisted on returning to a communal system so they could continue 

th ff ' f h' . 12 e e ect1ve use 0 t e1r graz1ng areas. 

Native Americans objected to allotment for social as well as economic 

reasons. In the 1940s the Hopi Tribe, located in New Mexico and Arizona, 

still constituted a tight-knit communal Pueblo group. Objecting to 

allotment, they charged that dividing their land would result in a frac-

tionated social organization. For this reason Congress exempted the 

Hopi, the Navajo, and the Pueblo tribes from the allotment process. For 

other tribes, however, land division emerged as a serious problem. By 

the of World War II, overgrazing, land division, and its attendant system 

of fractionated heirships played a large role in the decline of the 

I d · 13 n 1an economy. 

11 Carlson, Indians, Bureaucrats, and Land, 10; House Resolution 166, 
52, December 5, 1944; Vine Deloria, Jr., "The Indian Rights Association," 
from Sandra L. Cadwalader and Vine Deloria, Jr. (ed.) The Aggressions of 
Civilization (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1984), 7-8. 

12House Resolution 166, 52, December 4, 1944; Jane F. Smith and Robert 
M. Kvasnicka, (ed.) Indian-White Relations: A Persistent Paradox 
(vlashington, D. C., 1976), 224. 

13 House Resolution 166, 82, December 5, 1944. They remain a tight-
knit community today. Collier, Indians of the Americas, 248. 
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Fractionated heirships, the system of willing land to one's heirs, 

added to the cumbersome problem which already existed with allotted land. 

When an Indian died, he usually divided his land equally among his heirs, 

and after several years, the original one hundred sixty acres had often 

decreased to as little as one acre per person. This resulted in an 

impossible situation for farming or ranching, with a negligible interest 

on land income. The inability to consolidate these heirships had an 

adverse effect on Indian life. Sometimes it led to extreme poverty. In 

the 1940s some reservations had. large amounts of land, but tribal members 

owned this land in small, individual plots which they utilized unsuccess-

fully. The South Dakota Sisseton Reservation in 1944 represented an 

extreme example of fractionated heirships. Because the 3,037 Sioux could 

not earn a decent living on their small allotments, their general con-

ditions compared unfavorably with other tribes. A high unemployment 

rate, wretched housing conditions, poor school attendance, and an 

unwillingness to avail themselves of the reservation's medical facilities 

characterized the tribal lifestyle. These attitudes led to feelings of 

helplessness, apathy, and little desire to improve the reservation 

lifestyle. Much of this apathy could be traced to the economic system of 

fractionated heirships which destroyed not only communal property but 

also tribal responsibility for social welfare. 14 

In cases where the fractionated heirships proved economically unsound 

for personal use, Indians usually opted to lease the land to whites. 

Many white neighbors could gather a large amount of grazing or farming 

14 House Resolution 166, 94, 97, December 5, 1944; Smith and 
Kvasnicka, Indian-White Relations, 183; Carlson, Indians, Bureaucrats and 
Land, 137. 
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land by leasing small plots from individual Indian owners. In 1944 the 

Omaha-Ponca-Santee-Winnebago Reservation in Sioux City, Iowa used only 

13,2t~0 acres of its land while leasing 59,690 acres to whites. That same 

year, on a nationwide basis Indians leased twelve million acres. Many 

Indian Service employees believed that a more efficient land arrangement 

would have enabled Indians to utilize their land for greater financial 

15 rewards, thus easing the poverty of the 1930s and 1940s. 

Meanwhile, the interconnecting factors of land allotment, land 

leasing, and fractionated heirships led to negative results, and by the 

1930s many reformers placed the blame for this failure squarely on the 

Dawes Act. Turning their attention to Indian Affairs, New Dealers 

claimed that the Allotment Act ranked as the underlying reason for Indian 

poverty. Furthermore, they criticized old assimilationist policies and 

asserted that assimilation alone could not solve all the economic 

problems of Native Americans. In 1933 John Collier, newly-appointed Com-

missioner of Indian Affairs, began a movement which stressed tribal 

rights rather than assimilation. Collectivism, ruralism and governmen-

tism had become prominent themes in Roosevelt's New Deal resulting in a 

tremendous increase in the general size and scope of government. 

Furthermore, Roosevelt believed that government needed to "playa larger, 

mQre persistent, and planful part in its economy" to gain stability and a 

higher standard of living for Americans. Reformers of this time period 

15House Resolution 166, 86, December 5, 1944; Carlson, Indians, 
Bureaucrats, and Land, 37; "Report on Indian Conditions," Senate Report 
310, 78 Cong, 1 Sess, 6 (10756), June 22, 1944; O. K. Armstrong, "Set the 
American Indians Free!", 47-52. Nevertheless, in comparison to white 
owners, the Indians leased less of their land. Eighty percent of Indian
owned farms were operated by the owners as compared to only fifty-four 
percent of white farms. 
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believed the answer to Indian poverty could be found among the Indians on 

reservations rather than in mainstream America. "What's so wonderful 

about the white man?" queried Collier. "Why absorb the Indian ir,to the 

white man's civilization when he will only be 'poor white trash,?,,16 

Collier seemed the ideal man for the Indian New Deal program. Widely 

travelled, well-educated, and a prolific writer, Collier developed pro-

fessional and personal relationships from all walks of life. From 

1907-1920 Collier served as a community organizer with the People's 

Institute in New York City where he helped immigrants assimilate into the 

American mainstream. He used this experience to advantage in San 

Francisco as the director of social science training at the State 

Teacher's College. Although born in Georgia, the Commissioner graduated 

from Columbia University and developed a liberal, humanistic philosophy. 

During the 1920s, Collier, like many eastern intellectuals, visited 

Southwestern Pueblo villages where he encountered unique Indian cultures. 

Almost mystically impressed with the heritage of the Pueblo, Navajo, and 

Zuni, Collier later incorporated many of their tribal values into his 

Indian Bureau policies. Branded as "intensely serious", "idealistic," 

and "feisty," Collier remained, above all else, dedicated to the Indian 

17 cause. 

16Smith and Kvasnicka, Indian-White Relations, 171; John Collier, 
"Indians Come Alive," Atlantic Monthly (September, 1942) 170:75-81; "Lo 
the Educated Indian," Newsweek, April 26, 1943, 21:80-81; Broadus 
Mitchell, Depression Decade (New York: Rhinehart and Company, 1947), 
121; John M. Allswang, The New' Deal and American Politics (New York: 
John Wiley and Sons, Inc~1978), 75,-r29. 

17 Brian W. Dippie, The Vanishing American: White Attitudes and U.S. 
Indian Policy (Connecticutt, 1982), 276; Collier, "Indians Come Alive," 
75. 
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Congressional leaders agreed with Collier that an attempt must be 

made to change the status of the Indian, and in 1934 Congress passed the 

Wheeler-Howard Act. Also known as the Indian Reorganization Act, it 

completely reversed the Dawes Act by ending land allotments in severalty, 

returning surplus land to tribal ownership, buying additional lands for 

tribes, encouraging tribal self-government and improving economic con-

ditions on reservations with tribal resources. In order to benefit from 

the land purchases, a tribe first had to accept the Indian Reorganization 

Act. At this time they could receive credit loans from the revolving 

loan fund of ten million dollars. With these funds, a tribe could then 

purchase available land for use by both tribes and individuals. Under 

the supervision of the Indian Bureau, the t~ibe held this land in com-

munal ownership for perpetuity with no further allotments. Many tribes 

benefitted from this practice. For example, the Grand Portage Indians in 

Minnesota added 16,754 acres to their 36,000 acre reservation. Another 

Minneosta tribe of 14,000 Chippewas gained the great Schermerhorn Ranch, 

valued at $100,000, in their state. 18 

In addition to taking advantage of the revolving loan fund, Native 

Americans used their own tribal funds to purchase land in order to con-

solidate areas for communal use and to solve the joint problems of frac-

tionated heirships and land leasing. Land consolidation in particular 

proved to be a successful method of bringing together enough 

individually-owned tracts of land for economically-sound farming or 

livestocking ventures. Under this system, Indian owners gained 

18House Resolution 166, 69, 336; Smith and Kva.snicka, Indian-t-.'hite 
Relati~178-179; "Repealing the So-Called Wheeler-Howard Act," Senate 
Report 1031, 78 Cong, 2 Sess, (10842), June 22, 1944, 9. 
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compensation for their allotments through the certificate plan, the 

exchange plan, or from outright purchase. The Rosebud Sioux, for 

example, used the certificate plan which enabled the tribe to issue a 

certificate to a member for the amount of his land which he could 

exchange for other land utilization or for land lease. This meant that a 

Native American with several scattered acres could exchange these acres 

for a consolidated tract of land. Another advantage to this system 

occurred if an Indian left the reservation. Under the tribal constitu-

tion, Indians could only sell their land to other tribal members in order 

that the acreage remained within the reservation. 19 

The exchange of allotments for assignments proved to be another suc-

cessful method of consolidation. In the late 1930s the Cheyenne River 

Reservation used this system wherein individual Indians "traded" land 

with each other. As with the certificate method, a farmer or rancher 

could amass enough acreage for successful utilization. Under the 

exchange method of consolidation on the Cheyenne River Reservation, an 

Indian could return one-twentieth of a tract of land for the use of 1,200 

to 1,600 acres and the loan of some cattle to begin livestocking. The 

Cheyenne also purchased off-reservation land with tribal funds to use in 

this exchange program. Purchasing land from Indian heirs became the 

final method of consolidation. For this process the Blackfeet Reser-

vation used tribal funds to purchase inherited lands and allotments. In 

1944, because the tribe still employed this method, they asked for a five 

year loan fund of $100,000 yearly from the Indian Bureau to help purchase 

19House Resolution 166, .52, December 4, 1944; Smith and Kvasnicka, 
Indian=whIte Relations, 179; Indians at Work, Vol. X, Nos. 2-6, 33. ---
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Under the Wheeler-Heward Act, tribes took advantage of their natural 

resources, such as hunting~ fishing, farming, livestocking, timber, 

power, and oil. Although livestocking and farming constituted the pri-

mary enterprises of most tribes, they usually lagged economically behind 

their white contemporaries. In 1944 the average Indian farm, worth only 

$1,500, compared unfavorably to the average white farm, worth $4,100. 

Land problems, including fractionated heirships and the inability to 

secure suitable agricultual land, accounted for this disproportionate 

value. These problems discouraged tribes which held a historic farming 

tradition such as the Cherokee and the Chickasaw. Furthermore, many 

Indian tribes, who historically had existed as nomads, never developed 

farming or ranching skills. Tribes such as the Apache, Comanche, and 

Sioux considered farming to be "women's work" and thus beneath them. 

While they often did not adapt well to farming, they usually became 

excellent ranchers because of their background in dealing with large 

herds of animals and their expertise in horsemanship. Because these 

tribes lacked inadequate instruction, the Indian Reorganization Act 

endeavored to correct these deficiencies. 21 

For example, the Wind River Shoshone in Wyoming needed both suitable 

agricultural land and gUidance in efficiently utilizing their land. At 

20House Resolution 166, 57, 67, December 4, 1944; Smith and Kvasnicka, 
Indian=whIte Relations, 179; "Investigation to Determine if Revision of 
Laws Regarding Indians is Required," House Report 2091, 78 Cong, 2 Sess, 
(10848), 18, December 23, 1944. This bill was not passed during the war 
years. 

21Dippie, The Vanishing American, 302; Smith and Kvasnicka, 
Indian-White Relations, 174; House Resolution 166, 106, December 5, 1944. 
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one time the Shoshone had leased sixty percent of their reservation land 

to whites, because they failed to properly utilize their scattered 

acreage. On the advice of the Indian Bureau, they brought suit in court 

and won a court judgment which stated that their ancient enemies, the 

Arapajo,had illegally gained half their reservation. In 1938 the court 

awarded the Shoshone one million dollars. To show they held no enmity to 

their traditional foes, the Shoshone shared this money with the Arapajo, 

and the two tribes repurchased grazing tracts to gain control of areas 

around these tracts. A slightly miffed White Permittees Association, 

upset at the loss of land they had come to view as theirs, declared the 

Indians would not use the land. They fully expected the Indians to 

return to their former practice of leasing reservation acres, but six 

years later the tribe ran livestock on one hundred percent of the range 

area. The twc tribes, once vicious enemies and now ~ccnomic partners, 

determined to purchase more land in the future, and began planning small, 

irrigated pastures to support their livestock. 22 

Like the A:capajo and Sho~hone, the Apache Indians made considerable 

progress under the Wheeler-Howard Act. The San Carlos Apache, located 

near Tucson, Arizona, maintained such a successful cattle industry that 

they provided the sole support for their elderly, rather than relying on 

state or federal aid. Using their livestock and timber profits, the 

White River Apache also paid for almost half .of their services including 

all health and education expenses, part of their extension services, and 

the management of their livestock and timber operations. In the 1930s 

22House Resolution 166, 102, December 5, 1944; Carlson, Indians 
BureaucratS, and Land, 125; Armstrong, "Set the American Indians Free!"~ 
50. ---
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the Mescalero Apache of Ruidoso, New Mexico, however, showed the most 

impressive economic improvement. Prior to the Wheeler-Howard Act, these 

Indians, considered to be the remnants of "Geronimo's unreconstructed 

rebels", lived in shacks on their reservation and survived on per capita 

payments. With the advent of Commissioner Collier.'s policy and a new, 

"aggressive" superintendent, they borrowed $242,000 from the Indian 

Reorganization loan fund to buy outlying farmland, build new homes, erect 

schools, care for their elderly, and develop their tribal timber and 

cattle industry. By 1942 this tribe owned successful ranching, estimated 

?3 
to be $75,000, and forestry businesses.-

The Wheeler-Howard Act also attempted to improve the wildlife 

industry for the traditional hunting and fishing tribes. These improve-

ments took the form of conserving the reservations' natural resources. 

Since both Congressmen and Indians understood the term "conservation", a 

New Deal code word, they agreed that hunting and fishing resources on 

many of the Indian reservations required more careful attention. Better 

enforcement of hunting and fishing regulations, they argued, would halt 

the depletion of the tribal resources. In order to correct the 

situation, several Indian tribes cooperated with the Indian Bureau to 

pass tribal regulations which conformed with state regulations. The 

Indian Bureau also supported a general bill which would apply to all 

Indians reservations and allow each tribe to handle its Olin wildlife 

23 House Resolution 166, 84, 104, 142, December 6, 1944; La Farge, As 
Long as the Grass Shall Grow, 44, 70, 96. Supporting their elderly is a 
time-honored Indian tradition. Tribes who could not or would not care 
for their aged Indians were shamed before other tribes. It was a white 
myth that Indians cast off their aged members. New York Times, October 
23, 1942, 20:3. 
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I . 24 regu atl.ons. 

Along with hunting and fishing, Indian New Dealers also wanted con-

servation practices observed for forestry which they promised would bring 

economic rewards. Fo~ the combined national tribes, this lucrative 

industry yielded an annual timber cut of three to four hundred feet per 

acre on reservations with timberland which had been allotted in 

severalty. Encouraging these tribes to set up profit organizations, the 

Bureau did not differentiate between those under the Indian Reorganiza-

tion Act and those who had rejected the act. Because of the great demand 

for timber in the 1940s, these forest Indians established very profitable 

businesses. Operating their own sawmills where they cut, manufactured, 

and sold timber, these tribal corporations paid annual dividends to all 

enrolled Indians. 25 

The Wisconsin Menominee, the Minnesota Chippewa, and the Oregon Kla-

math numbered among the most successful timber tribes. An entirely self-

supporting tribe located on communally-owned 300;000 acres, the Menominee 

paid with pride their own health and educational needs and accepted only 

a small amount of gratuity funds from the Indian Service. Similarly the 

Chippewa increased their small timber business by buying capital goods, 

reforesting certain lands, and purchasing clean-cut lands for 

24"proposed Provision Pertaining to Existing Appropriations for the 
Department of the Interior," House Report 2091,·79 Cong, 2 Sess, House 
Document 2S4 (11055), February 25, 1946, 117; Dippie, The Vanishing 
American, 306; Carlson, Indians, Bureaucrats, and Land, 18; "Property 
Restriction Removal," Congressional Committee HearIngS, Senate Committee 
on Affairs, Senate Report 1313, 78 Cong, 2 Sess, 17, August 1, 1946. 
This bill was passed in July, 1983. 

25 House Resolution 166, 63, 90-91, December 5, 1944; Carlson, Indians, 
Bureaucrats, and Land, 16. 
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reforestation. Because the Indian Service considered them to be 

"businesslike and conservative and thoroughly honest," the Bureau sup-

ported their desire to handle their own tribal funds for these endeavors. 

Perhaps the Klamath comprised the richest of these tribes. Established 

in 1864 on 1,106,337 acres of land, in 1913 they began lumber operations 

in their ponderosa pine forest. In 1946 they valued their operation at 

an estimated $15,000,000. 26 

Eydroe1ectric power and oil constituted two other natural resources 

available for economic profit. The Indian Service had recognized the 

potential of these resources for some time by supporting protective 

legislation. Under the Original Allotment Act of 1909, Indians retained 

individual mineral rights after leasing or selling their land, and the 

Subsequent Allotment Act of 1919 reserved to the tribe these same rights. 

These laws allowed tribes to negotiate leases with power and oil com-

panies, deposit the royalties they received in their private treasuries 

from which they made their own budgets, and operated under a corporation 

status. Like the timber tribes, they paid annual dividends to tribal 

members. 27 

In the 1930s the Montana Flathead, numbering 2,600, used these two 

acts for the economic success of their hydroelectric plant. In 1925 

Congress leased this plant to the Montana Power Company with very little 

profit for the Flathead. A decade later, backed by the Indian 

26 House Resolution 166, 63, 122, December 6, 1944; Carlson, Indians, 
Burea~s and Land, 178; Senate 1313, 3, August 1, 1946. 

27"Indian Appropriations Act," United States Statutes at Large, 60 
Cong, 2 Sess, 783, March 3, 1909; "Indian Appropriations Act," United 
States Statutes at Large, 66 Cong, 1 Sess, 31, June 5, 1919; House Reso
lution 166, 98, December 5, 1944. 
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Reorganization Act and Commissioner Collier, the Flathead incorporated 

and renegotiated more favorable terms with the company. By 1944 the 

tribe received an annual income of $200,000 from their power and timber 

resour-ces. After the advent of the Wheeler-Howard Act, another Montana 

tribe, the Blackfeet, brought in considerable revenue for their popula-

tion of 4,904 from their oil wells and grazing rights. This state of 

affairs caused Montana state representative and chairman of the House 

Committee on Indian Affairs Thomas O'Connor to assert that the Blackfeet 

and Flathead "are a.very intelligent group of Indians in the handling of 

h . ff . 1 h 11 f· d ,,28 t e1r own a a1rs all~ t ey are pretty we 1xe. 

The southwestern oil-rich Navajo also received royalties. Numbering 

50,000 and the largest of the Indian tribes, the Navajo lived on a 23,000 

square mile reservation. In 1934 a dramatic, controversial confrontation 

occurred when the Navajo and the Indian Service clashed over the man-

datory stock reduction required of their tribe. To prevent overgrazing 

and further soil erosion, the Bureau ordered the Indians to kill 400,000 

head of sheep, goats and horses. With this seemingly heartless act, 

Collier only followed precedent set by Secretary of Agriculture Henry 

Wallace who, a year earlier, had ordered crops destroyed and farm animals 

killed to create an "economy of scarcity." The Secretary, blaming past 

administration's policies, declared, "The plowing under of ten million 

acres of growing cotton • • • and the slaughter of six million little 

pigs • • • were not acts of idealism in any sane society. They were 

emergency acts made necessary by the almost insane lack of wor.ld 

28 La Farge, As Long as the Grass Shall Grow, 44, 102; House Resolu-
tion 166, 98, December 4, 1944; Code of Federal Regulations (Department 
of the Interior: 1940), Chapter-r:-69: 
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statesmanship during the period from 1920 to 1932.,,29 

In 1935, rejecting this line of reasoning along with the Indian 

Reorganization Act, the Navajo voted against the l~eeler-Howard referen-

dum by a 384 vote margin out of 15,600 votes. Despite this rejection, 

the Indian Service strengthened the Navajo Tribal Council and encouraged 

democratic methods. With a further show of good faith, the Bureau sup-

ported their policy of extending their tribal holdings on which the 

Navajo intended to pay real estate taxes out of their oil royalties. 

Unknown to many tribal members, Collier also negotiated trades with the 

Santa Fe Railroad for land to return to the Navajo.30 

An overall assessment of the economic policy of the Wheeler-Howard 

Act reveals great success in two areas and a dismal failure in two other 

respects. The successes occurred when policymakers rejected two basic 

tenets in the Dawes Act. First, the Indian Reorganization Act accepted 

that Indians distinguished themselves from immigrants who came to America 

out of choice with the intention of assimilating. Although many Indians 

expressed the desire to assimilate into mainstream America, many Indians 

preferred their tribal heritage and reservations. The Indian Reorganiza-

tion Act offered a choice to these two groups. It insisted that economic 

opportunities should be created both on and off reservations. Second, 

the Wheeler-Howard Act recognized the individuality of Indian tribes 

which meant that not all tribes preferred the farming lifestyle. Rather 

29Mitchell, Depression Decade, 179-180. 

30La Farge, As Long ~ the Grass Shall Grow, 102; Smith and Kvasnicka, 
Indian-l~ite Relations, 187, 256; Juanita Platero and Siyowin Miller, 
"Warrior Returning," Common Ground 1, No.2 (1945), 41-52; Graham Taylor, 
The New Deal'and American indian Tribalism (Lincoln: University of 
Nebraska PresS;-1980), 33. 
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than viewing this as a failure, Indian New Dealers suggested alternatives 

and offered other opportunities. By accepting these two tenets, policy

makers recognized the Indian as an individual with a unique herita3e.31 

The failures of this act, however, almost overshadowed other 

progressive gains. First, because the act never lived up to its pro-

nouncement of tribal self-government, governmental bureaucracy and pater-

nalism contiuued. Tribes which accepted the act governed themselves 

under charters written and controlled by the Indian Bureau which refused 

to recognize that many tribes had, in essence, grown up and no longer 

needed control. Some Indian critics simply echoed complaints voiced by 

their white contemporaries, many of whom believed the entire National 

Recovery Act to be merely a compromise between competition and control. 

Small businessmen, perhaps the nearest equivalent to tribal councils, 

often complained that they were unable to obtain enough credit tv. meet 

NRA standards and that the Act, overall, eliminated past trade practices 

which had actually worked in their favor. 32 

Second, the act failed to significantly raise the Indian economic 

status despite the promises concerning land purchase and use of tribal 

resources. All too often the government reallocated money appropriated 

for Indians to pay Indian Bureau employee salaries. Furthermore, the 

employees created resentment when many of them treated their charges with 

contempt and rudeness. Indians charged that employees drove around in 

"big cars" while residents walked or kept Indian clients waiting for 

31"Wheeler-Howard Act," Charles J. Kappler (ed.) U.S. Laws and Sta
tutes, Indian Affairs, Laws and Treaties, Vol. II (Washington, n:-C-.-,--
1971): 378-380. -- --

32Mitchell, Depression Decade, 250, 257. 
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interminably long time periods in offices. 33 

Many critics agreed with this assessment. Claiming that Native 

Americans had failed to advance economically under the Indian New Deal, 

critics claimed that the Indian Reorganization Act had doomed tribal mem-

bers to a life of regimentation and segregation on the reservation. 

Labelling reservations as "concentration camps," critics initiated a 

backlash against the Wheeler-Howard Act, based on two recurring themes. 

First, they claimed that the Indian Bureau kept the Native American in a 

wardship status by utilizing such practices as property restrictions (the 

illegality of selling one~s portion of tribal land without theBureau~s 

permission). Second, the low economic level of the Indian pointed to a 

failure in the Indian Reorganization Act which had promised to raise this 

level by such means as a revolving loan fund. 34 

Senator Elmer Thomas of Oklahoma, member of the House Committee on 

Indian Affairs, and John Hamilton, president of the National American 

Indian Defense Association and Chairman of the Republican National 

33"Food Stamp Plan Benefit," Congressional Committee Hearings, Senate 
Committee on Indian Affairs, Senate 1341, 77 Cong, 1 Sess, 13, May 6, 
1941; "Establishment of Joint Committee to Investigate Claims Against the 
United States," Congressional Committee Hearings, Senate Committee On 
Indian .Affairs, Senate Joint Resolution 79, 79 Cong, 2 Sess, 26, May 14, 
1946. 

34"Emancipation," Congressional Committee Hearings, House Committee On 
Indian Affairs, House 3680, 3681, and 3710, 79 Cong, 2 Sess, 31-32, May 
6, 1946; Armstrong, "Set the American Indian Free!", 41. "Concentration 
camp" was an ironic label for congressmen to use in their contempt for 
reservation policy. During World War II, many of the Indian reservations 
were used as "internment camps" for Japanese-Americans by executive 
order. At this time there was no congressional outcry against segre
gating these Americans. (See chapter five). Business Week, "Tribes 
Sound a War Cry for Liberty," December 2, 1944, 40; New York Times, 
February 3, 1944, 21:8; "Conditions of Indian Tribes," CongreSSIOIial 
Record, 78 Cong, 2 Sess, A1098, March 6, 1944. 
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Committee, ranked among the most outspoken critics of the Wheeler-Howard 

Act. Both agreed that the policy of the 1930s had kept the Indian in 

wardship status rather than preparing him to be a full-fledged American 

citizen. In 1943 Thomas argued "while the original aim was to make the 

Indian a citizen, the present aim appears to be to keep the Indian an 

Indian and to make him satisifed with all the limitations of a primitive 

life. We are striving mightily to help him recapture his ancient, worn-

out cultures which are now hardly a vague memory to him and are absolu

tely unable to function in his present world. ,,35 

Three years later Hamilton agreed with this viewpoint. Although 

Native Americans held legal citizenship, he argued, the United States 

still treated them as wards. "I am sure that without Federal supervision 

over the Amerian Indian for at least one generation, he would develop 

sufficiently to take care of himself in every respect •••• Reservation 

life destroys independence and reservation Indians are made dependents 

and are kept so.,,36 

These statements referred to the practice of placing restrictions on 

the property of Indians as to the disposition of their land. With the 

passage of the Wheeler-Howard Act, the Secretary of the Interior exer-

cised complete control over all lands held in trust. Although this pro-

cedure originally intended to prevent Indian land from being sold to 

non-Indians, it now kept Indians in a wards~ip status. By the 1940s pro-

perty restriction removal had become the most controversial of all Indian 

35Senate Report 310, 17, June 22, 1944; "Investigate Indian 
Conditions," Congressional Record, 78 Cong, 2 Sess, A4572 , November 30, 
1944. 

36Senate Joint Resolution 79, 26, May 14, 1946. 
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topics because it related to the tax-exemption status of Indian land. 

Once land became available for sale, it became vulnerable to state and 

federal taxation. This led to two opposing viewpoints. Those Indians 

who wished to sell their land wanted the freedom to sell it to the most 

available buyer, at the highest purchase price. Many of these Native 

Americans, often employed in the armed forces or in defense work, had 

already left their reservations and had no worry concerning taxes. Very 

often only non-Indians could afford the highest purchase price, but 

Indians could only sell to other tribal members without permission from 

the Secretary of the Interior. To accommodate Indians wishing to sell to 

whites, Congressmen introduced at least twenty separate bills from 

1942-1944 to remove property restrictions on Indian lands. 37 

Many Indians strongly objected to the idea of land taxation, because 

they feared that the loss of government protection would be disastrous 

for the tribe as a whole. Envisioning a replay of the Dawes Act after-

math, tribal leaders claimed that many Indians with credit problems would 

be unable to pay their taxes and would have no alternative but to sell 

their land. Thus more land would pass out of tribal ownership further 

weakening Indian community organizations. Furthermore, too much Indian 

land loss could ruin the economic base of the reservations, and cause 

37House Resolution 166, 18, 31, December 4, 1944; Armstrong, "Set the 
American Indians Freel", 50; "To Remove Restrictions on the Property of 
Indians Who Served in the Armed Forces," Congressional Record, 79 Cong, 1 
Sess', A3345, July 9, 1945; "Property Restriction Removal of Veterans," 
Congressional Committee Hearings, Senate Committee on Indian Affairs, 79 
Cong, 2 Sess, Senate 1093, 5, June 12, 1946; "An Act to Facilitate and 
Simplify the Administration of Indian Affairs," Congressional Committee 
Hearings, House Committee on Indian Affairs, 79 Cong, 2 Sess, H.R. 4386, 
6, February 18, 1946; "Loans to Indian Veterans Under Servicemen's Read
justment Act of 1944," Congressional Record, 79 Cong, 1 Sess, A3342, July 
9, 1945. 
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tribal members to become a permanent burden on society. In every section 

of the country Indians raised a storm of protest against the property 

restriction removal bills. 38 

In 1946 the House Committee on Indian Affairs suggested a compromise 

on property restriction removal and submitted a report which read: 

To assure the continued ownership of such individually owned 
and operated Indian farms by Indian families, it is recommended 
the Indian Bureau l'TOrk out a standard form of deed which would 
entail the property to the extent of permitting its sale or 
disposition to other Indians but preventing for a period of 
years its disposition to non-Indian owners. 

In effect many viewed the report as simply another Burke Act and it 

failed to pass. Instead in 1946 Congress continued appropriating funds, 

$25,000, from the Interior Department Appropriation Act of 1938 which 

paid taxes on individually-owned Indian land. 39 

By 1944 400,000 American and 32,000 Alaskan Indians owned 56,093,710 

acres of land, much of it restricted, on 210 reservations. They had an 

estimated income of $56,805,476, not including undistributed tribal 

income and unearned income from oil royalties of $15,000,000. Despite 

these glowing statistics, a wartime study proved that Indians still 

existed in poverty, and it pointed to the failure of the Wheeler-Howard 

Act in eliminating this poverty. In 1942 the average family of five 

earned under nine hundred dollars for the year; half of all Indian 

38"property Restriction Removal of Veterans," Congressional Committee 
Hearings, Senate Committee on Indian Affairs, June 12, 1946, Senate 1093, 
79 Cong, 2 Sess, 5; House Resolution 166, 17-18, December 4, 1944. 

39 -
House Report 2091, 17, December 23, 1944. Four years later the Ter-

mination Acts were passed which ended all federal guardianship over 
Indian lands and put these lands on the tax rolls. "Interior 
Appropriation Act," United States Statutes at Large, 79 Cong, 2 Sess, 
356, July 1, 1946. - ---

------------------------ ---
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families made less than five hundred dollars yearly. Only four percent 

of these families earned over two thousand dollars. 40 

Nany of the poorer Indian tribes existed on such relief as surplus 

goods, food stamps, and per-capita payments. Financed through the Agri-

cultural Appropriation Bill, in 1940 the surplus goods expenditures 

amounted to only $235,000. Senator William Langer, Republican from North 

Dakota, felt these appropriations failed to meet the needs of "destitute, 

starving Indians", many of them from his state. Once removed in 1934 by 

the State Supreme Court while governor of North Dakota, Langer later 

served another term as governor from 1937 to 1939 before becoming a Sena-

tor and member of the Senate Committee on Indian Affairs. "As a mat"ter 

of fact, the surplus commodities are supposed s of course, to supplement 

the aid they get from other sources," complained the Senator. "As a 

practical matter, however, we all know that a great many needy families 

have not received aid from other sources." In a stinging indictment 

Langer added, "in our state the local welfare boards would not help the 

Indians. ,,41 

The Food Stamp Program provided another alternative to relief for 

poverty-stricken Native Americans. Suggested by Collier and supported by 

Langer, this program, which began July 1, 1941, paid a yearly sum of fif-

teen dollars to each family member with an extra seven dollars and fifty 

40Business Week, "Tribes Sound a War Cry for Liberty," December 2, 
1944, 40; Armstrong, "Set the American Indians Freel", 47; Annual Report 
of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 1946, 351. 

41"Food Stamp Plan Benefit," Congressional Committee Hearings, Senate 
Committee on Indian Affairs, Senate 1341, 77 Cong, 1 Sess, 24, Nay 7, 
1941; John Useem, Gordon Macgregor and Ruth Hill Useem, "Wartime 
Employment and Cultural Adjustments of the Rosebud SiOUX," Applied 
Anthropology 2 (January-March, 1943): 1. 
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cents for each man. Criticizing the old method of issuing spoiled 

supplies, Langer applauded the new food stamp program. "My judgment is 

that if we can put the stamp plan over, it will revolutionize the old 

style vlay of taking care of our Indians. Instead of using storehouses in 

which the food spoils and the boll weavils get into the flour, I think, 

if we can put the food-stamp into operation, it will change the entire 

situation. ,,42 

~'ood stamps and surplus goods only part:ially allevia~ed problems for 

many Indians. The Comanche, Kiowa, and Apache of Oklahoma comprised some 

of the poorest Indian tribes in the nation. These Native Americans suf

fered severe economic depression because of reservation subdivision and a 

high unemployment rata. Although older Indians held allotments from 

which they received a minute income, younger Indians had been unable to 

obtain land since 1905. William Karty, Chairman of the Kiowa, Comanche, 

and Apache Tribal Council, described'conditions among the Comanche as 

"appalling." He testified that eighty percent of his tribesmen earned 

less than three hundred dollars yearly from agricultural leases. The 

Civilian Conservation Corps - Indian Division constituted their only 

other source of income. Howard Soontay, representing the two hundred 

sixty-five Apache from the Kiowa Agency, stated that their conditions 

resembled the Kiowa and Comanche and added, "Most of the able-bodied 

would work if they could find work, but work has been scarce." Kiowa 

delegate Josep~ Saunkeah complained that Kiowa children could not attend 

school because they lacked proper clothing and food. lVhen some of his 

tribesmen applied for jobs at the Works Progress Administration, he 

42 Senate 1341, 19, 81, May, 6, 1941. 
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testified, personnel refused them because "the government is taking care 

of you." In June, 1941, impressed by these accounts of poverty and suf-

fering, Congress appropriated per capita payments for these three tribes 

in the sum of twenty dollars per tribal member. As. requested by their 

delegates, tribal funds on deposit in the Treasury of the United States 

43 accounted for the payments. 

The Comanche, Kiowa, and Apache failed to qualify for loans from the 

revolving loan fund, because they had rejected the vfueeler-Howard Act. 

This proved, however, to have little effect on their or other tribes~ 

economic improvement. Primarily because of administrative practices, the 

credit fund resulted in bitter disappointment to Native Americans. The 

Indian Agricultural Extension Service administered the ten million dollar 

credit fund for "productive enterprises • • • having every assurance of 

being able to reimburse the credit fund." Under their supervision, 

reservation superintendents approved all loans up to $1,000, and a Credit 

Committee, composed of tribal members, approved all loans over this 

amount. Once they passed judgment on the loan, they sent the loan to the 

regional office for approval. If the loan amounted to $3,000, Congress 

44 held final approval. 

Indians objected to this loan procedure for many reasons. One 

provision stipulated that Native Americans must repay their loan with 

cash. When tribal members found they could not dispose of their cattle 

43Senate 1341, 4, 14, 15, May 6, 1941; "An Act to Provide Per Capita 
Payments," United States Statutes at Large, 77 Cong, 1 Sess, 328, June 
28, 1941. 

, , 
'f'+ House Report 2091, 4, December 23, 1944; Oliver La Farge, "They 

Were Good Enough for the Amy," Harper~s Magazine 195 (November, 1947), 
445; Senate Report 1031, 12, June· 22, 1944; House Resolution 166, 127. 
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without permission from the Superintendent, they lacked cash resources to 

fulfill their loan obligations. Indians also faced time-consuming red 

tape in gaining loan approvals, and this discouraged many potential 

borrowers. Rules requiring collateral other than land held in trust eli-

minated other would-be debtors. The Wheeler-Howard Act further denied 

loans to Indian tribes which had rejected the act. Finally, Native 

Americans desiring credit for home improvement discovered that the Indian 

Reorganization Act denied loans for this purpose. After several years in 

operation, the credit functions of the Indian Reorganization Act proved 

to be a dismal failure. 45 

Educational opportunities and health conditions of Native Americans 

also influenced their participation in World War II. Also extremely 

dependent upon changing governmental attitudes, policy concerning these 

aspects of Indian life at times stressed assimilation while at other 

times it emphasized tribal heritage. From the earliest days of Indian 

Removal, Congress promised Indians legislation to improve their 

lifestyle. By World War II although Indians had made great strides in 

both health and education, they remained far inferior to the white popu

lation in both areas. 46 

Governmental policy regarding Indian education had begun in the colo-

nial period. In 1819 Congress appropriated $10,000 yearly to teach 

Indians "reading, writing and arithmetic." Called the "Civilization Fund 

45 . 
House Resolution 166, 134, December 6, 1944. For this reason, some 

superintendents preferred to give competent Indians who had repaid loans 
complete freedom in financial decisions. Senate Report 1031, 7, 11, 12, 
June 22, 1944; La Farge, "They Were Good Enough," 445. 

46 House Resolution 166, 150, December 6, 1944. 
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Act," this legislation marked the first formal appropriation for Indian 

education. Indians responded to this governmental action with their own 

efforts for education. Considered among the most civilized and best edu-

cated of all Indian tribes, the Cherokee could claim many achievements. 

In 1820 Sequoyah invented an alphabet which enabled his tribe to 

establish schools, publish a newpaper called The Cherokee Phoenix, and 

devise their own national constitution. 47 

From the earliest of times, missionaries played an important part in 

civilizing and educating Native Americans. lVhile many tribes persecuted 

and rejected Christian priests and preachers, often crucifying them after 

hearing Biblical stories, other tribes not only welcomed these 

missionaries, they actually invited them to proselytize. In 1831 the 

Nez Perce of Oregon, having heard of a new, superior religion, travelled 

to St. Louis to request that Methodist missionaries be sent to instruct 

their tribe in this religion and in the rudiments of education. The 

Methodists complied by sending several missionaries who, if not always 

exemplary in their religious behavior, at least made some progress toward 

literacy among the Indians. The government promised other tribes educa-

tional opportunities through treaties. In the Treaty of 1868, the Navajo 

gave up much of their New Mexico and Arizona territory in exchange for 

peace, annuities, and education, all of which the government promised to 

supply. In 1944 after two hundred years, the Navajo, suffering from an 

eighty percent illiteracy rate, still entreated the government to fulfill 

47"Civilization Fund Act, March 3, 1819," Prucha, Documents of United 
States Indians, 33; R. Pierce Beaver, Church, State and the AmerICan 
Indian (St. Louis: 1966), 104-105. 
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its promises regarding education. 48 

In 1870 Congress appropriated $100,000 for Indian educational pur-

poses. By this time the army had forcibly or peaceably removed most tri-

bes to reservations. Although some Indian children attended boarding 

schools such as Carlisle or Hampton at this time, the majority desired 

education on their reservations. Religious denominations, each assigned 

to a specific tribe, assumed the responsibility of educating and con-

verting these children. Dubbed Grant's Peace Policy by newspapers, these 

practices lasted from 1868 until 1872. After the enactment of the Dawes 

Act of 1887, assimilation became the cornerstone of Indian educational 

policy. Many Indians who had hitherto accepted education objected to the 

forcible removal of children from their homes for compulsory attendance 

in a boarding school. Their objections stemmed from such practices as 

the banning of tribal languages, customs, and religion. Furthermore, 

Native Americans resented school officials for administering corporal 

punishment, serious whippings, overwork, and even incarceration in 

.. 1 49 Jal. s. 

Indian educational policy continued on this course until Theodore 

Roosevelt assumed the presidency. As a progressive, a western historian, 

48Alvin M. Josephy, Jr., The Nez Perce Indians and the Opening of the 
Northwest (New Haven: 1965), 95; E. W. Taomas, "America's First Fami
lies on the Warpath,," Common Ground 2, No. 4 (1942): 95-99; "1868 
Treaty with the Navajo," Kappler, U.S. Laws and Statutes, Indian Affairs, 
Laws and Treaties, 1017. ---- ---- ---

49United States Statutes at Large, 44 Cong, 1 Sess, 40; "President 
Grant's Peace Policy, December 5, 1870," Prucha, Documents of United 
States Indians, 135-136. Dippie, The Vanishing American, 184-185; La 
Farge, "They Were Good Enough for the Army," 446; Collier, "Indians Come 
Alive," 77; "Use of English in Indian Schools," House Executive Document 
No.1, 50 Cong, 1 Sess, 20 (2542), September 21, 1887. 
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and a conservationist, Roosevelt knew' more about Indians than most 

previous presidents. He appointed a fellow progressive, Francis Leupp, to 

be the new Commissioner of Indian Affairs. Writing for The Nation and 

The Saturday Evening Post from 1885 to 1904, Leupp's impressive 

background as a journalist and a public servant stood him well when he 

acted as advisor to Grover Cleveland and Theodore Roosevelt. Prior to 

becoming commissioner, he served on the Board of Indian Commissioners and 

made many investigatory trips to both eastern and western tribes. From 

1904-1909 Leupp reversed many earlier educational policies and encouraged 

Indian customs, language and reservation schools. For the next ten years 

two opposing viewpoints regarding Indian education emerged. IVhile many 

like Leupp wished to preserve Indian heritage, others wished to eradicate 

Native American culture and assimilate all tribal members. 50 

Inspired by visits to southwestern Pueblos, John Collier became one 

of the leaders of those who wished to preserve the Native American heri-

tage. vllien Franklin Roosevelt appointed him to be Commissioner of Indian 

Affairs in 1933, he incorporated his idealistic views on Indian education 

and culture into the Wheeler-Howard Act of 1934. These innovations 

included building more day schools and hiring teachers who instilled 

respect for native culture, language, and religion. Collier also 

increased the vocational, agricultural, and livestock training, because 

he wished to prepare Indian children to earn their living. Furthermore, 

the Indian Bureau encouraged tribal participation in education by turning 

over to tribal authority the enforcement of school attendance, 

50Dumas Malone (ed.) Dictionary of American Biography (Charles Scrib
ner"'s Sons, New York, 1933), J.95; Dippie, The Vanishing American, 
186-187, 280; Collier, "Indians Come Alive," 78.' 
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encouraging parental participation, and hiring Indian graduates, both 

high school and college, to work within the Bureau as teachers, engi-

neers, and extension workers. As a result of these policies, school 

attendance and literacy increased. 51 

Tribal rights furnished the fundamental attitude behind all of 

Collier's Native American educational policies. Because he believed in 

preparing Indian children for American citizenship without obliterating 

their tribal culture, he considered day schools to be superior to 

boarding schools. Under this system, children lived w~thin the security 

of their family, and parents remained in contact with the eduational 

program which also had the effect of speeding up their own acculturation. 

Still influenced by tribal customs, Indian elementary day schools also 

proved superior to public elementary day schools, because the Indian 

schools offered extra services such as a noon lunch, clothing, vocational 

training, and, if necessary, transportation. tVhile this resulted in a 

higher cost for educating children on the reservation, Collier considered 

it worthwhile to spend one hundred fifteen dollars yearly on each Indian 

child as opposed to an average of twenty-four dollars yearly spent on 

American schoolchildren. 52 

Another reason the Indian Service preferred to educate the children 

on the reservation concerned the relations between the Indian Bureau and 

the public schools. Although the Johnson O'Malley Act of 1936 gave 

Indians a right to obtain education in the states of California, 

51collier, "Indians Come Alive," 78. 

52 House Resolution 166, 14-19, 243-244; New York Times, December 7, 
1944, August 23, 1942, II, 6:1. 
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Washington, and Hinnesota, other states believed they did not have to 

Indians a right to obtain education in the states of California, 

Washington, and Minnesota, other states believed they did not have to 

render educational services, because Indians paid only federal taxes. 

For those 35,000 Native American students attending public schools, 

however, the government paid a tuition of $1,268,000 in 1943. Curriculum 

choices furnished the final reason the Indian Bureau preferred to educate 

the children in reservation day schools. In the true spirit of 

Progressivism, Collier credit ted the Indian schools with showing more 

creativity and greater relevance to Indian life than the public schools 

provided. "The Indian schools," he asserted proudly, "are not controlled 

by the octopus .of college entry requirements. We are not held down by 

the goosestep and uniformity of public schools which prevent creative 

k ,,53 war • 

The Works Progress Administration nursery schools also stressed tri-

bal unity and family acculturation. These nursery schools, forerunners 

of the modern, successful Head Start Program, taught English to native-

speaking three to five year aIds, thus preparing them for first grade. 

Traditionally, Indian children had been retained in schools one or two 

years in order to learn English. Several positive side effects resulted 

from this system including better health for the children and a speedier 

acculturation process for the adults who came into closer contact with 

the schools. 54 

53Newsweek, "Lo the Educated Indian," April 26, 1943, 81. Senate 
Report 310, 78 Cong, 1 Sess, (10756), 7, June 22, 1944; "Johnson-O~Halley 
Act," Prucha, Documents of United States Indians, 221-222. 

54House Resolution 166, 155-156, December 6, 1944. 
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Under these new policies, the Service recruited better teachers and 

the Indian Bureau constantly requested more appropriations for higher 

teacher salaries. Native Ameri~~ns, often graduates of Indian Bureau 

Schools, constituted one-fourth of these teachers. Employing different 

processes to acculturate Indians, they taught the children, treated their 

d " d " " d h" home. 55 
~seases, an v~s~te t e~r parents at 

The school. curriculum also reflected these changes. Instead of 

teaching Navajo children, who lived in a desert environment, about 

trans-Atlantic ocean liners, Indian Bureau educators suggested that these 

children study more familiar subjects. Therefore, the regular school 

curriculum incorporated tribal customs, religion, and even the native 

languages in an effort to make Native American education more relevant to 

the children. In some cases, schools taught a third language. Because 

many Pueblo and other southwestern tribes conducted their tribal councils 

in Spanish, these reservations encouraged their young people to also 

learn this language in school. 56 

Vocational training provided another important learning area. With 

this training, the Indian Service hoped to prepare young Indian students 

to earn their livelihood both on and off the reservation. Therefore, 

many schools stressed both agricultural and industrial training. M. 

Willard Beatty, Director of the Education Division of the Indian Service 

asserted in 1944: 

55House Resolution 166, 155-156, 219, December 7, 1944; La Farge, 
"They Were Good Enough for the Army," 447. 

56House Resolution 166, 163, 213-214, December 7, 1944; Willard W. 
Beatty, "Education Offered by the U. S. Indian Service," Industrial Arts 
and Vocational Education, Vol. 34 (March, 1945), 134-135. Science -
NeWsletter, "Spanish Schoolbooks for Young Indians," June 7, 1941, 361. 
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I believe that one of the things that has prevented the Indian 
youngster from leaving the reservation is his lack of self
confidence. It was not his inability to compete in white life 
for he acquires skills readily. 

These skills included handling airplane and automotive equipment and spe-

cial programs in ranching, dairy and agricultural skills. Because the 

graduates who intended to stay on the reservation could take advantage of 

tribal assets, the students who decided to leave the reservation for 

industrial work could obtain additional help. At the Sherman and Haskell 

Institutes, administrators made contacts to place graduates in jobs. Due 

to this new program, job employment of graduates increased fifty percent. 

Since they often lacked funds to begin a new life, many graduates became 

immediately discouraged f.rom seeking work. Indian Service employees 

often lent money to graduates which they used before they earned their 

f · h f d h . i 57 ~rst payc eck or transportation, union dues, clothes, an ous ng. 

To effect changes in their curriculum, Indian schools required proper 

attendance and discipline. Previously it had been the responsibility of 

the Secretary of the Interior to enforce school attendance, and he had 

accomplished this through the forcible removal of Indian children from 

their homes to boarding schools. Collier's administration ended this 

coercive policy in favor of urging the acceptance of education and 

utilizing tribal officials. In many tribes the reservation police 

assumed the role of truant officers. Discipline also changed as Collier 

forbade corporal punishment. D'Arcy McNickle, a Flathead Indian Service 

57House Resolution 166, 164, 167, 243, December 6, 1944; Armstrong, 
"Set the American Indians Free!", 52; J. A. Tadlock, "Navajos Respond to 
Nation's Need," Manpower Report (April, 1943), 8; Beatty, "Education 
Offered by the U.S. Indian Service," 135. Useem, MacGregor and Useem, 
"Wartime Employment and Cultural Adjustments of the Rosebud Sioux," 3. 
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employee who had received his college educaiton in France, bitterly 

recalled his boarding school days as being filled with physical 

discipline. "That very generation that I belong to. •• contained many 

Indians who have been whipped," he stated. "They were whipped and beaten 

then and have remained whipped all these years." In the 1930s schools 

abandoned corporal punishment to replace it with encouragement and 

rewards. 58 

Because of these new procedures, the rate of literate Indians 

steadily increased. In 1910 half of all Indians over twenty claimed 

illiteracy. In 1940 this figure fell to one-fourth. Oklahoma and South 

Dakota, both with large numbers of Native Americans, had the lowest 

illiteracy rates for Indians, 10.9% and 10.8% respectively. With a 

longer tradition of educational opportunities, Oklahoma also graduated a 

larger proportion of college students than any other part of the country. 

These college graduates led the way in World War II, and served as mili

tary officers, chaplains, army nurses, and military defense workers. 59 

By 1940 Indian health had also progressed. During the Collier 

administration, health officials cut the Indian death rate from twenty-

seven per thousand deaths yearly to thirteen per thousand. Furthermore, 

the birth rate remained constant at twenty-six per thousand yearly. 

Tuberculosis also declined because of improvements in housing, labor 

practices, and diet. 

58 

In the 1930s the average Indian family owned better 

House Resolution 166, 
Vogt, "Between Two Worlds: 
India~ 5, No.1 (1949), 15. 

195-197, 206, 220, December 7, 1944; Evon 
Case Study of a Navajo Veteran," American 

59House Resolution 166, 46, 150, December 6, 1944; "Article on Indian 
Soldiers," Congressional Record, 77 Cong, 2 Sess, 4125, November 30, 
1942. ---. 
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housing which included more light and air. Because of the availability 

and knowledge of more varied foods, they also ate better. Due to 

. improved economic conditions, fewer children worked, and even adults 

labored less hours. 60 

In dental health Indians proved far superior to the white population. 

Whites showed dental problems three times more often than Indians. Many 

of these health improvements resulted from the use of fluoride in 

treating dental problems, reservation health committees which dealt with 

tuberculosis in positive ways, and better medical facilities. By 1941 

most Indians hospitals met American Medical Association standards. In 

1942 the Indian Service claimed ninety-seven hospitals with five thousand 

beds, two hundred full-time physicians, one hundred seventy-five part-

time physicians, eight hundred nurses, eighteen full-time dentists, and 

one thousand three hundred other employees. Furthermore, Indians fully 

utilized these services. In 1941 Indian hospitals treated 64,000 Native 

Americans and delivered over eighty percent of all Indian babies. Out-

patient clinics treated another one million patients. This care for 1941 

amounted to approximately $6,000,000. Indian nurses, who often travelled 

many miles on reservations to teach better diet standards and health 

practices, accounted for a great deal of this improvement. For instance, 

Indian nurses helped cut down ant he higc rate of trachoma by introducing 

a simple way to wash. one~s hands without .. ding much of the scarce water 

supply on southwestern reservations. This device prevented the spread of 

60House Resolution 166, 46-47, 99, 187; S. R. Winters, "Health for 
the Indian," Hygeia, Vol. 22 (September, 1944), 694; Newsweek, "Lo the 
Educated Indian," 81; Clara H. Cunningham, "Adventures Among the 
Indians," Public Health Nursing 33 (July, 1941), 433-436. 
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this highly contagious disease which one contacted through the use of a 

common basin. 61 

During the 1930s, despite these gains, Indiau New Dealers lost much 

ground with their economic and health practices. Their greatest gains 

occurred when they recognized the uniqueness of the Native American heri-

tage and insisted that it be imparted to American Indian students. The 

Indian Reorganization Act also considered the Indian family to be impor-

tant and urged their cooperation and influence with their students. 

Furthermore, policymakers enjoyed such great success with vocational with 

vocational training that Native Americans contributed to both the armed 

forces and defense work during World War II. The Indian Reorganization 

Act, however, contained an underlying paternalism which could not accept 

that many Indians had grown beyond these needs. Many Native Americans, 

ready to enter white society on equal terms, found that policymakers had 

failed to focus enough attention on their educational needs. Regardless 

of educational and intellectual accomplishments, many could not compete 

and these demanded an improved curriculum rather than "creative reform." 

Like their white contemporaries who had earlier rejected John Dewey's 

educational progressivism and experiential learning methods, Native 

Americans demanded a return to fundamentals. 62 

61J • R. McGibony, "Indians and Selective Service," Public Health 
Reports, No.1 (Jan. 2, 1942): 57:6, House Resolution 166, 185, December 
6, 1944; Editha Watson, "Giving Health Back to the Indians," Vol. 24 
(October, 1946), 750-752, 790-791; Indians at Work Vol. IX, No.6 
(February, 1942), 13; Winters, "Health for the Indians," 680-682; Cun
ningham, "Adventures Among the Indians," 433. 

62"Wheeler-Howard Act," Laws Relating to Indian Affairs, Vol. IV, 
378-380; Newsweek, "Lo the Educated Indian;" 81; Laurence Hauptman, "The 
Indian Reorganization Act," from the Aggressions of Civilization, 
142-143. 
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This paternalism and tendency to "creative reform"·resulted in a high 

Indian illiteracy rate in some s.ta tes, irregular school attendance, 

inadequate facilities, and unqualified teachers. School curriculum 

remained the greatest concern as many Native Americans claimed that the 

curriculum failed to stress the English language or to reflect mainstream 

America. Instead, they argued, it glorified an outmoded reservation 

lifestyle which did not adequately prepare Indian students to compete in 

the outside world. Added to these failures, inferior dwellings and 

nagging health problems continued to plague many reservations. 63 

Despite the glowing statistics concerning the elimination of illi-

teracy, Indians did not compare well with other segments of the popula-

tions. In 1940 the national illiteracy rate stood at 3.7 percent. 

Whites accounted for only 1.3 percent with blacks comprising 10 percent, 

but Indians claimed a whopping twenty-five percent illiteracy rate. In 

1944 .many Indian children still remained uneducated, a large number of 

whom resided in the states of New Mexico and Arizona. Holding the 

highest illiteracy rates in the nation, these two states also possessed 

the lowest nllmber of Indian Service schools. In New Mexico 57.3 percent 

of all Indians over twenty-five had no education while in Arizona this 

64 figure reached 53.5 percent. 

Of all the Indian tribes the Navajo had the highest illiteracy rate. 

In 1946 a majority of all Navajo, eighty percent, still remained 

63 Newsweek, April 26, 1943, 81; Senate Joint Resolution 79, 3, Hay 
14, 1946. 

64Newsweek, April 26, 1943, 81; Senate Joint Resolution 79, 3, May 
14, 1946; House Resolution 166, 150, 340, December 13, 1944; Useem, 
MacGregor and Useem, "Wartime Employment and Cultural Adjustments of the 
Rosebud Sioux," 9; La Farge, "They Were Good Enough for the Army," 447. 
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illiterate, and at least 18,000 Navajo had never been inside a school. 

Vitally concerned about these statistics, Chee Dodge, the eighty-six-

year-old Navajo Tribal Chairman, testified to a Senate Congressional Com-

mittee on. behalf of his tribe. Although the half-Spanish and half-Pueblo 

chief could not claim Navajo heritage, he nevertheless identified with 

their plight. As a non-English speaker he testifed through an 

interpreter: 

Not only do we need to have them (the children) taught English, 
but they need to be educated to such an extent that when they 
are through they will be able to compete with the white people • 
Since 1868 to the present time there are very few Navajo 
Indians who understand the English 19~9uage and can carryon 
& conversation in other than Navajo. 

Perhaps the greatest disillusionment with the policies of the 1930s 

came when Indian parents attempted to have their children attend 

off-reservation educational institutes such as high school or college 

only to learn their children could not meet the proper requirements. 

Even at Indian Service Schools too few students graduated from junior or 

senior high schools for one reason or another. On the Rosebud Reser-

vation only one hundred eighth graders, twenty-three high school seniors, 

and ten college seniors graduated yearly. Out of a population of 9,279 

at least one hundred fifty high school seniors should graduate yearly. 

Statistics for the Winnebago Reservation fared much the same. Graduating 

eleven eighth graders, less than eleven seniors, and only nine college 

students per year, these reservatons discovered that the Bachelor of Arts 

degree became the final goal. During the 1940s few Indians entered the 

65House Resolution 166, 150, December 6, 1944; Time, August 12, 1946, 
42; Se~Joint Resolution 79, 3-4, May 14, 1946; La Farge, "They Were 
Good Enough for the Army," 448; Time, August 12, 1946, 42. 
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professions of law, medicine, or engineering, because they sought work 

immediately to repay college loans or because they failed to meet the 

requirements. 66 

Many Indian students preferred public schools over Indian Schools 

because of the curriculum. This influx of Native American children into 

public schools often put a severe economic burden on the white community. 

Although the Indian Bureau paid tuition for all Indian students, the 

federal government paid for only 20,000 of the 50,000 in public schools. 

Senator Thomas claimed that every state in America had rendered free ser-

vice to Native Americans despite the fact that Indians did not pay local, 

state, or federal taxes. Whites had accepted Indians on an equal status, 

he declared, but this resulted in an unfair situation when Indians could 

not share their part of the burden. Under these circumstances, he 

reasoned "it is difficult for them to maintain their self-respect or that 

f h " h" "hb ,,67 o t e1r w 1te ne1g ors. 

In addition to having an ineffective curriculum, attendance at Indian 

schools continued to be low. Despite the fact that tribes such as the 

Navajo and Papago, had inititated compulsory school statutes, attendance 

at reservation schools still remained unenforceable. Economics played a 

major role in school attendance. Among the Navajo the lack of schools 

made it impossible for many children to attend. Other children, par-

ticularly among the Papago, often travelled with their parents during the 

66House Resolution 166, 201, 203, December 7, 1944. 

67House Resolution 166, 240, December 8, 1944; Business Week, "Tribes 
Sound aWar Cry for Liberty," 40; Useem, MacGregor and Useem, "Wartime 
Employment and Cultural Adjustments of the Rosebud Sioux," 5. 
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fall cotton-picking season and missed many classes. 68 

Therefore, poverty and lack of facilities continued to play an impor-

tant part in the educational failures of the Indians. In 1944 Congress 

appropriated ten million dollars for educational facilities, but because 

of the war, the federal government failed to construct new schools for 

the Indians, a situation which particularly hurt the Navajo. In 1946 

Chee Dodge reiterated his previous statement: 

We are handicapped to a great extent on the reservation with 
regard to our educational set-up. Our forefathers made a 
treaty with the Government of the United States in 1868 and 
we are here seeking the fulfillment of that treaty agreement. 

At this time, 14,000 school-aged Navajo reservation children did not 

attend school because of the lack of facilities. 69 

Indians obviously needed more schools in the 1940s, and at this time 

many preferred the much-maligned boarding schools. Because the Navajo 

keenly felt their educational deficiencies during the war, they believed 

that bcarting schools could remedy their problems. Boarding schools, 

they argued, contained many superior qualities. These schools furnished 

three daily nourishing meals, and enforced both regular attendance and a 

reasonable bedtime. Children learned English much faster in boarding 

schools, because they lived in an English--speaking environment. Finally, 

boarding schools offered a greater variety of teachers and courses. 

Additionally, administrators chose cottage-type dormitories, because they 

furnished a home environment away from the reservation. In 1942 the 

68 Senate Report 310, 7, June 22, 1944. 

69House Resolution 166, 246, 249, December 8, 1944; La Farge, "They 
Were Good Enough for the Army," 446; Senate Joint Resolution 79, 2, May 
14, 1946; Time, August 12, 1946, 42. 
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Oklahoma Riverside School offered an example of an effective cottage-

dormitory school. In this environment twenty children lived together as 

a family and effected a rapid assimilation to white society. Observers 

claimed that when the Tongue River Boarding School in Busby, Arizona 

tried this same system, the children there changed from wild, unclean 

70 boarders to young people with a social presence. 

Congressmen, Indians, and other reformers made several recommen-

dations for a sweeping change in the educational policies of the Indian 

bureaucratic sstablishment. They especially desired changes in the 

curriculum in order that elementary students could attend any accredited 

high school, and high school students could attend any accredited 

college, vocational or agricultural school. Emphasis on the English 

language ranked high on the curriculum agenda so that graduates could 

assimilate into white society as an independent, American citizen. To 

attain these goals, critics wanted compulsory attendance reinstated, 

scholarships and loans provided for graduates to attend institutes of 

higher learning, and more enrollment in off-reservation boarding schools 

where they felt less antagonism to education existed. 71 

In addition to' educational policies, health and housing conditions 

had not progressed sufficiently by 1944. Due to the war hospital person-

nel suffered a rapid turnover resulting in many hospitals staffed by 

interns. Indian health problems proved so severe that Selective Service 

70Senate Joint Resolution 79, 2-3, 15, May 14, 1946; "Photo of Navajo 
Codetalkers,"National Archives Photo Collection; House Resolution 166, 
159-160, 248, December 8, 1944. 

71House Resolution 166, 341, December 13, 1944; Useem, MacGregor and 
Useem, "Wartime Employment and Cultural Adjustments of the Rosebud 
Sioux," 9; House Report 2091, 8, December 23, 1944. 
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rejected thirty-seven percent of all Indians registered for ill-health. 

Trachoma, tuberculosis and infant deaths accounted for the three biggest 

Indian medical problems. Twenty-five percent of all Indian deaths 

occurred in infants under one year. Unsanitary housing conditions and 

undernourishment attributed to these diseases. Many undernourished 

Indians often ate unripe crops or went hungry for days. On some reser-

vations sanitary housing facilities seemed non-existent to some obser-

vors. They charged that Indians lived in huts, dirt floor shacks, 

wickiups, or tents while Indian Service personnel occupied modern homes. 

On the Sisseton Reservation Sioux Indians often dwelled in homes with no 

furniture, no windows, four or five dogs, and six or eight persons per 

family. Karl Mundt, Congressman from South Dakota, claimed the older 

Indians spent their life living on the floor in a huddle of dirty 

blankets. In 1946 John Hamilton complained that it was a national 

disgrace to see thousands of Navajo living in unbelievable poverty. He 

described dilapidated shacks and hogans as unsanitary, unfit for dogs and 

predicted that, " ••• in a short time these noble people will be a doomed 

race." Ironically Hamilton represent~d an organization formed by Collier 

in 1923 for the purpose of reforming Indian po1icy.72 

Health recommendations to solve existing problems included hiring 

more viSiting nurses, home demonstration agents, and extension workers to 

72House Resolution 166, 185, 251, December 7, 1944; Watson, "Giving 
Health Back to the Indians," 750-752; Annual Report of the Commissioner 
of Indian Affairs, 1942, 256; McGibony, "Indians and Selective Service," 
6; Winters, "Health for the Indian," 682; Grace Engleman, "Trachoma 
Nursing," American Journal of Nursing, April, 1942, 383; House Report 
2091, 12-13, December 23, 1944; Engleman, "Trachoma J.Ij'ursing," 389; Senate 
Joint Resolution 79, 23, May 14, 1946; Laurence Kelley, The Assault on 
ASSImilation (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1983), 255 •. 
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teach Indians canning and preserving skills along with dietary and sani

tation habits. Congressmen also urged that less money be spent on Indian 

Service personnel and more on direct benefits to tribal members. 73 

The health, educational, and economic conditions of the American 

Indian determined the quality and quantity of their participation in 

World War II. Healthy, well-educated Indians definitely produced a great 

deal during the war, both in the armed forces and in civilian contribu

tions. Those Indians who lacked those assets of good health and proper 

education, however, also stood ready to serve their country. This 

patriotic enthusiasm, despite disadvantages, made the American Indian~s 

war participation an outstanding event. The war years convinced many 

Indian tribes that they needed more economic opportunities as well as 

better educational and health facilities. Furthermore, after their war 

contributions, many Native Americans felt they had earned these 

privileges. 

A failure to show convincingly, significant advancement in these key 

areas doubtless made the Indian Bureau a target for criticism. In addi

tion, the disorienting changes wrought by the Depression gave rise to 

reactionary groups which provided a forum for discontended Bureau cri

tics. When these critics, possessing dubious characters and doubtful 

motives, united against Collier and the Indian Reorganization Act to gain 

various goals, their amateurish methods and translucent personalities 

made them vulnerable to manipulation by more powerful, insidious enemies, 

the Nazis. Collier would wage his fiercest battle well before Pearl Har

bor as he defended the Indian Bureau from Fascist infiltration. 

73House Resolution 166, 341, December 13, 1944. 
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The Swastika Shadow Over Native America 

"I understand that Colin Ross, whom you know, is a Nazi and you 

should be governed accordingly." With this terse note, Secretary of the 

Interior Harold Ickes informed Commissioner of Indian Affairs John 

Collier that he had unknowingly dealt with a German agent of Hitler's 

regime. The 1939 incident embarrassed Collier and highlighted the 

bizarre relationship between Collier and pro-Fascist groups. This rela-

tionship developed when the American Indian Federation, dedicated to the 

abolition of the Indian Bureau, turned to pro-Fascist, anti-Semitic 

groups for funding and for help in criticizing John Collier's patriotism 

and alleged Communism. Following their own hidden agenda to undermine 

the Roosevelt administration, these Fascist groups, including the 

German-American Bund, the Militant Christian Patriots, and the Silver 

Shirts, drew the American Indian Federation leaders, especially Alice Lee 

Jemison, into a complex, controversial conspiracy.1 

This alliance between Nazis and Indian critics degenerated when 

several participants confronted prosecution, deportation, or exposure. 

Failing to attain their goals, the American Indian Federation neverthe-

less distracted the Commissioner from business-as-usual with a continual 

barrage of adverse publicity, slanderous attacks, and demands for 

Congressional Committee Hearings. Although Collier asserted that the 

Federation had no grounds for criticism, the constant attacks on his 

patriotism and the success of his program eventually led the Commissioner 

to participate in a massive drive to recruit Indians for Selective 

1Secretary of the Interior Harold Ickes to John Collier, December 12, 
1938, Record Group 75, Entry 178, Box 15, Folder "Dr. Colill Ross." 
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During the 1930s Americans on the fringes of mainstream politics 

flirted with left-wing and right-wing ideologies, and some of these radi-

cal groups joined moderate organizations in criticizing the Indian Bureau 

for failing to adva,nce the American Indian ecol10mically, educationally, 

and medically. A counterpart to extreme right-'r1ing groups which 

burgeoned in the Depression, the American Indian Federation organized in 

1934 in reaction to the Wheeler-Howard Act. Joseph Bruner, a full~blood 

Creek from Sapulpa, Oklahoma with business interests in oil and real 

estate, acted as president of the organization. Collier, however, 

believed that O. K. Chandler, a Cherokee f:J:'om Oklahoma, held the real 

. h 3 power 1n t e group. 

Chandler's motives for opposition to the Indian Bureau could be 

traced in part to old griev&nces with that department. In 1933 Chandler 

lobbied the new commissioner for a position with the Indian Bureau. In 

an effort to ingratiate himself with the department, he reported on Ok la-

homa officeholders in whom the Bureau had expressed interest. After 

sending some recommendations, generally negative and unsubstantiated, he 

then extolled the virtues of the Indian Bureau to the Solicitor of the 

Department of the Interior, Nathan Margold. "You enter the Indian Bureau 

through the front door now," he wrote Margold, "the Solicitor of the 

Interior Department is honest, has legal ability and horse sense." 

Despite this overt flattery, Collier flatly refused to grant Chandler an 

2In World War II Indians had a ninety-nine percent registration rate. 

3Hearings Before the House Subcommittee on Indian Affairs, 
Congressional Committee Hearings, House Report 7781, 74 Cong, 1 Sess, 
February 11, 1935, 863-871. 
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His reservations about Chandler stemmed from several causes. The 

previous Indian Bureau had stripped Chandler of his Civil Service status 

for trading with Indians, a privilege denied to government employees. 

Although Collier denied restoration of status, this failed to stop 

Chandler from urging the Commissioner to send checks belonging to several 

Oklahoma Indians directly to himself. Claiming these Indians as 

~clients,~ the Cherokee charged a fifty percent commission. After 

5 reviewing the circumstances, Collier again refused to cooperate. 

Realizing that his sycophantic tactics had failed, Chandler moved to 

the attack. On June 8, 1934 he and Bruner formed the American Indian 

Federation in Washington, D. C. They held the first national conference 

on August 27, 1934 in Gallup, New Mexico. Attended by Indians from Cali-

fornia, Oklahoma, Arizona and New Hexico, they elected Bruner president 

and formulated plans to continue their opposition to Collier and the 

Indian Reorganization Act. That previous spring Bruner p~d issued a sta-

tement accusing Collier of advocating Communism and atheism on Indian 

reservations and in Indian schools. Citing Collier~s past relationship 

with members of the American Civil Liberties Union, considered by the AIF 

to uphold these ideas, Bruner boasted that the AIF had taken its case to 

4 o. K. Chandler to Nathan Margold, July 7, 1933 and Chandler to 
Collier, June 1, 1933, May 9, 1933, Record Group 75, Entry 178, Office 
Files of Commissioner of Indian Affairs John Collier, 1933-1945, Box 4, 
Folder "O.K. Chandler, Special, Special"; and Document 118198, Record 
Group 75;, Entry 178, Box 6, Folder "Alice Lee Jemison, American Indian 
Federation"; and Hazel Hertzberg, The Search for an American Indian Iden-
tity (Syracuse: Syracuse University Press, 1971)-,-289. --

5Document 118198. 
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the House Committee on Indian Affairs. 6 

Held in February, 1935, the hearings offered Chandler the opportunity 

to exhibit the tactics the Federation would use throughout the decade. 

While Bruner and colleagues openly testified and criticized the Indian 

Bureau, Chandler worked behind the scenes, writing artil!les and sending 

petitions to Congress. Bruner's most zealous witness at the hearings 

proved to be Alice Lee Jemison. Born in 1902 and raised in a white com-

munity, Jemison, a half-Seneca, married Verne L. Jemison of the Cat-

taraugas Reservation in Irving, New York. She left him in 1928 taking 

their two children. Jemison's truthfulness concerning her personal life 

often strained credibility. In 1938 she claimed to be remarried to a 

Washington, D. C. taxi driver, but two years later she once again named 

Jemison as her husband. Never once did she mention that any divorces had 

occurred. Furthermore, although she generally considered herself a 

7 Seneca, for a short time period she called herself a Cherokee. 

For the next several years after leaving her reservation, Jemison 

supported herself with odd jobs which involved her in Indian affairs. In 

1930 she returned to her reservation to take a federal census and 

6Southwest Tourist News, Vol. V, No. VII, September 12, 1934, Entry 
178, Box 6, Folder "Alice Lee Jemison, American Indian Federation"; and 
H.R. 7781, 14. . 

7 H.R. 7781, 29; Alice Lee Jemison to Mrs. William Walker, Secretary, 
American Coalition, Washington, D. C., June 15, 1935 and Jemison to John 
Snyder, Esquire, and Jemison Speech, January 17, 1938, and Jemison to 
Congressman Rene De Rouen, June 10, 1939, R. G. 75, Entry 178, Box 6, 
Folder "Alice Lee Jemison, AIF, Dies Committee, German Bund (Nazi)"; 
Michael Harrison, Special Agent, New York Agency, to Collier, March 18, 
1935, R. G. 75, Entry 178, Box 1, Folder "Jemison ••• AIF"; and Hearings 
Before the Committee on Indian Affairs, House of Representatives, 76 
Cong, 3 Sess, S. 2103: "An Act to Exempt Certain Indians from the Provi
sions of the Act of June 18, 1934, 48 Stat., 984, June 13, 1940, Vol. 
891, 164. 
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afterwards wrote several newspaper articles about Senecas. For a short 

time she worked in the Buffalo law office of Joe and George Lattimer, 

attorneys who catered to. Indian clients. She then began to represent 

herself as secretary to John Henry, the former president of the Seneca 

Council. The newly-elected secretary of the AIF claimed to officially 

represent the Seneca Nation at the hearings. 8 

Jemison and Bruner agreed that the basic issue was "the bill which 

the Bureau forced through at the very close of the last session of 

Congress." The secretary expressed her fear that the construction of the 

bill would allow transients on Indian reservations to vote favorably for 

passage. She specifically cited her own Seneca reservation which housed 

,Cayugas, Onondagas, Mohawks, and Oneidas, in addition to legitimate tri-

bal members. Because of this, she feared the Seneca nation could not 

reject the Wheeler-Howard Act, which she considered exploitive. About 

Collier she testified: 

My people always 'regarded Mr. Collier as a man who was trying 
to push himself forward, trying to exploit the Indian, trying 
to solicit funds for his organization, by holding forth to 
the people the Indian in his primitive state • • • We looked 
upon him as a man who was soliciting money at the expense of 
ignorant Indians and spreading propaganda to the effect that 9 
these Indians must be kept as wards, poor savages that they are. 

Bruner continued with this propaganda theme by charging that Collier 

published Indians at Work, an interdepartmental pamphlet, "to publicize 

himself and not to promote the welfare of the Indians of the government." 

The president also agreed with his secretary that Collier practiced 

"isolating, segregating and race-prejudice commitments." He referred 

8Ibid • 

9 H.R. 7781, 20, 29-37. 
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particularly to the commissioner's attempts to revive Indian traditions 

with the establishment of an Indian Arts and Crafts Board. Bruner con-

curred with Jemison that certain groups coerced the Wheeler-Howard Act 

through Congress. Specifically referring to the Americau Civil Liberties 

Union which he considered to be Communistic, he accused the Commissioner 

of being both a member of the ACLU and of being a Communist. "The fun-

damental ideas of the Commissioner's plan or program are Communistic," he 

asserted, "an.d had their origins in • • • the American Civil Liberties 

Union ••• prior to the Commissioner's appointment." He further stated 

that the ACLU had been "constant defenders of Communists throughout 

America. ,,10 

Finally, Bruner arrived at the heart of the matter. American 

Indians, he asserted, liked their Commissioner "to have a good 

reputation." He then produced evidence to show that Collier harbored 

atheistic, radical sympathies, values not in accordance with Native 

American traditions. Collier's backgound, lifestyle, and friendships did 

suggest an atypical intellect. While working in New York, Collier met 

such personalities as Mabel Dodge, who conducted a fashionable Fifth Ave-

nue salon for intellectuals, Isadora Duncan, the free-style dancer who 

enjoyed a free-style existence, John Reed, the radical editor of The 

Masses, and Walter Lippmann, Harvard social critic. These stimulating 

friendships combined with a privileged southern background, an eastern 

education at Columbia University, and a penchant for humanitarian reform 

led the administrator to develop an eclectic and complex philosophy of 

10H.R. 7781, 18-19, 868; Document "The First American Fights Com
munism and Atheism in America," Record Group 75, Entry 178, Box 1, 
Folder "American Indian Federation, 1935-1937." 
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Bruner fully exploited the Commissioner~s complex philosophies by 

producing two poems that Collier had written years earlier. The first 

poem eulogized a Spanish anarchist, Fra~cisco Ferrer; the second poem he 

had written to Isadora Duncan, an atheist. The president then expanded 

on these two issues of foreigners, by implication anarch~sts, and 

atheism. Both, he claimed, had infiltrated the Indian Service. Indeed 

Collier favored an international and interdisciplinary approach to 

dealing with American Indians by soliciting advice from various countries 

and professionals. In 1934 the Commissioner paid Dr. Moises Saenz, an 

educator with the Mexican Indian Program, $1,500 to visit Washington, D. 

C. and advise the Indian Bureau about instructional methodology. Collier 

also hired women trained in Mexico to organize community centers for 

Indians in Arizona. Bruner objected to any use of Mexican trained pro-

fessionals because he claimed that teachers in Mexico were forced to sign 

an oath stating they were atheists. His reasons for objecting to Collier 

seeking advice or hiring professionals from other countries such as 

Turkey, China, Canada, and even the territory of Alaska remained obscure 

but seemed to result from xenophobia. 12 

Bruner found another valuable witness in Frederick Collett. As a 

white, Collett had been unable to join the American Indian Federation, 

but his organization, the Mission Indians of California, had aided in 

IIH•R• 7781, 899, 868; Kenneth R. Philp, John Collier~s Crusade for 
Indian Reform, 1920-1954 (Tucson: University~Arizona Press, 1977~ 

12Edward Spicer, Cycles of Conquest (Tucson: University of Arizona 
Press, 1962) gives an excellent comparison of Spanish, Mexican and Ameri
can treatment of native populations; H.R. 7781, 892-897. 
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establishing the Federation. In 1910 Collett formed the Indian Board of 

Cooperation in San Francisco, named himself executive representative, and 

began researching California Indian treaties. Ordained in 1911 as a 

Congregational minister, Collett never held a pastorate but occasionally 

preached. By 1934 he had uncovered eighteen treaties for which he 

brought suit in the United States Court of Claims. Despite the fact that 

he considered his work "eleemosynary", the missionary collected thirty 

six dollars or more from each Indian who expressed an interest in the 

court suit for his expenses. 13 

Like Bruner, Collett wanted to abolish the Indian Bureau entirely. 

He particularly resented Bureau interference in the claims suit and 

objected when Congress passed the Jurisdictional Act, with Collier;s sup-

port, making the California Attorney General the Indians; legal represen-

tative. The missionary felt that the twelve million dollars awarded in 

the suit should be paid directly to the Indians and not held in trust at 

the discretion of the Secretary of the Interior. Finally, Collett 

brought suit against Collier because in an April 15, 1935 issue of 

Indians at Work, the commissioner stated that Collett had been disbarred 

in the Indian Service. The missionary asserted that he had never made ........ -
application to appear before the Interior Department and therefore could 

not be disbarred. Collett later sued the Washington Times for libel when 

they printed Collier;s remarks about him.14 

13 H.R. 7781, 906, 953, 790, 798; Jemison to Walker, August 31, 1936, 
R.G. 75, Entry 178, Box 6, Folder "Jemison ••• AIF." 

14 H.R. 7781, 982; Jemison to l-lalker, August 31, 1936, R.G. 75, Entry 
178, Box 6, Folder "Jemison ••• AIF"; Hinchliffe Confidential Memorandum, 
May 15, 1939, R.G. 75, Entry 178, Box 15, Folder "Silvershirts of 
America". 
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The missionary also managed to ingratiate himself with a powerful and 

influential benefactor, Burton K. Wheeler. Wheeler, Democratic Senator 

from Montana, had originally sponsored the Indian Reorganization Act, 

only to turn around almost immediately and inexplicably demand its 

repeal. Although Zimmerman attributed this about face to "personal spite 

and resentment," years later Wheeler justified his reversal because of 

reservations concerning the bill. "I must confess that there was one 

bill I was not proud of having enacted," he reminisced. Claiming that he 

had introduced the bill at Collier's behest without reading the provi-

sions, the Senator asserted that he disapproved of the separate judicial 

system for Indians, the replacement of the old tribal council with execu-

tive officers, and the undue influence of mixed-bloods who exploited the 

full-bloods. This negligence occurred primarily because Wheeler was con-

currently leading the floor fight against Roosevelt's Supreme Court 

Packing scheme. 15 
~ .. 

Collier, however, began to suspect that Collett had gained some 

influence over the Senator who openly endorsed the missionary's claim for 

private attorneys in the California Indian Claims Case. Wheeler, 

nicknamed "Bolshevik Burt" for his opposition to the powerful Montana 

Anaconda Copper Mining Company, had gained a reputation in Washington as 

an independent champion of the underdog. In a strange twist of fate, 

Wheeler's political ideologies closely mirrored Collier's own beliefs. 

Previously an advocate of Russian recognition, the Senator generally 

opposed big business, favored the working class, and represented the 

15December 31, 1937, Zimmerman to Charles Dey Elkus, Record Group 75, 
Entry 189, Box A-M, Folder "E". 
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Populist-Progressive tr.:tdition. Now viewing Collier as the entrenched 

bureaucrat, Wheeler supported Collett's interests with all the political 

clout he could muster. 16 

Because of this relationship, Collier's relationship with Wheeler 

worsened. On August 9, 1937, Collier testified at a Senate Indian Com-

mittee and "corrected the record there." Attempting to block a proposed 

bill with Collett's language, Collier believed he had gained his objec-

tive, but at some cost to himself. "Wheeler, of course, will be more 

angry than ever," he admitted, "because it is he who gave the false 

information to the Senate (concerning the attorneys).,,17 

Collett and Wheeler continued their association for years. On 

December 2, 1940 a Senate Sub-Committee, composed of Senators Thomas and 

Wheeler, held hearings concerning California Indians in San Francisco. 

Field Aid Michael Harrison attended one meeting and reported Wheeler's 

hostility to Stella Von Bulow, Secretary of the California Indian Rights 

Association and a former Collett follower. He also noted Wheeler's 

marked partiality for Collett, describing Wheeler's remarks following the 

testimony which Harrison considered a "whitewashing." So pronounced were 

the Senator's sentiments that a nearby reporter wanted to know "what was 

Wheeler getting out of it." Senator Thomas displayed more impartiality, 

said Harrison, and stated, "off the record", that he believed the Cali-

fornia Indians preferred to keep the Attorney General rather than hiring 

16Richard T. Ruetten, Burton K. Wheeler of Montana: A Progressive 
Between the Wars, University of Oregon Ph.D.:Dissertation-(Ann Arbor, 
Michigan:--University Microfilms, Inc., 1961), 18, 30-31. 

17 Collier to Houston Thompson, August 10, 1937, Record Group 75, 
Entry 178, Box B-C, Folder "Attorney General of California, Earl Warren." 
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private attorneys.18 

By 1941 Collier worried that Collett's hold concerned Wheeler's son. 

John Wheeler, an attorney, had joined the California branch of America 

First, an isolationist group organized in 1936 by pro-Fascist, 

anti-Semitic sympathizers James True and Michael Ahearn, which also 

included right-wing ideologues. Also deeply interested in Native Ameri-

can causes, the previous year Wheeler reportedly travelled to Mexico City 

to represent California Indians as the legal representative of a newly-

formed organization called the Federated Council of California Indians. 

This organization, according to several Indians, merely acted as a paper 

front for Collett. Rumors began to fly that Collett had hired Wheeler as 

his attorney, and neither publicly denied the charge. 19 

Like Collett, Bruner recognized the need for allies, and during the 

hearings, he made the acquaintance of congressmen who would become some 

of the Federation's greatest proponents. John Steven McGroarty, the 

Democratic representative from California and a lawyer, journalist, and 

businessmen, agreed with Bruner on such basic issues as terminating 

federal aid, lifting restrictions on Indian land, and taxing Indian land. 

Usher Burdick, Republican representative from North Dakota, had been 

raised among Sioux Indians. His background included not only political 

positions, such as state Lieutenant Governor and state district attorney, 

but also experience in livestock and farming. Part Indian, he showed 

18December 4, 1940, Harrison to Collier, Record Group 75, Entry 178, 
Box 5, Folder "Michael Harrison". 

19 October 20, 1941, Collier to Harrison; May 20, 1940, Confidential 
Memo for Collier; January 10, 1941, Codman to Collier; Undated Deposition 
by Stella Von Bulow; Record Group 75, Entry 178, Box 5, Folder "Michael 
Harrison". 
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understandable sympathy for the Indian witnesses and he questioned 

Collier's attitude toward the American Indian Federation, which claimed 

over 1,140 members. "The Commissioner seems to be very hostile to any 

organization of Indians that seek to appear before the committee," he 

commented, "and I was wondering why that antagonism.,,20 

Anxious to dispel his image as antagonistic, Collier carefully 

defended his policies. First, he explained that "floaters" could not 

vote on the Wheeler-Howard Act because only Indians legitimately 

registered on tribal rolls were allowed to vote. He further defended the 

act and the Indian Bureau as an example of Indian self-determination by 

stating: 

Summary abolishment or renunc~a~~on of government responsibility 
is neither politically nor legally practicable ••• we (have) to work 
out within the guardianship or trusteeship some objective whereby 
we could substitute Indian2~elf-rule for the dictatorial management 
of the federal government. 

Second, Collier justified his use of Mexican professionals by emphati-

cally denying any knowledge that Mexican teachers had to take an oath of 

atheism. Furthermore, he argued, Indian schools followed no such policy. 

The Commissioner continued throughout his tenure to profess great admira-

tion for Mexico's Indian policy in land reform, literacy and health, all 

issues high on his agenda. When it came to explaining his personal 

beliefs, however, Collier faltered. The whole religious issue rendered 

him uncomfortable, and he reluctantly admitted that he considered himself 

to be religious and not an atheist. Concerning the American Civil 

20 Serial Set 12938, Biographical Directory of the American Congress, 
1774-1971, 1377, 668; H.R. 7781, 658. 

21 H.R. 7781, 49, 648, 651. 
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Liberties Union, Collier proved even more evasive. "I do not remember 

whether I was (a member)," he stated, "but I am wholly in sympathy with 

that organization ••• because it is devoted to one cause, the 

establishment of the constitutional rights of free speech and the free 

i 11 k 
.. 22 press aga nst a attac s. 

Like the Federation, Collier had his allies. J. P. Harrington, an 

employee at the Smithsonian Institute, atten(l.ed a Collett meeting and 

left convinced that the missionary wanted to exploit his audience. Some 

Indians, he charged, never received a receipt for their contributions. 

Abe Murdock, Democratic representative from Utah and a Mormon, had served 

as county and city attorney of Beaver, Utah before entering Congress. He 

felt that many of the complaints against the commissioner were imma-

terial, particularly those Qoncerning his political beliefs. Murdock 

patiently explained that one might eulogize a man like Ferrer in a 

"general" way while remaining unconverted to his total philosophy. Knute 

Hill, representative from Washington and a former teacher, lawyer and 

farmer, reacted even more strongly. Objecting to "unsubstantiated" 

complaints, he strongly suspected that the Federation was ridiculing 

Congressmen as being "duped" by Collier. "We were not coerced," he 

. sternly lectured Bruner. "We knew exactly what we were doing. • • We 

23 and not Mr. Collier passed that law." Murdock spoke up in agreement. 

By the end of the hearings, the American Indian Federation had laid 

22 House Report 7781, 659, 818, 895; Collier to Representative Virgi-
nia Jenckes, May 29, 1935, Record Group 75, Entry 178, Box 1, Folder 
"American Indian Federation." 

~3Biographical Directory, 1119, 1454; House Report 7781, 38-39, 894, 
899, 798. 

-------------------_._. 
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the basic framework of confrontation which they would continue for 

several years. Through publications, conferences, and congressional 

hearings, they constantly reiterated their basic themes that Collier and 

the Indian Bureau espoused communism, atheism, and tribalism. From this 

point on, Collier fought mainly on the defensive. His forays into the 

offensive yielded not an exoneration of his program but an expose of a 

f " d kId" "i 24 asc1st pro pagan a networ among. n 1an cr1t cs. 

Collier lost no time in investigating the Federation's witnesses. 

His inquiries about Jemison proved particularly fruitful. Jemison her-

self admitted that the Senecas had questioned her motives for five years 

but now considered her so reliable that they had once paid her one 

hundred dollars. William Harrison, special agent at the New York Agency 

in Salamanca, New York, disagreed and informed his superior that the 

Seneca Council did not authorize Jemison to represent them at the 

hearings. "Mrs. Jemison seems inclined to agitate and to be on the off 

side," Harrison told Collier. 25 

John Snyder, a Seneca attorney in Irving, New York and a Collier sup-

porter, believed in the possibility of a conspiracy. He reported that ,_ 

Jemison had failed to mention the Wheeler-Howard Act to the twelve Seneca 

councilmen who signed the petition she presented at the hearings. The 

24The scope of this chapter did not allow exploration of the full 
activities of the American Indian Federation. For example, from 
1935-1939 they demanded several more Congressional Committee Hearings 
concerning Collier, complained when Congress refused to print their full 
remarks, and constantly presented resolutions to Congress concerning 
Collier's patriotism and the repeal of the Wheeler-Howard Act. 

25Jemison to John Snyder, Irving, New York, June 15, 1935, and 
Michael Harrison to Collier, March 18, 1935, Record Group 75, Entry 178, 
Box 6, Folder "Alice Lee Jemison • • • AIF". 
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lawyer detailed a rela~ionship between Jemison, several white townsites 

on the reservation power lines, and gas companies who had secured "grants 

of questionable character." Snyder proposed that persons involved 

opposed the enactment of the Indian Reorganization Act because it would 

authorize the Indian Bureau to investigate their practices. Further 

complicating the situation, Snyder suspected that the Lattimer attorneys, 

for whom Jemison once worked, represented the Niagara and Hudson Power 

Company which had vested interests on the Seneca reservation. Through 

Jemison Joe Lattimer tried to secure the endorsement of the Seneca Ccun-

cil for the post of Commissioner of Indian Affairs but Snyder worked to 

prevent this recommendation. "They seem to be working to create the 

Department"s prejudice against New York Indians," Snyder concluded, "so 

that nothing will be done for them. ,,26 

The following year Collier uncovered more questionable practices, 

these concerning Bruner. For some time Bruner had designated himself 

"principal chief" of the Creek Nation. "At the tribal election of the 

Creek Nation held September 14 last, Mr. Bruner was not even among the 

candidates who trailed at the election," Collier n.oted. The commissioner 

also discovered that Bruner had practiced the same kind of "racket" per-

petrated by Chandler. After identifying certain Indians to whom govern-

ment checks were due, Bruner would offer to collect the money for a fifty 

percent commission. If an Indian failed to pay, Bruner would "dun" him 

by letter. 27 

26 Snyder to Collier, February 19, 1935, Record Group 75, Entry 178, 
Box 6, Folder "Alice Lee Jemison ••• AIF." 

27Collier to Senator Elmer Thomas, Document 118198, Record Group 75, 
Entry 178, Box 6, Folder "Alice Lee Jemison ••• AIF." 
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Collier's first discovery of a link between the American Indian 

Federation and Fascist groups came in July, 1936 when the federation held 

its national conference in Salt Lake City, Utah. The commissioner 

requested Floyd La Rouche, a field representative at the Carson Indian 

Agency in St,~wart, Nevada to attend the conference. La Rouche imme-

diately identified Bruner as "a good natured and not-too intelligent" 

front, but he grew vehement about Bruner's colleague. "Chandler, who 

until recently kept himself in the background of the Federation, now 

frankly rUi1.S the show," he remarked. "Nothing of the Cherokee is visible 

in this zealot", he added, and certainly nothing Indian seemed to be 

visible at the "aimless, leaderless and drab" conference. Other obser-

vers noted that some of the older Indian participants seemed "bewildered 

and disappointed" at the speeches which "rambled hither and yon 

aimlessly. ,,28 

The field representative questioned the real purpose of the conven-

tion and believed that the financing came from "some unnamed organiza-

tions who sought to use the activities of this paper organization (and 

the tremendous energies of Mr. Chandler) to advance certain undisclosed 

purposes of their own." Attended by fewer than thirty people, most of 

them white, the convention featured one hundred speeches, but only a few 

mentioned Indians. Instead the convention seemed dedicated, said La 

Rouche, "to a death battle against John Collier" and it eventually 

emerged as "a thinly-disguised segment of a national anti-Communist 

28Field Agent Floyd La Rouche July 24, 1936 Document, Record Group 
75, Entry 178, Box 1, Folder "American Indian Federation, 1933-1937"; La 
Rouche to Miss Pomeroy, August 8, 1936, Record Group 75, Entry 178, Box 
1, Folder "Convention, 1936 American Indian Federation." 
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drive. ,,29 

Certainly the literature at the convention, available through 

speeches or pamphlets, appeared to support La Rouche~s viewpoint. 

"Negroes in Soviet America" by James Ford and James Allen hinted at 

racist bias, a viewpoint subscribed to by the Federation. That fall 

Bruner complained when the Indian Service appointed "a negro, Miss May 

Parker" as a nurse at the Sequoyah OrphRn Training School in Talequah, 

Oklahoma. Citing the laws of Oklahoma requiring segregation, he demanded 

her removal. Furthermore, Bruner criticized Indian textbooks stating 

that Thomas Jefferson and John Tyler had fathered children by their slave 

mistresses. The Interior Department refused to change either their per

sonnel or their textbooks. 30 

Much of the convention literature revealed a strong anti-Semitic and 

pro-Fascist philosophy also at odds with Interior Department policy. 

"Communism with the Mask Off", a speech written by Dr. Joseph Paul Goeb-

bels and delivered in Nuremburg on September 13, 1935 at the 70th 

National-Socialist Party Congress, exhibited the Fascist fixation con-

cerning the communist threat. The Revealer: ~ Christian News Journal, a 

pro-Fascist, anti-Semitic, anti-Catholic magazine edited by Gerald 

Winrod, a Baptist minister who never held a pastorate, distributed an 

29La Rouche Memorandum, August 8, 1936 and La Rouche to Miss Pomeroy, 
August 8, 1936, R.G. 75, Entry 178, Box 1, Folder "Convention, 1936 
American Indian Federation"; La Rouche 1936 Document and La Rouche to 
Collier, July 24, 1936, R.G. 75, Entry 178, Box 1, Folder "American 
Indian Federation, 1933-1937". 

30 E. K. Burlew to Collier, October 26, 1936, R.G. 75, Entry 178, Box 
1, Folder "American Indian Federation 1935-1937"; Memorandum on Conven
tion Literature, Box 1, R.G. 75, Entry 178, Box 1, Folder "Convention 
1936, American Indian Federation." 
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article describing Roosevelt~s presidency as a dictatorship. Winrod also 

edited The Defender and later published articles by both Chandler and 

Jemison. In 1934 when Winrod had visited Germany, he had become 

thoroughly infatuated with the new Fuhrer and converted to his cause. 

During the next few years, his Fascist sympathies became so outrageous 

that he alarmed mainstream politicians with whom he tried to ingratiate 

himself. When he endeavored to run for the Senate as a Republican in 

1938, John Hamilton, Chairman of the Republican National Committee, 

refused to endorse him because of his extreme racism. 31 

The Federation continued making contacts with pro-Fascist groups 

after the convention. A smaller conference, held in Lewiston, Idaho the 

same year, also addressed few Indian problems and also provided net-

working opportunities. At -this meeting Federation officers learned of an 

individual who held similar views on Collier and acted just as aggressi-

vely. William Dudley Pelley, publisher of The Liberation in Asheville, 

North Carolina, sent a representative to the convention. Pelley, also a 

Protestant minister and somewhat of a mystic, once claimed to have had an 

out-of-body experience in heaven. His heavenly experience, however, did 

not deter him from vicious attacks on Jews whom he hoped would be 

disfranchised, disbarred from professions, and segregated in American 

society. In 1935 a North Carolina court fined Pelley for publishing and 

distributing his literature, which they claimed appealed to the "basest 

prejudices." Because copies of The Liberation were available in Germany, 

the court claimed that "sinister foreign sources" financed the 

31 Undated Document, R.G. 75, Entry 178, Box 15, Folder "Silvershirts 
of America"; Memorandum on Convention Literature, R.G. 75, Entry 178, Box 
1, Folder "Convention 1936 American Indian Federation"; S. 2103, 155-156. 
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literature. Nevertheless, Pelley resumed his publication and his attacks 

on Roosevelt's administration which he termed "Jew Kissers." Pelley's 

slurs represented a particular segment of the society which claimed 

Roosevelt's adminstration had too dearly embraced Judaism and 

Catholicism. 32 

On January 31, 1933, one day after Hitler assumed power, Pelley 

created and headed a nationwide organization, called the Silver Shirts or 

Christian American Patriots. An anti-Semitic, militaristic organization, 

Pelley modelled his group on Hitler's Brown Shirts. After making con-

tacts with the Federation, Pelley began publishing articles attacking the 

Indian Bureau. In 1938, following Collett's example, he filed suit 

against Collier claiming that Indians at Work constituted 

misappropriation of public funds as "a propaganda medium for perpetuating 

the New Deal • •• to win the favor of the voters and to unlawfully 

influence Congress on pending legislation.,,33 

Encouraged by this support, the American Indian Federation renewed 

their efforts begun early i~ the year to gain approval from more legiti-

mate, established organizations. In May, 1936 a Federation member spoke 

to an American Legion post in Washington, D. C. but failed to gain a com-

mitment for their actions. A few months earlier Reverend Floyd Burnett 

approached Mrs. Richard Codman, State Chairman for Indian Citizenship 

32The Asheville Citizen, Asheville, North Carolina, October 20, 1939; 
"The Weekly Liberator", August 7, 1939, R.G. 75, Entry 178, Box 15, 
Folder "Silvershirts of America"; 1936 Unsigned Memorandum, R.G. 75, 
Entry 178, Box 6, Folder "Alice Lee Jemison ••• Nazi"; Washington Star, May 
28, 1938, R.G. 75, Entry 178, Box 2, "German-American Bund, --
Silvershirts"; John M. Allswang, The New Deal and American Politics (New 
York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1978) , 25.'"""" -

33Ibid • 
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with the Daughters of the American Revolution in Fair Oaks, California, 

for an endorsement. Codman, a strong Collier supporter, harbored suspi-

cions about Burnett, who had recently been disbarred by the Board of 

Missions from his missionary post at the Sherman Institute for using 

school equipment to disseminate anti-Collier literature. She immediately 

warned her professional colleagues of Burnett's intention to ingratiate 

himself. Matthew K. Sniffen, the National Secretary of the Indian Rights 

Association who had been affiliated with the prestigious association 

since its inception in 1884, agreed with Codman and denounced the Federa

tion as exploitive and misleading. 34 

Edith Murphey, State Chairman, Indian Welfare: California Federation 

of Women's Clubs, harbored even stronger feelings about the Federation. 

Asserting that many of the Federation's members, like Burnett, were 

discharged employees of the Indian Service, she further charged that the 

largely mixed blood group desired to "profiteer and graft on the older 

Indians." Because Murphey had advised one of her district officers not 

to speak at the Convention in. an official capacity, the officer 

complained to Burnett. The reverend then appealed to Murphey's superior 

who upheld Murphey's action. Jemison also criticized Murphey for prohi-

biting a Federation member from speaking at a summer Women's Club Meeting 

in California and she explained that Burnett's dismissal resulted from 

34William Zimmerman to Abe Murdock, July 8, 1936, R.G. 75, Entry 178, 
Box 1, Folder "Convention, 1936, AIF"; Collier to Elliott Clark, Com
mander, Vincent B. Costello, Post No. 16, Washington, D.C., May 26, 1936, 
R.G. 75, Entry 194, Office File of Fred Daiker, 1929-1943, Folder 
"American Indian Federation"; Floyd Burnett to Mrs. Richard Codman, 
February 6, 1936, and M.K. Sniffen to Mrs. William A. Becker, October 14~ 
1936, R.G. 75, Entry 178, Box 1, Folder "American Indian Federation, 
1935-1937"; William T. Hagan, The Indian Rights Association (Tucson: 
University of Arizona Press, 1985), x. 
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unfair pressure by Collier on the Board of Missions. Murphey remained 

unconvinced. 35 

Murphey's and Codman's resistance to the Federation stemmed, in part, 

from their antagonism toward Frederick Collett, with whom the Federation 

had created strong ties. Although Collett still maintained some Indian 

clients, his following had declined in the past few years as Native 

Americans began to suspect his true intentions. In March, 1937 La Rouche 

obtained documents, dated 1920, showing "a confederation between J. W. 

Henderson (one of Collett's attorneys from the Indian Bureau of 

Cooperation) and Collett." In these letters, the missionary asked his 

attorney what percentage he could make in presenting Indian claims. 

Furthermore, Collett asked for viable explanations to continue soliciting 

money from his clients. 36 

Even prior to the disclosure of this evidence, many of Collett's mem-

bers.had become disillusioned. Stella Van Bulow stated that the 

missionary had refused to show members the ~ontract for the Indian Board 

of Cooperation because, he said, they would not understand it. Suspi-

cious of his intentions and concerned when Collett insisted they must pay 

fees to share in the settlement, many left his organization. In 1940 

when Collett ran for a post on the central Democratic Committee of Los 

Angles County, the California Indian Rights Association actively cam-

paigned against him, informing voters that from 1920-1934, he had 

35Edith Murphey to Becker, October 20, 1936, and Jemiso!!. to Murphey, 
August 10, 1936, R.G. 75, Entry 178, Box 1, Folder "Convention 1936 
American Indian Federation"; Jemison to Walker, August 31, 1936, R.G. 75, 
Entry 178, Box 6, Folder "Jemison ••• AIF". 

36 
Senate Committee on Indian Affairs, Senate 1651, Congressional Com-

mittee Hearings, 75 Cong, 3 Sess, March 8-12, 1936; 34-58. 
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collected more than $800,000 from Indians. Furthermore, Indian victims 

of Collett had filed one hundred fifty-four depositions against him in a 

Washington, D. C. Supreme Court. Finally, California Indians simply 

disliked the company Collett had begun to keep. An August, 1938 issue of 

"California Indian News" stated that Collett had canvassed Indian groups 

in the company of Henry Allen, "a Nazi organizer and an ex-convict.,,37 

In a similar move, the Mission Indian Federation left the American 

Indian Federation because Thomas Sloan, the Federation lawyer and an 

Omaha Indi.an, demanded that Indians dealing with him sign irrevocable 

contracts and grant him half of any court awards. They further 

complained when Jemison presumed to represent them at hearings. Both 

members of the American Indian Federation suffered from recent right-wing 

extreme relationships which they had nurtured, and the Mission Indian 

Federation showed great distaste and contempt for these alliances. 38 

The activities of both organizations elicited concern ~ld anger from 

mainstream organization leaders. "Wherever this American Federation 

could do so," Murphey stated, "it has taken a leaf out of Collett~s book 

and sowed the seeds of doubt and distrust ••• in the Indians hearts." 

As one who had worked among Indians for thirty-two years, she viewed 

Collett as an exploitive, unscrupulous agitator who was "not above 

collecting money from Indians who are dependent on County aid." Based on 

37Senate 1651, 34-58, and Senate Committee on Indian Affairs~ Senate 
1424 and Senate 2589, Congressional Committee Hearings, 75 Cong, 1 Sess, 
October 24, 1935, April 6, 1936, July 6, 1937, August 16, 1937, Vol. 549, 
205, 216; September 5, 1940, Wallace Howland to Collier; "Don~t Vote for 
Collett Document," Record Group 75, Entry 178, Box 5, Folder "Michael 
Harrison." 

38Ibid• 

_._-----------
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this evidence and because her sympathies lay with Collier, Murphey 

suggested to her national president that their group avoid siding with 

factions. 39 

Finding their efforts thwarted in creating mainstream alliances, the 

Federation turned to indivisuals who had proved sympathetic, the 

pro-Fascist suppurters. In October, 1937 James True, another 

anti-Semitic, pro-Fascist publisher who distributed four-page weekly 

industrial reports, made an appeal on behalf of Jemison. True also 

considered the New Deal to be a communistic plot, and he urged his 

readers to contribute funds to the American Indian Federation. Praising 

Jemison as "a cultured woman of Indian blood and a skillful speaker and 

writer," he lamented that she could be impoverished, with poor health, 

without "even the bare necessities of life." The publisher raised suf-

ficient money to pay Jemison's six months back rent in order that she and 

her children could return to their apartment. 40 

Suspicious of this generous support, Collier sought the aid of an 

Interior Department employee, Robert Marshall. Marshall, head of the 

United States Forest Service, had also received criticism from the Ameri-

can Indian Federation for his past association with the ACLU. Eager to 

cooperate, he asked a female friend to visit True's headquarters in 

Washington, D.C. and pretend an Interest in his work. An unidentified 

man showed Marshall's friend a weapon, a cudgel with spikes, and referred 

to it as a "kike killer," which True wanted to patent. He assured her 

39 Murphey to Becker, October 20, 1936, R.G. 75, Entry 178, Box 1, 
Folder "Convention 1936, American Indian Federation". 

40Document "To Americans EverYlihere," October, 1936, R.G. 75, Entry 
178, Box 6, Folder "Jemison ••• AIF"; S. 2103, 165, 325. 
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they had a smaller one for female Jews •. The distraught woman immediately 

41 reported to Marshall. 

By early 1938 Collier seemed convinced that the Federation had 

aligned with some subversive characters. In February Jemison added 

another organi zation to her network when Leslie Fry, editor of The 

Christian Free Press and a member of the Militant Christian Patriots, 

began publishing Jemison's articles. Fry, a.k.a. Princess Shishmarova, 

had previously worked with the British Secret Service in Russia. 

Collier's sources believed that the British had fired Fry for inef-

ficiency and that she had become a Nazi propaganda agent. A professional 

agent with little ideological loyalty, Fry's financing came from Mrs. W. 

K. Jewett of Pasadena, California. Similar to the other pro-Fascist, 

anti-Semitic groups, Fry's Militant Christian Patriots professed great 

dismay about California Indian conditions, and they claimed they disco-

vered "appalling, unsanitary, shameful conditions, due to abuse and 

maladministration." lVhile the problems of the California Mission Indians 

furnished an issue for the Militant Christian Patriots to criticize the 

government, the Fascist interest in Indian conditions allowed Jemison 

another outlet to criticize Collier. 42 

Through the Christian Free Press Jemison met Henry Allen. In his 

41Robert Marshall to Collier, November 23, 1937, R.G. 75, Entry 178, 
Box 2, Folder "German-American Bund, Silver Shirts of America"; Undated 
Document, R.G. 75, Entry 178, Box 1, "American Indian Federation, 
1933-1937"; and House Resolution 282, Special House Committee Hearings on 
Un-American Activities, 75 Cong, 3 Sess, August 12, 1938, Vol. 893, 3538. 

42Anne Mumford to Collier, March 28, 1938, and Leslie Fry to Attorney 
General Homer Cummings, March 14, 1938, and Undated Document "The 
German-American Bund", R.G. 75, Entry 178, Box 2, Folder "German-American 
Bund, Silver Shirts of America"; H.R. 282, Vol. 893, 1176, August to 
December, 1938, Vol. 894, 3526, May to June, 1939. 
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twenty-eight year career, Allen had served prison terms at Folsom and San 

Quentin, smuggle~ arms across the Mexican border, and organized the Ameri-

can White Guardsmen, the United States unit of Mexico's outlawed Gold 

Shirts and comparable to Pelley's Silver Shirts. While free on bail and 

acting as emissary for Mrs. Jewett, Allen gave Jemison two payments of one 

hundred dollars each for her articles. For this he received James True's 

gratitude. "She has tremendous ability," True stated about the woman he 

referred to as Pocahantas, "and I know every dollar sent her way will 

prove to be an excellent investment.,,43 

Allen, True and Pelley provided Jemison with access to the 

German-American Bund. The German-American Bund, headquartered in Chicago 

and numbering approximately 25,000, distributed propaganda material for 

Nazi Germany which they received through the World Wide Service. This 

propaganda agency of the Third Reich served individuals such as True and 

Pelley as well. Fritz Kuhn, the national president since 1927 and a 

native of Munich, left Germany after being arrested twice for theft. A 

chemical engineer at the Ford Motor Company in Chicago, Kuhn earned three 

hundred dollars monthly as the Bund president. Considered by many to be 

Hitler's hand-picked officer, in 1936 the president visited Germany and 

contributed three thousand dollars to Hitler's "winter relief" fund. 

Other officials also maintained close ties to the Third Reich. Hermann 

Schwinn, who ran the west coast division of the Bund, had trained with 

Goebbels during a six-weeks propaganda course, and in 1936 Hitler 

43 Ickes to Collier, December 12, 1938, R.G. 75, Entry 178, Box 2, 
Folder "Bruner, 1938 Oklahoma Racket"; Document "The German-American 
Bund", December 6, 1938, R.G. 75, Entry 178, Box 2, Folder 
"German-American Bund, Silver Shirts of America"; H.R. 282, Vol. 893, 
1229. 
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personally praised him for his good work and effectiveness. Reputed to 

be old Nazi party members, at their meetings both Kuhn and Schwinn 

featured the Nazi swastika, uniforms, salute, and an initiation oath 

swearing allegiance to Hitler. 44 

Already displaying the literature of Pelley, True, and the Christian 

Free Press, Schwinn cooperated by displaying Jemison's articles in the 

Los Angeles Bund house. Furthermore, Bund leaders expressed a great 

desire for Native Americans to speak at their meetings about their dis sa-

tisfaction with the United States government. In addition to Jemison, 

they found a willing accomplice in Robert Towner, a Portland Oregon 

attorney and hereditary Hoopa chief. In 1939 Towner, designated by his 

tribe as Red Cloud, gave several speeches for the Bund always dressed in 

traditional costume decorated with a swastika. Considered to be an 

emphatic speaker, the attorney delivered addresses at San Franciso, Los 

Angeles, Phoenix, Portland and several other locations. Claiming that 

Jews controlled the Indian Service, Towner referred to them as Children 

of Satan. He urged his listeners to join the 750,000 Gold Shirted Indians 

already active in north, central and south America who stood ready to 

fight against Jews and Communists in the event an insurrection 

occurred. 45 

When speaking for the Bund, Red Cloud compared the German swastika to 

44 H.R. 282, Vol. 893, 656, 1145-1150, 1175, 1208, Vol. 894, 3706, 
3773, 3827-3828, 5185, 5511, 5492, 5200, 5524; Indian Bureau Release, 
November 23, 1938, R.G. 75, Entry 178, Box 6, Folder "Jemison ••• Nazi. " 

45German-American Bund Meeting Document, May 19, 1938, R.G. 75, Entry 
194, Box 1, "American Indian Federation"; and Sander A. Diamond, The Nazi 
Movement in the United States, 1924-1941 (Ithaca, New York: Cornell Uni
versity PresS:-1974), 318. 
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a symbol used by Indians and concluded that Indians also shared similar 

governments and anti-Semitic attitudes. Although many of his listeners 

favorably received these ideas, others reacted adversely. On July 8, 

1939 in Eureka, California the California Indians, Inc. held a meeting 

with Towner as the principle speaker. Field agent Michael Harrison 

attended the meeting at which Red Cloud distributed material from the 

Bund and Pelley. The field agent reported that the Indian Rights Asso-

ciation group appeared "pretty heartsick over the whole affair" but "the 

Collett group were very enthusiastic." Referring to Towner as "a spell-

binder and rabble-rouser of the first order," Harrison described the dis-

gust of several members of local American Federation of Labor groups who 

had to be forcibly restrained when the Indian called President Roosevelt 

"that dirty, stinking JevT in the White House. ,,46 

Like Jemison Towner also made extensive contacts within the 

German-p~erican Bund. Often praising Kuhn and Pelley, he travelled to 

Washington, D. C. in the S1~lIlmer of 1939 to meet George Deatherage. 

Deatherage, national commander of the Knights of the White Camelia in St. 

Albans, West Virginia, maintained close relationships with the Bund 

through his secondary organization, the American Nationalist Con-

federation in Palo Alto, California. A cover organization for such 

groups as the Militant Christian Patriots, the Confederation kept 

Deatherage in close touch with True, Pelley, and Allen. Born in Russia 

and educated as an engineer, Deatherage advocated anti-Semitism, white 

supremacy, and armed resistance. Towner especially approved the 

46Harrison to Collier, July 11, 1939, R.G. 75, Entry t78, Box 2, 
Folder "German-American Bund, Silver Shirts." 
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militaristic preparedness endorsed by True, Pelley, Allen, and 

Deatherage. Towner later strengthened these alliances by utilizing 

Pelley~s attorney, A. W. O~Connell.47 

Several reasons accounted for the eagerness of both sides, 

pro-Fascist and Indian, to make such strong alliances. Welcoming the 

opportunity to expand their support by publishing in Fascist periodicals 

and speaking at Fascist-sponsored meetings, the Federation continuously 

lambasted the Wheeler-Howard Act while constantly appealing for funds. 

Furthermore, in 1938 the Bund, urged by the Militant Christian Patriots, 

the Federation, and Schwinn, demanded a Congressional investigation into 

American Indian conditions. These aggressive measures kept pressure on 

the administration and allowed Bruner and Chandler to concentrate on 

holding Federation conferences and expanding their membership.48 

At least one hundred people, including some Republican congressmen, 

attended the August 18, 1938 conference in Tulsa, Oklahoma where the 

Federation levelled the usual charges of communism and atheism against 

the Indian Service. Not all Federation members approved of the pro-

ceedings or their national leaders. Calling the conference a "dismal 

failure," A. R. Perryman, a Creek Federation member, felt that Bruner 

was "not a bad sort •• but is, I~m afraid, easily misled." He further 

reiterated the sentiments voiced by La Rouche two years earlier when he 

questioned the convention~s financing. "There must be someone back of 

47H•R• 282, Vol. 893, 1231, 2243, Vol. 894, 3456, 3"464, 3526; October· 
13, 1941, Harrison to Pomeroy, R.G. 75, Entry 178, Box 5, Folder "Michael 
Harrison" • 

481938 German-American Bund Document, R.G. 75, Entry 178, Box 2, 
"German-American Bund, Silver Shirts." 
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the movement that has some money," he remarked, "as it costs something to 

. ,,49 hold these meetings. 

That year, discovering that federation dues failed to generate enough 

income, Bruner and Chandler drafted a bill designed to fill their orga-

nization's coffers and harrass the Indian Bureau. Their idea also 

yielded unexpected results in the form of tribal confusion. The bill 

proposed that every voluntary member of the American Indian Federation 

who "agreed to accept the full responsibility of American citizenship" be 

given three thousand dollars as a final settlement of all claims against 

the government. Binding upon their heirs, the bill stated that the 

settlement was to be directly transferred from the Treasury to the 

Indians and in return Indians would sign a receipt releasing the govern-

ment from all prior and future obligations. Finally the act specified 

this agreement would have no effect upon "vested tribal property rights 

or tribcl.l privileges." Unanimously adopted at the convention, the bill 

stipulated that only enrolled Indians were eligible. Furthermore, 

Chandler explained, people could receive money for their dead ancestors. 

He urged Indians to send in their membership fee of one dollar per 

claimant and join the Federation. 50 

Indian agencies found themselves immediately inundated by requests 

for relatives' tribal roll numbers. Native Americans also requested 

addresses for tribal leaders which they intended to forward to the 

49 . 
A. R. Perryman to A. C. Monahan, August 22, 1938 and Ben Dwight to 

Monahan, August 22, 1938, R.G. 75, Entry 178, Box 1, Folder "American 
Indian Federation, 1935-1937." 

50Document "A Proposed Bill," August 20, 1938, R.G. 75, Entry 178, 
Box 1, Folder "S. 2206 and H.R. 5921." 
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Federation. H.A. Andrews, superintendent of the Quapaw Indian Agency at 

Miami, Oklahoma, complained about the exploitive nature of the Federa-

tion's measure because "oftentimes, such individuals do not have suf-

ficient food in the house to keep them alive." Believing the association 

had violated a law which prohibited solici,ting from Indians to secure 

government appropriations, he took steps to notify Collier. 51 

Many Native Americans obviously agreed with Andrews' assessment and 

several came forward to give sworn affidavits concerning Federation 

attempts to solicit money. Some Indians disliked the pressure tactics 

utilized when Federation leaders warned that those who failed to pay 

their "one dollar entrance fee" would be unable to participate in the 

settlement. One woman, describing herself as 'an ignorant, weary, 

mother', appealed directly to the authority she instinctively trusted. 

"Mr. President," she wrote to Franklin Roosevelt, "we do not think it 

right to have to pay when one is already a registered Indian." Believing 

they had received just treatment under the present administration, 

the Seminoles refused to sign the petition and adopted a General Council 

Resolution condemning the Federation's legislation. 52 

Despite these complaints, on April 20, 1939 Senator Elmer Thomas and 

Representative Burdick intr~duced S. 2206 and H.R. 5921. Both bills read 

almost identical to the original proposed legislation but Burdick's act 

51 H. A. Andrew to Monahan, October 26, 1938, R.G. 75, Entry 178, Box 
1, Folder "S. 2206 and H.R. 5921." 

52Affidavits by Daganette and Fields, November 23, 1938, and April 
13, 1939 letter by "weary, ignorant mother", R.G. 75, Entry 178, Box 1, 
Folder "S. 2206 and H.R. 5921"; Collier to Louis Fife, April 19, 1939, 
and Samuel Simmons to Collier, May 1, 1939, R.G. 75, Entry 178, Box 2, 
Folder "Bruner et al. •• 1938 Oklahoma $3,000 Racket ••• Dies Committee." 
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carried a list of petitioners. The majority of the 4,640 signers resided 

in Oklahoma and belonged primarily to the Five Civilized Tribes with the 

Cherokees constituting 2,907 of the signatures. Eighty California 

Mission Indians also signed. 53 

Secretary of the Interior Harold Ickes and Collier lost no time in 

pressuring Burdick and Thomas to withdraw their bills. Ickes, a Penn-

sylvania-born Quaker, graduated from the University of Chicago Law 

School, worked as a newspaper reporter, and also served as a lawyer. The 

Secretary's Progressive ideas led him to join several liberal organiza-

tions, including the National Association for the Advancement of Colored 

People, the American Civil Liberties Union~ and the Independent Party. 

He argued that the Federation knew that their bill would never pass but 

instead felt an actual House Resolution would aid their solicitation 

efforts. Many Indian groups joined in this condemnation of the bill. 

Indian Truth magazine, published by the Indian Rights Association, 

printed an article in l-Thich editor M. K. Sniffen endorsed Ickes' 

viewpoint and described the bill as "a racket • • • based on rainbow 

. ,,54 proml.ses. 

Apparently convinced, Burdick withdrew his bill for further study. 

Justifying his action on the grounds that he generally introduced bills 

for Indian groups, he claimed to have "the utmost confidence" in the 

53 Senate Report 2206, April 20, 1939, 76 Cong, 1 Sess; House Report 
5921, April 20, 1939, 76 Cong, 1 Sess; Biographical Directory) 1806-1807. 

54Ickes to Usher Burdick, April 28, 1939; R.G. 75, Entry 178, Box 2, 
Folder "Bruner et al"; August 27, 1937, Biographical Sketch of Ickes, 
R.G. 48, Entry 849, Box 5, Folder "Secretary Miscellaneous 
Correspondence"; "3,000 for $1 Bill", Indian Truth, Volume 16, Number 4, 
April-May, 1939, (Indian Rights Association, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania). 
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Secretary's honesty. Concerning his bill, Thomas proved more equivocal 

than Burdick. Thomas, the Democratic Senator from Oklahoma, had served 

thirteen years in his state legislature and two terms as a Congressman 

before entering the Senate. During Collier's long tenure, Thomas and the 

Commissioner had experienced a stormy relationship full of twists and 

turns. At one point, Thomas appeared totally committed to Collier, even 

telling Navajo Tribal Councilman Morgan that Collier had the done more 

for their tribe than anyone else. On another occassion the Senator 

complained that the Commissioner had "never considered the Indians of our 

state as deserving of much consideration." When Collier faced investiga-

tions by the House and Senate Committees on Indian Affairs from 

1935-1937, the Senator advised constituents that Assistant Commissioner 

William Zimmerman represented the real force in the Indian Office as he 

(Thomas) expected Collier to be ousted. 55 

Refusing to withdraw his bill, the seasoned politician told Collier 

he wanted to hold hearings to decisively "kill" the resolution, but the 

Commissioner doubted the sincerity of his motives. Privately, however, 

Thomas confided to an Indian Service employee that the bill had I10 possi-

bility of passing Congress. On June 7, 1939 Collier received a further 

blow when Burdick reintroduced his bill, H.R. 6714. Referring to the 

Federation, John Herrick, Acting Commissioner of Indian Affairs, pro-

fessed dismay that the congressman would continue to keep such company. 

"Evidently he has been roped in again," Herrick commented drily. Collier 

minced even fewer words. He charged that the new bill would allow the 

55 Burdick to Ickes, May 1, 1939, R.G. 75, Entry 178, Box 2, Folder 
"Bruner et al"; May 11, 1937, Elmer Thomas to Dr. Mary E. Tatman, Record 
Group 75, Entry 189, Box M-P, Folder "Miscellaneous I". 
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Federation to continue soliciting funds while allowing Burdick to avoid 

identification with "the Federation~s business adventure. 56 

That the business adventure had proved lucrative seemed beyond doubt, 

and it afforded the Federation an opportunity to r~pudiate former Fascist 

alliances. Until 1938 the Federation listed no dues paying members, but 

by the middle of 1939, the group had accumulated seven thousand dollars. 

By May, 1939 the group felt sufficiently confident to openly disavow 

association with groups which were becoming increasingly unpopular. "We 

resent and we most vehemently deny," Bruner announced, "that there is any 

relation between the American Indian Federation and any group objec-

tionable to a loyal, patriotic citizen." Obviously aimed at the fascist 

groups which had been aiding the Federation, the organization tendered 

its informal separation. 57 

Association with the American Indian Federation had well served the 

purposes of the Third Reich. The Federation provided German propaganda 

agencies with authentic Native Americans, such as Jemison and Towner, who 

criticized the United States government in cooperation with American 

fascist groups. Part of the fascist intent to conduct a smear campaign 

in the United States, the propagandists promised Indians that Germany 

would return their expropriated land to them. Convinced that Indians 

possessed little loyalty to America, Goebbels predicted that they would 

56John Herrick to Editor, New York Herald Tribune, September 1, 1939, 
R.G. 75, Entry 195, Box 2, Folder "American Indian Federation"; Collier 
to Ickes, June 22, 1939, R.G. 75, Entry 178, Box 2, Folder "Bruner et 
al". 

57Herrick to New York Herald Tribune, September 1, 1939, R.G. 75, 
Entry 195, Box 2, Folder "American Indian Federation"; Congressional 
Record, 76 Cong, 1 Sess, May 29, 1939, A8910. 
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revolt rather than fight Germany. In a further effort to create an 

alliance with Native Americans, Germany declared that they considered the 

Sioux, and by extension all Indians, to be Aryan. The declaration 

resulted from a request by a German immigrant, descendant of a Sioux, for 

citizenship. Ruling that the immigrant fell within the pale for citi-

58 zenship, this declaration legitimized Indians as Aryans. 

The decision prompted an immediate denial by Ales Hrdlicka. Curator 

of physical anthropology for the Smithsonian Institute, an expert on 

North American and Central American Indians, and a published author, 

Hrdlicka believed that Ind,ians migrated either across the Bering Strait 

or through the Aleutian Islands. Such a migration, accomplished possibly 

ten or twenty thousand years ago, would imply that Indians descended from 

either Russian or Chinese ancestry. Therefore, he contended, that "by no 

stretch of the imagination can Indians be considered Aryans." It 

generated a more heated, sarcastic response from Collier. "Previously 

the Mormons had been denominating the Indians as 'The"tost Tribe of 

Israel," he stated and added in a paternalistically jealous vein, "Hitler 

is kidnapping them.,,59 

The Third Reich, however, never relied primarily on one propaganda 

tactic and preferred using its own agents whenever possible. In a more 

subtle approach, Germany sent citizens among the Indians who acted 

58congressional Record, 77 Cong, 2 Sess, A4385; Document "Regarding 
the Sioux as Aryans," August 7, 1939, R.G. 75, Entry 178, Box 15, Folder 
"Dr. Colin Ross". 

59Dictionary of Scientific Biography, ed. Charles Coulton Gillespie, 
Volume VI (New York: Charles Scribner, 1942), 527-528; New York Times, 
April 25, 1942, 6:5; Collier to Bliven, May 4, 1939, Record Group-rs;
Entry 178, Box 2, Folder "Bruner et al." 
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-sympathetically to American institutions, particularly the Indian Bureau, 

in order to ingratiate themselves with American officials, spread propa-

ganda, A.nd undermine Roosevelt's administration whenever possible. 

Always conscious of their past mistakes in World War I, the Nazis remem-

bered well that Native Americans had posed a problem when acting as radio 

operators, because they could never break their language or code. Since 

they -feared that America would once again use Native Americans as com-

munication specialists in a future war, German agents posing as anthropo-

logists or writers visited Indian tribes to learn their culture and 

60 languages. 

On June 18, 1934 when Dr. Colin Ross visited Collier, he represented 

himself as a correspondent for several German periodicals. Quite 

impressed with Ross' qualifications, cultured bearing, and intellectual 

accomplishments, the Commissioner observed that Ross had travelled around 

the world studying "the administration of dependent peoples" and now had 

developed a "deep" interest in Indians. Informing over a dozen superin-

tendents that the correspondent would soon be visiting them, Collier 

requested that his employees extend every courtesy to Ross and his 

'family.' Furthermore, because the writer exhibited great curiosity con-

cerning Appalachian whites, North Carolina Highlanders, and Georgia 

blacks, the Commissioner obliged with several letters of introduction to 

friends who would supply Ross with information and tours. 61 

EVidently Ross' 1934 tour succeeded, because in 1938 he returned to 

60Memorandum to Miss Sather, December 5, 1938, R.G. 75, Entry 178, 
Box 15, Folder "Ross, German Nazi"; Collier-to Superintendents, June 
18-20, 1934, R.G. 75, Entry 178, Box 8, Folder "Morgan Palmer, et al"." 

61Ibid• 
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gather more information for a new project. He informed Collier that the 

data he acquired four years earlier furnished material for his book, 

Amerika~s Hour of Decision. Now the writer had undertaken to research a ---
film for the Degeto Film Company in Germany "which shall give a true pic-

ture of America." Assuring the Commissi.:;ner that he had returned very 

impressed with his Indian policy, Ross wanted to include reservations in 

his film. Convinced of Ross~ sincerity and flattered by the praise, 

Collier again informed Indian agencies that the correspondent would 

return to photograph ceremonials and dances. However, apparently not all 

Indian service employees believed Ross to be the real thing. C. F. 

Klinefelter, assistant to the Commissioner, checked Ross~ references and 

discovered that the writer knew nothing about the original plans for the 

film, and Ross offered no plausible excuse concerning his substitution 

for the original filmmaker, Mr. Krahforst. Klinefelter advised caution 

62 when facilitating contacts for Ross. 

Klinefelter~s words of caution concerning Ross came too late. Off i-

cials who refused to accept Ross at face value had been investigating the 

writer. On December 12, 1938 Ickes informed Collier the State Department 

had declared Ross a spy, and they needed a photograph of the agent. 

Although the Commissioner grumbled that he perceived no reason why Ross 

should not be informed about Indian affairs, he cooperated by suggesting 

to his superintendents, whom Ross still intended to visit, that they 

attempt to photograph the Nazi inconspicuously while standing with a 

62Dr • Colin Ross to Collier, December 2, 1938, and Collier to Ross, 
December 8, 1938, and Collier to Superintendents, December 8, 1938, R.G. 
75, Entry 178, Box 8, Folder "Morgan Palmer et al"; C.F. Klinefelter to 
Margaret Dotson, December 5, 1938, R.G. 75, Entry 178, Box 15, Folder 
"Dr. Colin Ross." 
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Immediate events completely unmasked Ross. In Janua~y, 1939 S. K. 

Padover, an Austrian born professor of German history, analyzed Ross~ 

book Unser Amerika and announced it to be Nazi propaganda. Describing 

Ross as an officer of the Stuttgart propaganda institute, Padover stated 

that the spy believed that democracy would soon collapse in America 

allowing Nazis to assume control. In his book, Ross asserted that Native 

Americans "would look forward to intervention" of this kind. He approved 

the "Indianization" in American policy and hope.d it would develop into 

full political independence for tribes in the form of autonomous Indian 

states. As segregated communities, Native Americans would be more 

susceptible to Germany~s "clever propaganda" which they disseminated 

through American "redskins." That same month, because of such publicity, 

Ross~ popularity definitely plummeted and an audience "boo~d" him 

vigorously.64 

By the end of 1938 the entire Fascist network began to unravel. At 

the height of America~s isolationist policy, Hitler seized Austria and 

Czechoslovakia. American intelligence branches, helpless to act overseas 

in the face of the Neutrality Acts, responded by pressuring native 

Fascist groups. Several agencies, including Naval Intelligence, Military 

Intelligence, the Federal Bureau of Investigation, the State Department, 

the Post Office, and Congress, initiated investigations of all American-

63Ickes to Collier, December 12, 1938, and Collier to Superinten
dents, December 21, 1938, R.G. 75, Entry 178, Box 15, Folder "Dr. Colin 
Ross." 

64The Forum, January, 1939, "Der Balkan Amerikas," January, 1939, and 
Miss Pomeroy to Collier, January 4, 1939, R.G. 75, Entry 178, Box 15, 
Folder "Dr. Colin Ross." 
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based Fascist organizations or individuals associated with them. Ross 

topped every list. In August, 1938 a special House Investigation on 

Un-American Activities, under Chairman Martin Dies, began hearings which 

would last for three years. Focusing on alleged subversive activities by 

Communist and Fascist agents, the Committee unearthed evidence for use by 

65 the Justice and State Departments. 

Witnesses testifying at the Dies Committee on Fascist activities, 

asserted that Ross, who had been under surveillance by the Military 

Intelligence Division since 1920, had operated in Santiago, Chile after 

World War I as a Communist. When Hitler took power, he converted to 

Naziism. They further stated that Nazi consular officials had paid Ross 

and others specifically to propagandize in America. Kuhn admitted that 

the correspondent had lectured at Bund meetings, openly praising Hitler, 

and on his filmmaking tour, the agent had illegally photographed spe-

cializ~d industrial plants and naval yards. The Committee recommended 

that Ross, who had since returned to Germany, "be prevented from ever 

setting foot again on American soil" because he had failed to report the 

full scope of his activities to the State Department. On September 20, 

1940 the State Department officially informed the Secretary of War that 

66 Ross was a Nazi agent. 

When subpoenaed to appear before the Committee, Kuhn behaved in such 

an uncooperative manner that he insulted Congressman John Parnell Thomas, 

65 Frank Wallace to Ickes, December 5, 1939, R.G. 75, Entry 178, 
Folder "Silver Shirts of America." 

66 H.R. 282, Vol. 893, 1150, Vol. 894, 6062, Vol. 896, 7190, February 
7-10, April 2-4, 1940; Entries May 16, 1920 and September 20, 1940, 
Microfilm 1194, MID 1917-1941, Roll 176, OCS. 
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Republican representative from New Jersey. A veteran of World War I who 

rose to the rank of captain, Thomas described the Bund leader as "unruly, 

offensive, and evasive." Despite attempts to avoid incriminating him-

self, Kuhn confronted evidence provided to the Committee about the 

German-American Bund by Naval Intelligence. In 1939 Hitler's invasion of 

Poland had created great disdain in America for Fascist symbols, and the 

Bund discontinued the Nazi salute and swastika to avoid public criticism. 

Undeterred by smoke screens, Congressmen charged the Bund with being an 

agency of a foreign power. As a foreign-controlled agency, the Bund, in 

conjunction with the Silver Shirts, received orders to support Republican 

candidates in order to stamp out the "red menace." Thomas recommended 

that material concerning the Bund should be forwarded to the State and 

Justice Departments for violation of Registration and Espionage Acts. In 

1941 a federal grand jury sentenced Kuhn to Sing Sing Prison and the 

German-P~erican Bund ended its career thoroughly discredited. 67 

The Committee target ted other groups related to the Bund, including 

the Militant Christian Patriots. Convinced that Fry was a Soviet OGPU 

agent, Allen believed that Fry and Jewett had "double-crossed" him. His 

suspicions became reality when Fry and Jewett fled the country, and the 

Militant Christian Patriots dissolved. This disillusionment made Allen a 

particularly talkative witness, and he implicated several other persons, 

including Jemison, Pelley, and True. Allen, who still faced criminal 

charges in California, openly discussed militaristic plans developed by 

67 H.R. 282, Vol. 893, 1175-1176, 1208-1213, 2134, Vol. 897, 1469, 
Appendix, 1941, Vol. 894, 3824, 5173-5174, 6110; Harry Slattery to Secre
tary of the Navy, R.G. 75, Entry 178, Box 2, Folder "German-American 
Bund, Silver Shirts"; Biographical Directory, 1806. 
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himself and True. Strangely the Committee omitted subpoenaing True who 

later boasted that the Federal Bureau of Investigation gave him "an 

absolutely clean bill of health.,,68 

Unlike True, Pelley and his Silver Shirts suffered the 'same fate as 

the German-American Bund and the Militant Christian Patriots. Similar to 

Ross, Pelley had been observed by the Milital:'Y Intelligence Division 

since 1934. By the fall of 1939 the Federal Bureau of Investigation, 

Naval Intelligence and the Dies Committee had joined the hunt. Initially 

Pelley reacted offensively to allegations of subversive activities by 

filing a three and one half million dollar suit agai~st the Dies G0~mit-

tee for "alleged collaboration of the Republic," but he crumbled when the 

government mounted a counteroffensive. On October 20, 1939 Buncome 

County sheriff deputies in Asheville, North Carolina seized Pelley~s 

files for violating a "blue sky" law. Charging that Pelley had published 

fraudulent representations, State Superior Court Judge Zeb V. Nettles 

asserted that the Silver Shirt commander was "seeking to further the 

cause of Naziism with himself as the dictator." Dies agreed with this 

assessment stating, "The Department of Justice has a clearcut case to 

proceed against Mr. Pelley." In 1942 the Justice Department obliged the 

Chairman and convicted Pelley of sedition, but in February, 1950 the 

courts paroled Pelley. Keeping Fascist sympathizers in prison proved 

quite difficult in America~s patriotic war years. The Department of 

Justice also indicted Pelley~s publishing colleague, Winrod, of sedition 

in 1942, 1943, and 1944, but eventually a higher court dismissed the 

68 H.R. 282, Vol. 897, 1467, Vol. 894, 4028, 4134; S. 2103, 329; and 
Harrison to Collier, August 28, 1939, R.G. 75; Entry 178, Box 15, Folder 
"Silver Shirts of America." 
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While these agencies diligently examined Pelley~s activities, Collier 

uncovered a conspiracy between Pelley and Collett. In the spring of 

Collier discovered that. Collett wrote to Pelley on June 8, 1938 

suggesting that since both ~en had filed suits against Ickes and Collier, 

they collaborate and split the amounts awarded. Collett proposed "that 

there be an agreement between you and me whereby you will assign to me a 

fair share of any amount that may be recoved by the action." Before the 

plan could be finalized, Pelley parted company with his attorney, Harri-

son Fargo McConnell. He claimad that McConnell spent too much time 

writing pamphlets concern:i.ng the reorganization of the Republican 

National Committee. Collier, however, suspected that conditions "became 

too warm" for McConnell because the Federal Trade Commission had begun 

investigating one of his employers. 70 

In June, 1941 Collett tried one last attempt at a fee-splitting scam 

with El.· J ... 08 Angeles lawyer Porter Blackburn. Promising Blackburn compen-

sation from his own legislative reimbusement, Collett still intended to 

make money on the Cal:i.fornia Indians treaty rights. Suspicious of his 

motiv~s, Blackburn contacted the Indian Bureau and investigated Collett~s 

69H•R• 282, Vol. 894, 4259; Asheville Citizen, Asheville, North Caro
lina, October 20, 1939, and La Rouche to Collier, August· 19, 1942, R.G. 
75, Entry 178, Box 15, Folder "Dr. Colin ROss"; Collier to Ickes, October 
19, 1939, R.G. 75, Entry 178, Box 6 "Jemison ••• Nazi"; Entry January 27, 
1939, Microfilm 1194, MID! 1917-1941, Roll 176, OCS; Wallace to Ickes, 
December 5, 1939, R.G. 75, Entry 178, Box 15, Folder "Silver Shirts of 
America." 

70Confidential Memorandum, May 15, 1939, and Collier to Ickes, 
December 7, 1938, R.G. 75, Entry 178, Box 15, Folder "Silver Shirts of 
America"; January 10, 1941, Codman to Collier, Record Group 75, Entry 
178, Box 5, Folder "Michael Harrison." 
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background. After receiving Collier~s information, Blackburn wisely 

broke contact with Collett. By this time Collett~s influence in Califor-

nia had seriously deteriorated as ex-colleagues flatly accused him of 

being financed by Nazis. As a result of these twisted situations, 

Collett never ajudicated any of his lawsuits and since 1939, he had been 

71 reduced to appealing as a pauper. 

As she watched things become "too warm" for several of her former 

associates, Jemison never wavered in her attacks on Collier. Perhaps the 

only·witness to speak voluntarily before the Dies Committee, Jemison 

"hung arolllJ.d" unti.l the Committee allowed her to testify. Producing a 

one hundred page document which was placed in the record, Jemison lam-

basted the Indian Bureau with the same charges she had levelled since 

1934. Although she received press coverage, Jemison~s tactics also 

exposed her to criticism. Thomas called her "an agitator of the Indians" 

and Codman suggested that someone had "put her up" to testifying. 

Richard M. Codd, attorney for the Six Nations Confederacy and Jemison~s 

former employer, refuted her statements by asserting she knew little 

about the Indian situation. In a further attempt to discredit her 

reliability, Collier noted that whenJemison spoke before the Dies Commit

tee, her statements "came back on the wire from Germany the same day.,,72 

On June 13, 1940, Jemison, also under investigation by Naval 

71Kristie Sather to Harrison, April 10, 1939; January 10, 1941, Cod
man to Collier; Blackburn to Harrison, June 23, 1941; R.G. 75, Entry 178, 
Box 5, Folde·r "Michael Harrison." 

72H•R• 282, Vol. 893, 2436-2437, Vol. 894, 4032; Codman to Collier, 
December 11, 1938, R.G. 75, Entry 178, Box 4, Folder "Mrs. Richard 
Codman"; Courier Express, Buffalo, New York, November 23, 1938, and 
Collier to Britt, June 15, 1939, R.G. 75, Entry 178, Box 2, Folder 
"German-American Bund, Silver Shirts". 
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Intelligence, admitted that she had been paid by Allen, acting for the 

Militant Christian Patriots. She further claimed that Hitler personally 

chose her articles for publication in German magazines. While she con-

tinued to call True her friend, she denied knowledge of any Bund members 

rather than a casual acquaintance with a Bund organizer in Buffalo, New 

York. Although Jemison escaped prosecution, she constantly agitated 

against the Indian Bureau and her exploits furnished the press with 

stories of the "Seneca girl" fighting bureaucracy. By July, 1939, 

despite the "good" publicity she generated for their organization, the 

American Indian Federation had begun to view her as a liability, and 

Jemison resigned from the organization. Although she claimed that the 

Federation had betrayed the cause by enlisting Collier's support for 

their new bill, Collier instead suggested that her fifth-column asso-

. t' h db' ., . h F d . 73 c~a ~ons a ecome a na!!.u~~ap to tee erat~on. 

Obviously some of the characters went further than Bruner and 

Chandler either anticipated or desired. Bodily harm seemed not out of 

the ~ealm for many of the Fascist sympathizers. In November, 1940, for 

instance, Deatherage wrote a sinister letter to Collier in which he 

expressed anger over the Commissioner's testimony, which mentioned 

Deatherage, before a House Committee. The Knights of the White Camelia 

leader said that "someone" had sent him a copy of the Hearings, and he 

then physically threatened Collier. "One of these days the American 

people are going to hang you chaps to a sour apple tree," he intoned. 

"You might take a look at France and what is happening to traitorous 

73S• 2103, 167-170; Unsigned Document, June, 1940, R.G. 75, Entry 
178, Box 1, Folder "American Indian Federation." 
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1 . h ,,74 government emp oyees ~n t at country. 

Money making scams and not physical violence appealed to the American 

Indian Federation, and Collier gleefully noted that the "$3,000 for $1 

bill embarrasses, not helps, the fifth column program." By 1940 the 

"$3,000 for $1 bill" had become more than an embarrassment as, like Jemi-

son, the American Indian Federation confronted investigations by the 

Attorney General and the Post Office for fraudulent use of the mails. 

Although the Federation escaped indictment, the Congressmen withdrew 

their bills and eventually their scam died. In an effort to improve 

their image, the Federation began to espouse more disinterested causes, 

such as Social Security benefits for Indians. Dropping their lambastic 

rhetoric, the Federation announced their "full cooperation, aid, support, 

and loyalty" for the President during the "national emergency." Their 

conversion to mainstream politics occurred at a propitious period, one 

month before Pearl Harbor. Because of this, the Federation managed to 

enter the war as patriots, not as traitors. They had not ceased trying 

to undermine Collier, however, and as late as 1943 W. M. Pomeroy, Indian 

Service employee, warned Collier that Chandler had aligned himself with 

yet another seamy group's exploitive measure which she believed they 

could easily kill with "ridicule.,,75 

Jemison's proclivity for agitation and her personal dislike for 

Collier never lessened, and she continued to criticize the Commissioner's 

74 Deatherage to Collier, November 5, 1940, Record Group 75, Entry 
178, Box 16, Folder "James True." 

75Congressional Record, 77 Cong, 1 Sess, November 3, 1941, 
A4966-4967, Pomeroy to Harrison, June 26, 1943, R.G. 75, Entry 178, Box 
5, Folder "Michael Harrison." 
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policies. Undaunted by her loss of former allies, in 1941 she attached 

herself to Elizabeth Dilling's isolationist crusade and marched in 

Washington, D. C. protesting the Lend-Lease Bill. Because of her Fascist 

associations with Father Charles E. Coughlin, noted anti-Semite and 

Roosevelt-baiter and Joe McWilliams, "the strongest Nazi in America out-

side of the Bund," Mrs. Dilling also came under severe scrutiny and l'1aS 

later indicted for sedition. 76 

The Fascist propagandists had exploited Jemison and the American 

Indian Federation for their cause, but the American Indian Federation had 

just as successfully used them. In the 1940s Jemison's continuous 

charges of Collier's alleged Communist sympathies encouraged the Com-

missioner to establish his patriotism by cooperating with the Selective 

Service to conduct a massive registration drive for Native Americans. 

Moreover, Collier learned from the Fascist tactics, and through the 1940s 

he publicized the war efforts of American Indians to demonstrate their 

loyalty and prove the success of his program. 77 

Concerning American Indians, both Jemison and the Fascist propagan-

dists failed in their efforts to convert tribes to their cause. This 

propaganda instead served to rejuvenate the deeply-felt patriotism of 

Native Americans who displayed an inherent contempt for Fascism, because 

it conflicted with their traditional, open society. The Fascist 

attempted to convert Indians to their cause not only met with resounding 

failure, for some Indians it actually served as a catalyst to encourage 

76Harrison to Collier, May 25, 1941, R.G. 75, Entry 178, Box 5, 
Folder "Michael Harrison." 

77Chapter Three discusses Selective Service registration. 
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Selective Service registration, an event which astounded everyone with 

its magnitude. Completely miscalculating the reaction of Indians to a 

war with the Nazis, the Fascist sympathizers watched with dismay as over 

ten percent of the Indian population, 44,500 tribal members, marched off 

to fight the armies of the man they disdainfully called "He Who Smells 

His Moustache • .,78 

78 Harold Ickes, "Indians Have a Name for Hitler," Collier's 113 
(January 15, 1944), 58. 
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Bringing Them in Alive: Selective Service and Native Americans 

In 1941, armed with optimism and having declared Indians to be fellow 

Aryans, Josef Paul Goebbels, German Minister of Propaganda, predicted 

that Indians would rather revolt against the United States than fight 

against Germany which had promised to return their expropriated land to 

them. Still unwilling to believe that their propaganda efforts of the 

1930s had failed with Indians, the Germans further underestimated the 

Native ~~erican response to a declaration of war. The war declaration 

effectively resolved problems which had occurred during the registration 

process, a process viewed by many Indians as simply another meaningless, 

bureaucratic rule. Native Americans responded to America's call for 

volunteers immediately after Pearl Harbor, because they understood the 

need for defense of one's own land. 1 

Well before Congress passed the Selective Service Act, the Selective 

Service began collecting data on how to register 'Indians. This decision 

revealed that the government realized the problems in dealing with this 

special group as Native Americans would prove to be the most difficult 

racial group in America to claSSify, register, and place for wartime ser

vice. Military officials often appeared perplexed by Indian citizenship 

status, and they confronted situations where Indians refused to imme

diately acquiesce to white authoritY,without substantial explanation. 

Furthermore, cultural clashes precipitated unusual policy decisions. 

Finally, inter-departmental questions of authority arose between Selec

tive Service, the Indian Bureau, and the Justice Department. These 

issues created an atmosphere of confusion and distrust for Indian 

1Congressional Record, 77 Cong, 2 Sess, A4386, December 16, 1942. 
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registrants. Eventually, however, Native Americans succeeded with one 

hundred per cent registration rate setting the standard for the rest of 

America. 2 

In early 1938 the Indian Bureau sent a detailed list to the Selective 

Service of all Indian Reservations, their respective states, the est i-

mated number of registrants from twenty-one to thirty-five, and the 

number of forms required. On January 1, 1939, the Bureau sent a revised 

list, much more detailed by age group. Anxious to determine the exact 

status of these prospective recruits, Captain W. B. Palmer, Joint Army 

and Navy Selective Service Committee, conferred with Collier who assured 

the Captain that under the 1924 Snyder Act all American-born Indians held 

United States citizenship. On August 6, 1940 Collier and his assistant, 

Fred Daiker, met with a Selective Service representative to determine how 

to best register Indians. Daiker, assistant to the Commissioner during 

World War I, had handled the registratration of Indians during the 

1917-1918 draft period and presented several methods of registering 

reservation Indians. 3 

At this time Collier suggested that reservation superintendents, 

assisted by Indian personnel, conduct the registrations. Special con-

ditions prompted his request. For example, because of its isolated loca-

tion and dearth of English-speaking Indians, the Alaskan Agency posed a 

2J • R. McGibony, "Indians and Selective Service," Public Health 
Reports, No.1 (January 2, 1942), 57:1. 

31938 Document on Indian Reservations; January 1, 1939 Document on 
Estimated Indian Male Population; July 9, 1940, Captain W. B. Palmer, 
Joint Army and Navy Selective Service Committee, Washington, D.C., to 
John Collier, Commissioner of Indian Affairs; July 10, 1940, Collier to 
Palmer; August 6, 1940 Memorandum in Connection with Indian Reservations, 
Record Group 147, Entry 1, Box 33, Folder "105.1 Indians-Genera1." 
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particular problem. Collier also warned of a "rather slow procedure" on 

other reservations since the majority of Indians, being illiterate, would 

require much help in answering questionnaires. In October, 1940, because 

of these "peculiar circumstances", the United Pueblo Agency actually 

began registration one month before the official date. Exhibiting the 

tight-knit efficiency and total effort which would define all their war 

efforts, the superintendent appointed interpreters to assist day school 

personnel in successfully registering eligible tribal members. 4 

Despit~ the excellent example set by Pueblo registration, the Indian 

Service reversed its position and requested that state authorities handle 

Indian registration in California, Arizona, Oklahoma and New York. 

William Zimmerman, special assistant to, the commissioner, cited as 

reasons the lack of personnel and the close white-Indian integration in 

these states. Major Lewis B. Hershey, General Staff, Joint Army and Navy 

Selective Service Committee in Washington, D. C., acquiesced to this 

request and added Texas and Louisiana to the list. 5 

By the time Congress passed the Selective Service Act on September 

13, 1940, the Indian Bureau and Selective Service had negotiated the 

major points concerning registration. On the same day, again citing 

insufficient personnel, Daiker asked that three more states, Nebraska, 

Kansas, and Mississippi along with agencies in five other states, be 

40ctober 1, 1940, Plan of the United Pueblos; August 13, 1940, 
William Zimmerman, Assistant to the Commissioner, to Major Lewis B. 
Hershey, Joint Army and Navy Selective Service Committee; Record Group 
147, Box 33, Folder "105.1 Indians-General. It 

5August 13, 1940, Zimmerman to Hershey; August 22, 1940, Hershey to 
Zimmerman; Record Group 147, Entry 1, Box 33, Folder "105.1 
Indians-General." 
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added to the jurisdiction of state authorities. Feeling the full 

pressure of coping with the mainstream population, the Selective Service 

denied this request. Collier, always loath to relinquish authority, now 

showed some suspicion of the Selective Service when he advised superin-

tendents that they were to protect the rights of their tribal members 

concerning deferment and classification and "to see that the interests of 

the Indians are fairly and properly presented." For this reason the 

Indian Bureau asked that Selective Service literature, regulations, news 

releases, be sent to Indian superintendents, because the reservation per-

sonnel could explain procedures "more readily and with greater satisfac-

tion than an outsider." Captain Robert B. Coons, Selective Service 

officer, considered this advice as excellent but cautioned that Indian 

6 Service employees respect the autonomy of st~te governors. 

Other agencies, in addition to the Indian Bureau, expressed concern 

that the registration process and actual draft might discriminate against 

Indians. In November, 1940 Oliver La Farge, president of the American 

Association on Indians and an easterner from an elite background, urged 

officials to consider the speCial status of Native Americans and plan to 

train them separately because of differences in their background. By 

differences, he referred to Indian taboos against cutting their hair or 

eating fish, practices he considered "incompatible with standard military 

routine." He especially worried over the lack of English and the unfami-

6September 13, 1940, Fred Daiker, Assistant to the Commissioner, to 
Hershey; September 23, 1940, Daiker to Hershey; October .7, 1940, Collier 
to all Superintendents; October 8, 1940, Captain Robert Coons, Selective 
Service, Washington, D.C., to R. V. Venning, Division of Indian Affairs; 
Record Group 147, Entry 1, Box 33, Folder "105.1 Indians-General"; 
"Selective Service Act," Public Law 720, 76 Cong, 3 Sess, U.S. Laws and 
Statutes, September 16, 1940, 885-888. -- -- -
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liarity with Anglo customs among many tribes which, he believed, would 

"work many hardships." Overall he maintained that the Native American 

lifestyle suited Indians as well or better than the average white for 

military service. "Military efficiency, as well as basic religious 

liberty, and common humanity," he concluded, "would best be served by 

training these men in a special corps where these peculiarities could be 

considered sympathetically.,,7 

Many Native Americans agreed that their rights needed protection, 

especially the Cherokee who charged North Carolina with racism. After a 

one hundred per cent registration had been effected, in 1940 the Eastern 

Band of Cherokees in North Carolina requested the establishment of a 

separate draft board because "we feel that any organization or group that 

would deprive a people of as sacred a right as the right of suffrage 

would not hesitate to deprive them of othet: constitutional rights." 

Justly proud of twenty-three volunteers already serving out of a popula-

tion of 3,400, the tribe proclaimed that "there is not a more patriotic 

people to be found anywhere in this country of ours than the Cherokees of 

North Carolina." Praising their patriotism but mindful of Coon's advice, 

Zimmerman suggested that the Cherokees appeal to their state governor 

8 and promised bureau support. 

Overlooking minor differences to date, in January, 1941 Coons lauded 

the "excellent cooperation of the Office of Indian Affairs" for aiding in 

7American Association on Indian Affairs, Inc. Newsletter, November 
20, 1940, Record Group 75, Entry 178, Box A-B, Folder "American Asso
ciation on Indian Affairs." 

8November 5, 1940, Cherokee Council House Resolution; December 14, 
1940, Zimmerman to C. M. Blair, Superintendent Cherokee Agency; Record 
Group 147, 'Entry 1, Box 33, Folder "105.1 Indians-General". 
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the registration process. Hinting at past problems, Coons conceded that 

"certain specific ,arrangements" had been necessary and would continue to 

be so. The major guessed correctly as questionnaires posed the next 

hurdle. Many superintendents wanted to retain the forms until actually 

necessary, because of the difficulty in processing the questionnaires. 

Superintendents and Selective Service boards drafted all available per-

sonnel to help complete questionnaires including Indian traders, school 

principals, and ,tribal members. On the Arizona Hopi Reservation these 

people, assigned as Associate Board Members, often travelled a full-day 

on horseback to visit a registrant. Because their reservation covered 

New Mexico, Colorado, Utah, and Arizona, the Navajos designated eighteen 

places to register Indians for their July 1, 1941 registration. Further-

more, on January 22, 1942, the Navajo Tribal Council issued a resolution 

in which it accepted the responsibility of assisting Selective Service. 9 

By October, 1941, the military had inducted 1,785 Native Americans 

into the armed forces. Having proven his willingness to cooperate in the 

registration process, Collier now felt justified in pressuring the Selec-

tive Service for information on his recruits. The commissioner explained 

that superintendents complained to him when they were unable to receive 

information. "The Indians as a race have just cause to be proud of their 

1917 record," the Commissioner informed National Headquarters, "and we as 

a service feel that we should for various reasons obtain and keep as 

9 June 3, 1941, Seth Wilson, Chairman, Navajo County Local Board No. 
2, to William R. Bourdon, Chairman, Navajo County Local Board'; June 7, 
1941, Major Harry S. Bowman, Acting State Director, New Mexico, to 
National Headquarters, Record Group 147, Entry 1, Box 33, Folder "105.1 
Indians-General"; October, 1941, Navajo Tribal Council Resolutions, 
1922-1951 (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1952), 469. 
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complete records as possible." Collier's various reasons included 

publishing Indians in the War. Officials replied that because Selective 

Service kept separate records only on blacks, who remained segregated 

throughout the war, they could not furnish the requested information. 10 

By January, 1942 the Indian Bureau Health Director J. R. McGibony 

boasted that "under the present Selective Service Act, practically 100 

percent registration of Indians has been effected without difficulty." 

The Selective Service, however, disagreed that registration had been a 

breeze. They discovered that immediately after the enactment of the 

draft, military officials, superintendents, and Indians themselves, 

seemed confused as to the status of Indians. When some tribes claimed 

they were not United States citizens, bewildered board members appealed 

to lawyers, each other and the Indian Bureau. Collier unhesitatingly 

declared that every Indian born within United States borders were citi-

zens. Nevertheless, to settle the point, Congress passed the Nationality 

Act on October 14, 1940 granting citizenship to all Native Americans 

without impairing tribal property. Rather than settling the point, the 

act raised serious questions concerning tribal sovereignty and the 

t ' ° ° dO ° d f ° I dO 11 governmen s Jur1s 1ct1on over ra t1ng n 1ans. 

Immediately after Congress passed the Selective Service Act, the 

issue of Indian wardship resurfaced, as did Alice Lee Jemison. Jemison 

10June 22, 1942, Collier to Hershey; March 29, 1942, ,Collier to 
Hershey; September 30, 1942, Colonel C. G. Parker, Jr., U. S. Marines 
Corps, to Collier; Record Group 147, Entry 1, Box 421, Folder "214. 
Indian Reservations, Alabama to Wyoming, '1942". 

11McGibony, "Indians and Selective Service," 1; January 16, 1941, 
Collier to Bernard Gorrow, Governor, New York, Record Group 147, Entry 1, 
Box 136, Folder "214. Indian Reservations General"; 54 Statute, 76 Cong, 
3 Sess, October 14, 1940. 
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circulated a petition in the fall of 1940 stating that: 

Indians are incompetent wards and as such cannot be conscripted for 
military service any more than the inmates of an insane institution 
can be conscripted, nor can they ever be until the Constitution of 
the United States is amended and the Bureau of Indian Affairs abo
lished. 

Such remarks incurred Collier's full wrath, and he responded that "Mrs. 

Jemison apparently seeks to become liable to those penalties (for those 

who advise disobedience)." Zimmerman appealed to Clarence Dykstra, 

Director of Selective Service in Washington, D.C., to acquaint Jemison 

with "the impropriety or perhaps the illegality of her statements." E. 

K. Burlew, Acting Secretary of the Interior, reported Jemiscn~s remarks 

to the Assistant Attorney General John Rogge and requested that she be 

prosecuted for criminal libel. 12 

As usual Jemison escaped any serious consequences, as did her former 

colleague Purl Willis. Willis, a white counselor for the Mission Indian 

Federation, helped to create the American Indian Federation but broke 

with the group over differences with Collett. Over the years Willis had 

played a dual role in Indian affairs, alternating between criticising the 

Indian Bureau and informing on other agitators, such as Collett. A pro-

ponent of emancipation and the abolition of the Indian Bureau, Willis 

attacked the draft issue from a more subtle angle. In a fit of 

sophistry, he argued that if an Indian were a citizen, he could not be a 

ward. Conversely, if he were a ward, he could not be drafted as a 

soldier. Like the Cherokees, he proclaimed the patriotism of the Mission 

12 October 30, 1940, Memorandum for hte Press; November 27, 1940, Zim-
merman to Dr. Clarence A. Dykstra, National Director of Selective 
Service; November 15, 1940, E. K. Burlew, Acting Secretary of the 
Interior, to John Rogge, Assistant Attorney General; Record Group 75, 
Entry 178, Box 1, Folder "American Indian Federation, 1938-1%0". 
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Indians while seeking the "full protection" of the law. Cutting through 

the semantics, Collier declared that registration made no distinction 

between wards and non-wards. Furthermore, he informed Willis, the 

Supreme Court had ruled that Indian citizenship and wardship were 

'bl 13 compat~ e. 

Willis remained unconvinced by Collier's stand and continued to coun-

sel Mission Indians on their registration rights. During an investiga-

tion by William Palmer, United States District Attorney in Los Angeles, 

several Indians stated that Willis had advised them they were not subject 

to the draft. They testified that he based his remarks on a supposed 

letter from Collier. The Commissioner again rushed to defend his posi-

tion and to suggest that legal action proceed against Willis. Main-

taining the loyalty of the Mission Indians, Collier remarked that the 

Indians desired to register but probably felt confused by "the false 

1 
,,14 counse • 

A final proponent of the draft deferment for wards based his decision 

on deprivation of constitutional rights. John Hamilton, President of the 

National American Indian Defense Association, Inc. and Chairman of the 

Republican National Committee, informed Dykstra that his organization 

protested "the drafting of the American Indian wards living on Indian 

reservations under Federal Bureau jurisdiction." A longterm Collier 

130ctober 5, 1940, Purl Willis,Counselor for California Mission 
Indians, to Collier; October 18, 1940, Collier to Willis; Record Group 
147, Entry 1, Box 136, Folder "214. Indian Reservations, Alabama to 
Wyoming, 1941." 

14January 3, 1941, Collier to William Palmer, United States District 
Attorney, Los Angeles, California, Record Group 147, Entry 1, Box 136, 
Folder "214. Indian Reservations General, 1941". 

----------. -.--------
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critic, Hamilton challenged the constitutionality of the 1924 Snyder Act 

and charged that "destitute" and "deplorable" reservation conditions 

deprived Native Americans of all constitutional rights. The AIDA pres i-

dent suggested that Indians be allowed to serve voluntarily but not be 

subject to the draft. I5 

While these agitators discussed the issue of wardship versus citi-

zenship, New' York Indians presented the most complex and compelling argu-

ment of the period. Claiming that the Six Nations Indians were neither 

citizens nor wards, they asserted that tribal sovereignty prevented the 

government from drafting them. The Mohawks of the St. Regis Reservation 

in Hogansburg, New York, made a year-long concerted effort to avoid the 

draft by contending that the Six Nations constituted an independent 

sovereignty and had not come under the jurisdiction of the Snyder Act. 

Herrick and Hershey hastened to inform them that they were indeed citi-

zens. Chiefs Thomas Lazore and Louis Terrance found ttds decision to be 

unsatisfactory and asked for further consideration from President Roose-

ve1t. Events proceeded quietly, with "negligible delinquencies" in New 

York, until the summer of 1941. In July 1941 the Hogansburg local draft 

board reported that the Indian tendency to cooperate with registration 

had disintegrated. Members of the board blamed two college graduates who 

"openly defied our regulations" for sparking a rebellion which resulted 

in one army desertion. 16 

15Apri1 3, 1941, John Hamilton Statement, Record Group 147, Entry 1, 
Box 136, Folder "214. Indian Reservations General, 1941". 

16 October 20, 1940, John Herrick to Lazore, Solomon and Terrance; 
March 11, 1941, Lazore, Solomon and Terrance to Roosevelt; June 10, 1941, 
Roddy to Dargusch; July 9, 1941, Rust to Roddy; Recox:d Group 147, Entry 
1, Box 136, Folder "214. Indian Reservations General, 1941". 
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Another member of the Six Nation Confederacy, the Tuscarora Tribe, 

also protested that seventy-three tribal members had been inducted into 

the armed forces. Collier told this tribe that they would be exempt from 

service but not from registration if court interpretations sustained 

them. As usual Collier felt torn between his innate sympathy for the 

unique traditions of Indian tribes and his desire to cooperate fully with 

Selective Service. "I am well aware," the commissioner told the Mohawks, 

"of the deeply-rooted sentiment, pride, and ideal which is expressed in 

the position which you have taken • • • nor do I question your American 

patriotism. ,,17 

Other tribes followed the example of the Six Nation Confederacy in 

claiming exemption because of tribal sovereignty. John Tatapash, Chief 

of the Sac-Fox-Tama in Iowa, explained that after the War of 1812, Presi-

dent James Madison had promised Indians they would never again have to 

fight. Furthermore, they explained that their tiny tribe of 480 had sent 

many volunteers into the armed forces causing hardships on some families. 

"My people do not object to voluntary enlistment," said Chief Tatapash, 

"but there are those boys whose parents would be better off if they were 

allowed to stay home." In Montana, a Creek registrant also claimed that 

a treaty between the government and his tribe prevented his induction 

into the armed forces. A bewildered state board officer asked national 

headquarters for advisement. 18 

17 January 14, 1941, Berry to Roddy, Record Group 147, Entry 1, Box 
36, Folder "214. Indian Reservations, Alabama to Wyoming, 1941". 

18 November 25, 1942, Bertha Wasesku to John Gwynne; December 1, 1942, 
Gwynne to Hershey; R.G. 147, Entry 1, Box 426, Folder "214. Ind. Res. 
Alabama to Wyoming, 1942; September 13, 1941, Williams to National Direc
tor, R.G. 147, Entry 1, Box 136 Folder "214. Ind. Res. Gen. 1941". 
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Canadian Indians added a new twist to the question of tribal 

sovereignty. Many Iroquois Indians, claiming neither American nor Cana-

dian citizenship, travelled freely between the two countries and often 

resided several months out of the year in both places. This caused a 

serious problem for Selective Service which appeared unable to come to a 

decision concerning their status. Because the American government 

rejected many Canadian Indians who sought to volunteer, this caused great 

resentment. In other cases, they insisted that these tribes must 

register, and when many failed to do so, the United States Attorney 

General indicted these men for draft evasion. In January, 1944 Harry 

Howard Bomberry, a member of the Canadian Six Nations Reservation, 

declared he would serve voluntarily if the courts decided that he was 

liable for military service. New York United States Attorney George L. 

Grobe deferred prosecution until the court settled the legal question. 19 

As Collier had predicted, eventually the courts settled the issue of 

tribal sovereignty. To the Montana Board, Selective Service officials 

cited the case of Totus et al v. U.S. et al. This decision held that ----- -- -- -- ---- -- --
Congress reserved the power to repeal or to suspend any treaty during an 

emergency. Furthermore, the Selective Service Ac~ superseded all pre-

vious treaties and laws. New York Indians suffered from a similar deci-

sion arising from the court case of Warren Eldreth Green. On April 26, 

1941 ,the army drafted Green, an Onondaga Indian from Syracuse, New York. 

19"Selective Service Act," Section 3A; January 5, 1944, Memorandum 
from Lt. Col. Glenn Parker; January 16, 1944, George Grobe to Attorney 
General; R.G. 147, Entry 1, Box 1278, Folder "214. Ind. Res. General, 
1944"; March 11, 1944, Major William Brewer to Lt. Col. Charles Bartlett; 
February 24, 1944, Bartlett to National Headquarters; March 27, 1944) 
Parker to Gen. Pearson; R.G. 147, Entry 1, Box 1278, Folder "214. Ind. 
Res., Alabama to Wyoming, 1944." 
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Green immediately appealed for a discharge claiming that he was not a 

United States citizen. As with previous claimants, he asserted that the 

government had violated his treaty rights and based his decision on the 

Canandaigua Treaty of 1794 which stated: 

The United States acknowledge the lands reserved to the Oneida, 
Onondaga, and Cayuga Nations, in their respective treaties with 
the State of Ne~1 York, and called their reservations, to be their 
property; and the United States will never claim the same, nor 
disturb them or either of the Six Nations, nor their Indian friends 
residing t2oreon and united with them, in the free use and enjoyment 
thereof ••• 

Furthermore, Green contended that he was not a citizen because the 

Citizenship Act of 1924 and the Nationality Act of 1940 were unconstitu-

tional and violated the treaty rights of the Six Nations. Therefore, he 

could not be drafted. The Second Circuit Court of Appeals, however, 

disagreed with Green, albeit reluctantly. First, they decided that the 

Citizenship Act of 1924 and the Nationality Act of 1940 were constitu-

tional. Although the Six Nations of Indians were an independent nation 

and the preceding acts may have violated treaty status, the Court ruled 

that a domestic act took precedent over an earlier treaty in domestic 

courts. By this reasoning, Green was a citizen and subject to the draft. 

Furthermore, other court decisions held that Canadian Indians, like other 

resident aliens, must register and serve under the Selective Service 

. 21 requl.rements. 

Several Indian tribes resisted the draft because of their traditional 

20 September 22, 1941, Dargusch to Col. Bixeley, R.G. 147, Entry 1, 
Box 136, Folder "214. Ind. Res. Gen., 1941"; "Ex Parte Green, 123 Federal 
Reporter, 2d, 862, November 24, 1941; "Treaty with the Six Nations, 
1794," from U.S. Laws and Statutes, Indian Affairs, Laws and Treaties, 
Vol. II, (ed~harles~ Kappler (Washington, D.C.:--r971), 34-35. 

21Ibid• 
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distrust and suspicion of the white world. Generally less literate, 

non-English speaking, and unassimilated, these Indians strained the sym-

pathy and patience of government officials with their refusal to conform. 

In December, 1940 New Mexico Governor John Miles informed Dykstra that 

his state confronted a "peculiar situation" concerning the Navajo. 

Because of the nomadic nature of the Navajo, explained Miles, the San 

Juan and McKinley County Draft Boards encountered difficulties locating 

draft-age individuals who also refused to return questionnaires. Miles 

suggested that Selective Service hire Charlie Ashcroft, at present a San 

Juan County Deputy Sheriff, to "follow the registrants from place to 

place in their wanderings, place certain ring leaders under arrest and 

bring them to Santa Fe." In addition Ashcroft, fluent in several Indian 

languages, could be employed to explain the physical examinations and 

questionnaires. Miles praised Ashcroft highly as a man who had lived 

among Indians, gained their trust, understood their dispositions, and 

could act as a "propaganda agent to disseminate the truth." Finally, the 

governor explained that while most Navajo wished to obey the law, they 

remained unaware that Congress had passed the draft lottery and believed 

it to be merely under Indian Bureau regulation. 22 

Because Selective Service powers extended only to informing on 

delinquents, Dykstra objected to utilizing Ashcroft as a police agent or 

anything other than an interpreter. Prosecution of violations fell 

within the jurisdiction of the Federal Bureau of Investigation who could 

solicit the cooperation of local law enforcement officials. "I wish to 

22December 24, 1940, Governor John Miles to Clarence Dykstra, R.G. 
147, Entry 1, Box 136, Folder "214. Ind. Res. Gen., 1941". 

-------_ ... _- --_._---
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assure you," Dykstra intoned, "that we thoroughly understand the 

complexity of the problem." As had many before him, Dykstra definitely 

erred when he b3lieved he comprehended the Navajo. Coons, who had gained 

some insight into Native American character in his brief encounters with 

them, reminded his superiors that they should "continually attempt to 

convince the Indians that their traditions and beliefs are not incom-

patible with their duties ••• as citizens." He further suggested that 

because Major R. R. Sedillo of the Manpower Division had the most 

interest and experience in dealing with Indians, he should handle tribal 

affairs. 23 

Unlike Dykstra, Sedillo favored hiring Ashcroft to perform special 

police duties, as did the San Juan County Local Board in Farmington, New 

Mexico. On March 27, 1941 three members of this board sent a strong pro-

test to State Director Russell Charlton complaining that Navajo 

delinquencies caused undue hardship for the local whites. Bemoaning the 

ineffectiveness of state and local police, they declared that only 

Ashcroft, briefly employed for one month, had been successful in locating 

delinquents. "We wish that something might be done to give us the 

assistance of a special officer," they pleaded, "without which we will be 

unable to handle the Navajo situation.,,24 

Charlton agreed that only Ashcroft could handle the situation, but he 

23 January 3, 1941, Dykstra to Miles; January 7, 1941, Coons to Major 
Gareth Grainerd, R.G. 147, Entry 1, Box 136, Folder "214. Ind. Res. 
General, 1941". 

24January 14, 1941, Major R. R. Sedillo to Brainerd, R.G. 147, Entry 
1, Box 136, Folder "214. Ind. Res., Alabama to Wyoming, 1941"; March 27, 
1941, Phelps, Martin, and Brothers to Russell Charlton, R.G. 147, Entry 
1, Box 136, "214. Ind. Res. Gen., 1941." 
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vacillated by passing the problem on to Collier. The State Director 

complained that because National Headquarters had declined to pay 

Ashcroft~s salary in November, the state assumed responsibility but 

lacked the funds to continue his employment. Since Ashcroft had been 

relieved of duties, the counties of San Juan and McKinley could furnish 

only half their quotas. Charlton requested that Ashcroft "or some person 

of equal ability" be employed as "special police", and he hoped for 

financial assistance from National Headquarters or the Indian Bureau. 

Before the situation completely disintegrated, the New Mexico State Board 

assumed responsibility for the upcoming July, 1941 registration, set up 

eighteen registration sites on the Navajo Reservation covering four sta-

d h d h f b · i" I' . "25 tes, an ire As cro t to r1ng n reca c1trant NavaJOS. 

A similar situation of "passing the buck" between the Indian Service 

and Selective Service occurred with the Seminole Tribe. Superintendent 

Dwight Gardin of the Seminole Indian Agency in Dania, Florida complained 

that when he reported delinquencies, the Federal Bureau of Investigation 

and local draft boards took the attitude of "let the other fellow do it." 

The superintendent contended that such inaction undermined his credibi-

lity when he warned Indians of the penalties for non-registration, 

because they simply ignored him and left the reservation to avoid the 

draft. Gardin also believed that local whites exerted negative influen-

ces on many of the delinquents. Collier, who considered this "a most 

embarrassing situation", agreed with Gardin and hastened to urge the 

Attorney General~s office to take legal action "promptly and 

25April 1, 1941, Charlton to Collier; January 7, 1941, Bowman to 
Selective Service, National Headquarters, R.G. 147, Entry 1, Box 136, 
Folder "214. Ind. Res. Gen., 1941." 
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Unlike the Navajo, the Seminole slipped through the cracks of 

bureaucracy. Two years after Collier recommended vigorous prosecution, 

many Florida draft boards still believed that the Seminole did not have 

to register. Furthermore, Selective Service never classified several 

Florida Indians who did register. Lieutenant Colonel Glenn Parker, Alien 

Section of the Manpower Division, estimated that out of the one hundred 

fifty to one hundred seventy five eligible Seminole males lived in 

Florida and one hundred had already registered. Because so few of them 

had been found "fit for service," he considered "it probably is not 

worthwhile to take any positive action." The Florida Selective Service 

Board concurred that prosecution of delinquencies would serve little pur-

pose. "It is believed that enforcement of registration," said State 

Director Vivian Collins, "would only serve to produce further distrust of 

and animosity toward the white man.,,27 

The Seminole furnished classic examples of Native American forms of 

and reasons for resistance. First, like the Navajo, the Seminole could 

simply disappear at will. "It is a known fact," stated Collins, 

accepting the obvious, "that these Seminole Indians are well acquainted 

with the Florida Everglades, a wilderness through which white men cannot 

attempt to travel without the assistance of an Indian guide." Second, 

26February 10, 1941, Seminole Superintendent Dwight Gardin; February 
20, 1941, Collier to James McInerney, R.G. 147, Entry 1, Box 136, Folder 
"214. Ind. Res. Gen., 1941". 

27 August 30, 1943, Parker to General Collins; September 23, 1943, 
Parker Desk Memorandum; August 13, 1943, Wendell BergeS to Herbert 
Phillips; August 12, 1943, Phillips to U.S. Attorney; August 12, Phillips 
to Attorney General; R.G. 147, Entry 1, Box 817, Folder "214. Ind. Res., 
Alabama to Wyoming, 1943". 

__ 0 ___________ _ 
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many whites, like Superintendent Gardin, often mistook Native American 

uncooperativeness for lack of patriotism or willfulness. Despite their 

open reluctance and antagonism, the new Seminole superintendent, William 

Hill, protested that his charges were not unpatriotic or "slackers", but 

merely timid, bewildered, and self-conscious about being forced into 

white society where they felt incapable of competing. "I honestly feel 

they would fight for us in their way," he assured Collins. 28 

On a more sophisticated level, the Hopi and the Zuni both claimed 

status as conscientious objectors and opposed fighting in any form. 

Throughout the war, the New Mexico Zuni made continuous efforts to keep 

their young men from being drafted. This clannish Pueblo tribe exhibited 

an historical suspicion of the white world, and many believed the war to 

be none of their concern. Despite thiB att1.tude, from February, 1941 to 

March, 1946 the Zuni contributed two hundred thirteen men, ten percent of 

their population of two thousand two hundred five, to armed forces. When 

·the military tried to draft more men, the pueblo governor, the civil 

council, and the high priest council requested deferments for men who 

held both short and lifetime religious offices. 29 

At first the United Pueblo Agency in Albuquerque complied with these' 

requests by recommending that the local draft board give these men 4-D 

classifications. This classification, which exempted regular ordained 

religous ministers or students preparing for the ministry, seemed 

well-suited to the Zuni society which allowed men to join religious frat-

28Ibid• 

29John Adair and Evon Vogt, "Navajo and Zuni Veterans: A Study of 
Contrasting Modes of Cultural Change," American Anthropologist, 51 
(October-December, 1949), 548. 
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nities as both students and ministers. As the tribe made increasing 

requests for deferments, however, the local board decided to exempt only 

those priests serving for life. Hoping to achieve a compromise, the 

board suggested that the tribe choose lifetime priests from men either 

too old or too young to serve in the armed forces. In response, the Zuni 

chose draft-age men to fill lifeterm positions. Needless to say, the 

30 tribe experienced an increased religious fervor during the war. 

With cultural misunderstandings rampant on both sides, the government 

generally advised patience in handling delinquencies, but patience 

expirin dealing with the Hopi. In 1940 six Arizona Hopi, destined to be 

the only tribe prosecuted for draft evasion, refused to register for 

Selective Service. These young men came from families who followed James 

Chanhongva and Dan Katchongva, leaders of a group known as the 

"hostiles." Fiercely opposed to any government authority, the members of 

this group refused to conform to regulations, even to the extent of 

sending their children to school. Y~owing that enforcement of the rules 

meant imprisonment for these "hostiles," the reservation superintendent 

had never exercised strict authority, and these tribal members ignored 

the new draft law as another meaningless Indian Bureau regulation. When 

confronted by Selective Service officials who demanded that they 

register, these Hopi claimed their Bear Clan traditions forbade subser-

- -d h - 31 V1ence to OutS1 e aut or1ty. 

30Adair and Vogt, "Navajo and Zuni Veterans," 548; "Selective Service 
Act," 888. 

31December 10, 1940, Collier to Coons; December 24, 1940, Hopi 
Superintendent Seth Wilson to Collier, R.G. 147, Entry 1, Box 136, Folder 
"214. Ind. Res., Alabama to Wyoming, 1941". 
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Collier immediately tried to defuse the situation by explaining to 

Coons that the Hopi refusal "grows out of a religious tradition even 

though it may not be a conscientious objection against warfare • in 

the way that the white men construe it." Superintendent Wilson, however, 

disagreed with his superior, stating that several Hopi ceremonial chiefs 

had announced that nothing in their religious traditions prevented par

ticipation in defense measures. Also the recalcitrant men had testified 

that their refusal did not result from "ceremonial instruction." 

Furthermore, for over four hours, the draft board and Indian Service 

employees had patiently explained the registration requirements to the 

young men, all educated, literate, -and English speaking. 32 

The Hopi situation embarrassed the draft board, the Indian Bureau, 

and the Hopi ceremonial leaders, indeed everyone except the draft eva

ders. In December, 1940 the board recommended leniency regarding the 

young men, but the boys' attitude prejudiced their case. "The boys have 

on several occasions been insolent in their attitude," Superintendent 

Wilson told Collier. "They have stated that no one is powerful enough to 

make them do something they don't want to do." Convinced that conscien

tious objection on religious or any other grounds could not be proven, 

Wilson reluctantly planned to testify in court and plead "the peculiar 

psychology of the Hopi toward law and order.,,33 

In 1942, despite Wilson's good intentions, five of the young men 

still refused to register. After serving prison sentences, they returned 

to their tribe and boasted to their friends that "prison is a cinch." 

32Ibid • 

33Ibid• 
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Encouraged by this negative example, fifteen more Hopi refused to 

register. Out of patience and unconvinced by culture-tradition argu-

ments, the Department of Justice planned to prosecute again those five 

released from prison for influencing others and for refusing to answer 

questionnaires. In addition, they target ted two Hopi elders who con-

tinued to counsel the fifteen who recently defied the law and others to 

avoid registration. 34 

The Department of Justice might have prosecuted other tribes as 

vigorously as the Hopi had the government clearly delineated areas of 

jurisdiction during the war. Issues such as wardship, citizenship, and 

tribal sovereignty confused officials who hesitated to encroach on other 

department domains. Such caution clearly added to Native American doubts 

about their role in the war, discomposed superintendents who often 

received conflicting orders from different agencies, and irritated local 

boards who were unable to fill draft quotas. On August 8, 1941 Superin-

tendent Charles Berry expressed an often repeated regret to Lieutenant 

Francis Roddy, Director of the New York State Selective Service, that he 

could do so little about violations at the New York Indian Agency, but 

the Indian Bureau had informed him that the Justice Department retained 

responsibility for prosecutions. 35 

Many State Directors reported to National Headquarters that Indians 

violated the draft law more than non-Indians simply out of confusion. 

34July 18, 1942, Major William Iliff to Colonel Baker and Colonel 
Shattuck, R.G. 147, Entry 1, Folder "214. Ind. ·Res., Alabama to Wyoming, 
1942" • 

35August 8, 1941, Superintendent Charles Berry to Roddy, R.G. 147, 
Entry 1, Box 136, "Folder 214. Ind. Res. Gen., 1941". 
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"However, I believe that was mostly due to the fact that the Department 

of Justice and the Indian Service passed the buck back and forth for 

months before they got down to business," charged A. M. Tuthill, Arizona 

State Director for Selective Service. "Had they been ready to clean up 

on these cases the first day there would have been no subsequent 

trouble." Collier strongly objected to such allegations and maintained 

that he always cooperated. When th~ commissioner heard that the 

Mississippi Choctaw had been advised they did not have to register, he 

contacted the Choctaw Superintendent A. H. McMullen immediately. Ickes 

supported his employees and related to Hershey that "unauthorized 

sources" had misinformed the Indians. 36 

When other officials attempted to take charge of any situation, agen-

cies jealously guarded their prerogatives. As in the case of the Nava-

jos, Dykstra frustrated Miles' attempt to employ a private citizen to 

enroll the tribe insisting instead that the Federal Bureau of Investiga-

tion agents could adequately cope. Only when these agents failed to 

handle the situation did local authorities rebel and assume 

responsibility.37 

Further aggrevating the situation, Indian tribes expressed resentment 

when so many of the potential draftees finally came into register only to 

be rejected by the military. Because the primary reasons for rejection 

36 June 1'1, 1941, A.M. Tuthill to Dargusch, R.G. 147, Entry 1, Box 
136, Folder "214. Ind. Res., Alabama to Wyoming, 1941"; July 2, 1942, 
Collier to Hershey; July 31, 1942, Ickes to Hershey; June 15, 1942, Mable 
Stennis to Col. H.J. Dolton; R.G. 147, Entry 1, Bo~c 426, Folder "214. 
Ind.' Res., Alabama to Wyoming, 1942". 

37 January 13, 1941, Miles to Dykstra, R.G. 147, Entry 1, Box 136, 
Folder "214. Ind. Res. Gen., 1941". 

------------_ .. -------_. 
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stemmed from health problems, lack of English skills, and illiteracy, the 

Navajo and Seminole constituted the majority of rejectees. In Arizona 

forty-five percent of Indian men failed to pass military standards. The 

largest number of rejections, forty-eight and one-half percent, stemmed 

from educational deficiencies as compared with twelve percent of the 

white population. Among the"Navajo the illiteracy rate stood at a 

whopping eighty percent; fifty-seven percent spoke only their native 

38 language. 

The high Navajo rejection rate caused an immediately outcry in Ari-

zona and New Mexico from Superintendent Reeseman Fryer, New Mexico Gover-

nor John Miles, the local draft boards, and the Navajo Tribal Council. 

Y~les pointed out to Dykstra that Navajo men equaled white men in the 

counties of McKinley and San Juan, New Mexico for the number of 

registrants, but the military had declared only five per cent of Class 

I-A Indians to be eligible. Although Class I-A registrants passed the 

physical and mental requirements, they failed the tests for language abi-

lity or literacy. Concerned for a further burden imposed on the white 

community, Miles implored Dykstra to use his influence with the War 

Department to lift these literacy restrictions. Discounting past dif-

ficulties, Miles asserted, "The Navajo people in general desire that they 

shall assume their duties as citizens and serve in the armed forces." He 

described the Navajo as "natively intelligent" and one who "readily 

1 h · h . ..39 earns w en g~ven t e opportun~ty. 

38Time , August 12, 1946, 42; Carling Malouf, "The Participation of 
Arizona's Racial and Cultural Groups in World" War II," The "Ameiican 
Journal of Physl~al Anthropology, Vol. 5, No.4, December, 1947, 493. 

39December 24, 1940, Miles to Dykstra, R.G. 147, Entry 1, Box 136, 
Folder "214. Ind. Res. Gen., 1941". 
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On December 28, 1940 Navajo Superintendent Fryer, joined by General 

Charlton, also urged that Collier pressure Dykstra "to secure special 

consideration (for) southwestern Indians". Fryer relayed that the 

Navajo, who strongly believed the disqualification to be unfair, were apt 

to say "the government is fooling us again." He suggested that Navajo 

recruits be sent to Fort Bliss under the supervision of English-speaking 

non-commissioned Navajo officers. Collier iost no time in leaping to the 

attack and claimed the decision rank as "distinct discrimination." While 

acknowledging that the lack of English speaking skills presented apparent 

difficulties, he doubted that language alone should be the basis to 

declare the majority of Navajo ineligible. Like the governor, the Com-

missioner highly praised the tribe~s loyalty stating, "Our Indians 

displayed their patriotism in the highest degree in the World War, and as 

our "First Americans" they certainly wish to have a part in our defense 

program by serving their country.,,40 

By January 7, 1941, obviously convinced that he had made some headway 

with ~he problem, Collier told Fryer that the Selective Service had pro-

mised him that the non-English-speaking Navajo would not face rejection 

much longer, but would be placed in a deferred status pending the 

establishment of special training battalions. The Commissioner intended 

to urge authorities to create these battalions in order that the Navajo 

"and other Indians may have equal opportunity to render service." Other 

Indians rejected for language reasons included the Papago who often 

40December 30, 1940, Superintendent Fryer to Collier; January 2, 
1941, Fryer to Collier; R.G. 147, Entry 1, Box 136, Folder "214. Ind. 
Res. Gen, 1941"; January 3, 1941, Collier to Dykstra, R.G. 147, Entry 1, 
Box 136, Folder "214. Ind. Res., Alabama to Wyoming, 1941". 
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memorized a few English phrases or learned to write their names when 

41 called to the induction center in order to be accepted. 

Although Collier found sympathetic allies in Coons and Sedillo who 

presented the Navajo case to their superior, Major Gareth Brainerd, and 

argued for special programs, by January, 1942 the government had still 

failed to act. When the army finally instituted special courses for 

non-English-speaking illiterates, the military unsuccessfully attempted 

to train them, and, as a result, the army discharged many potential 

Indian recruits. Finally prevaile:d upon by the Indian Service, the War 

Department agreed to locate former Indian Service personnel serving in 

field duties and assign them to literacy training- of N.:\vajo in basic 

training centers, a method which met with somewhat better results. 

Frustrated by this inexplicable bureaucracy, the Navajo Tribal Council 

requested that their young men be trained and taught English on the 

reosrvation utilizing Navajo interpreters. Despite promises from a 

government r~presentative that the government would build a military 

post on the reservation, none materialized. Instead the Indian Service 

established a pre-induction course for possible draftees at the Wingate 

Vocational School on the Navajo Reservation where they taught military 

English and courtesy, first aid, self-defense, marksmanship, and 

mapreading. 42 

41 Collier to Fryer, January 7, 1941, R.G. 75, Entry 195, Box 3, 
Folder "National Defense"; Indians at Work, Vol. X, No. 2-6 (February, 
1943), 49. 

42January 14, 1941, Coons to Brainerd; January 7, 1941, Sedillo to 
Brainerd; R.G. 147, Entry 1, Box 136, Folder "214. Ind. Res. Gen., 1941:; 
E. W. Thomas, "America~s First Families on the Warpath," Common Ground 2, 
No.4 (1942), 99; Thomas E. Becker, Navajo Way (New York: The Indian 
Association of America, Inc., 1956), 22. 
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The Army Air Force, however, could claim the greatest accomplishment 

when they instituted a literacy program from 1942-1943 in Atlantic City, 

New Jersey. Given command of the school, Frank Becker, a former 

schoolteacher, discovered to his great surprise that he had inherited 

several Indian tribes, including Papago, Pima, and Navajo. With unusual 

compassion, patience, and interest, Becker instructed his charges so well 

that they all graduated to military duty. Often expressing anger at 

their past treatment which he described as "passing along the proverbial 

buck," Private Becker felt justified at their eventual military record. 

"It was great satisfaction that I learned that in spite of everything," 

he glowed, "my Navajo friends still fought a good war.,,43 

Like the Navajo, the Seminole faced rejection for illiteracy and 

non-English speaking skills. Describing the Seminole as uneducated, 

General Collins stated that attempts at English conversations produced 

either negative replies or hard stares. Lieutenant Colonel Parker 

concurred stating, "It appears that all of these Indians are uneducated, 

distrustful, and obviously unfit for any service unless it would be of a 

specialized type, such as might be employed in giving aid to grounding 

planes in the Everglades." Because of this and the small tribal popula-

tion of three hundred forty one men and three hundred forty nine women, 

the army never actively pursued the Seminol-3. 44 

After educational reasous, the military rejected the largest amount 

43Indian Office History, 93; Thomas E. Becker, Navajo Way (New York: 
The Indian Association of America, Inc., 1956), 22; Indians-at Work, Vol. 
X, No. 2-6 (October, 1942-January, 1943), 17. - --

44September 13, 1943, General Vivian Collins to National Selective 
Service Director; September 23, 1943, Parker Desk Memorandum, R.G. 147, 
Entry 1, Box 816, Folder "214. Ind. Res., Alabama-Wyoming, 1943". 
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of Indians for health reasons. Nationally thirty-seven and one-half per-

cent of Native Americans failed to pass the physical, compared to thirty-

two percent of whites. Doctors disqualified Indians primarily for 

trachoma, almost eight percent, and tuberculosis, five percent. Rampant 

on large Indian reservations, these diseases had virtually disappeared 

among the white population as national averages stood at less than four 

percent and less than one percent respectively. Arizona Indians, 

including a large proportion of the Navajo, suffered an eleven percent 

rejection rate for trachoma and a forty-one percent rejection rate for 

tuberculosis. 45 

Other reasons for rejection ranged from age, weight, and sex to 

nationality. Among the Navajo, elderly Indians faced disappointment when 

they unsuccessfully attempted to enlist. "I rejected seven times on 

account of having old," a Pima Indian declared plaintively, "Yet I am 

only thirty-seven years. My chance will come." Classified as over-

weight, another Arizona Indian insisted, "Don't want to run. Want to 

fight." On other reservations, Indian women endeavored to register in 

the male fighting bLanches, but the Selective Service referred them to 

the female auxiliaries. Draft officials in Alaska experienced the most 

unusual incident for a rejection. During the Alaska draft registration, 

Eskimos from the Big Diomede Island in the Soviet Union accompanied their 

American cousins from Little Diomede Island and insisted on being 

enrolled in the American Army, Selective Service officials tactfully 

45McGibony, "Indians and Selective Service," 1-7; Malouf, "Arizona's 
Racial and Cultural Groups," 493. 

------------ ------
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explained to them that they must enlist in the Russian Army instead. 46 

Because of these rejections, Native Americans suffered embarrassment 

and disappointment. In contrast to an attitude by a minority who 

resisted registration as merely another meaningless bureaucratic rule, 

the President's declaration of war personalized the issue for most Native 

Americans. As if President Roosevelt· spoke to each one individually, the 

Indian soldier took it for granted that he would be allowed to par-

ticipate in winning the war as he had traditionally aided whites in the 

past. Native Americans held a long tradition 6f military service dating 

from the American Revolution when the Creeks and Cherokees aided the 

colonials in defeating the English. From the 1860s to the 1880s, the 

army used Crow, Pawnee, and later Apache Indians as scouts and in battle 

against the Plains Tribes. In 1898 Native Americans fought in the 

Spanish-American War and 12,000 Indians, fully eighty-five percent of 

them volunteers, served in the first World War. Six hundred Indian 

volunteers dominated the 36th Infantry Division which lrclS composed of 

Texas and National Guard units. 47 

Numerous witnesses attested to the bravery of the American Indian in 

World War I. Congressman Jed Joseph Johnson, Democratic Representative 

from Oklahoma, 1927 to 1947, served with Indians in World War I in the 

36th Division, Company L, as a private. "I served with many full blood 

46congressional Record, 77 Cong, 2 Ses~, A4386; John Collier, 
"Indians in a Wartime Nation," Annals of the American Academy of Poli
tical and Social Scienc·e, 223 (September,1942), 29; NeW-York Times, 
January 7, 1942, 4:5; Congressional Record, 77 Cong, 2 Sess, 4125, 
November 30, 1942. 

47Lonnie White, "Indian Soldiers of the 36th Divisi'on," Military 
History Texas Southwest 15, No.1 (1979), 8; Annual Report of the Com
missioner of Indian Affairs, 1941, 410. 
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Indians and part-Indians during World War No.1 in France," he said. "I 

saw them in action in the front lines, and I was deeply impressed with 

their valor and courage. There were no better or braver soldiers than 

were the American Indians." During the twenties and thirties, Indians 

continued to enlist in all branches of military service. Prior to Pearl 

Harbor, 5,000 Indians had enrolled in the army, the navy, the Coast 

Guard, and the National Guard. 48 

Immediately after the United States declared war on December 8, 1941, 

many Indians rushed to enlist in the armed forces. At some reservations 

half the male inhabitants volunteered for army duty, and many tribes held 

special war councils to prepare for the event. On January 12 and 13, 

1942 the Navajo Tribal Council called a special convention to dramatize 

their support for the war and adopt a military plan of support for the 

country#s war effort. At this event, attended by 50,000, the Council 

promised to aid Selective Service, requested reservation training for 

non-English speakers, and announced their full patriotism by stating: 

We ••• the Navajo people ••• reaffirm our allegiance to the 
United States of America, to the President of the United States, 
• • • to give our assistance where requested and at the times and 
in the manner deemed most necessary • • • unt~~ this nation shall 
achieve final, complete, and lasting victory. 

Although the Navajo claimed a large rejection rate of forty-five per-

cent, they responded to the nation's need by sending 3,000 people, six 

48Collier, "Wartime Nation," 223; New York Times, September 21, 1942, 
15:2; Elizabeth Shepley Sergeant, "The Indian Goes to War," New Republic, 
107 (November 30, 1942), 708-709. 

49Navajo Tribal Council Resolutions, 22; Congressional Record, 78 
Cong, 2 Sess, A4385 , December 16, 1942; New York Times, May 10, 1942, 
20:8, Indians at Work, Vol. IX, No. 7 (Washington, D.C.: United States 
Department of the Interior, Bureau of Indian Affairs), 17. 
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percent of their population, into military service. Observers passed 

around stories of Navajo and other tribes so eager to go immediately to 

war that they carried their rifles to registration centers. Navajo at 

Fort Defiance, Arizona stood in the snow for hours to sign their draft 

cards. Among the Ramah, Navajo 800 men out of a population of 3,600, 

enlisted the day after war was declared. Other tribes followed suit 

leaving many reservations with a severe manpower shortage. Unwilling to 

wait for their draft number, one-fourth of the Mescalero Apaches in New 

Mexico enlisted. This cut their herdrider number in half, and they faced 

difficulties getting their $75,000 worth of livestock to market. 50 

Throughout the United States, tribes exhibited the same patriotic 

fervor as those in the southwest. Wisconsin Chippewa at the Lac Oreilles 

Reservation contributed one hundred men from a population of 1,700. 

Nearly all the able-bodied Chippewa at the Grand Portage Reservation 

enlisted. At the Montana Fort Peck Reservation, one hundred thirty-one 

Blackfeet volunteered. Many Native Americans misunderstood the need for 

a draft lottery and felt that everyone who Signed up should automatically 

be sent to the front lines. In a story that has been attributed to 

almost every other American Indian tribe, the Blackfeet mocked the need 

for a conscription bill. "Since when," one tribal member sneered, "has 

it been necessary for Blackfeet to draw lots to fight?" Canadian Indians 

proved as zealous as American Indians. When a band of Cree travelled 

50New York Times, Hay 10, 1942, 20:8; "Establishment of Joint Commit
tee to Investigate Claims Against the United States," Congressional Com
mittee Hearings, Senate Committee on Indian Affairs, Senate Joint 
Resolution 79, 79 Cong, 2 Sess, May 14, 1946; Congressional Record, 77 
Cong, 2 Sess, A4385; Annual Report of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 
1942, 237; New York Times, October 30, 1942, IV, 7:6, October 23, 1942, 
20:3; Adair and Vogt, "Navajo and Zuni Veterans," 551. 
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four hundred miles to enlist in the Canadian Army, they explained to 

officials that they would enjoy army lif~ since they customarily fished 

in fifty degree below zero weather. "Many Indians volunteering in both 

the Canadian and American Armies are men who have not been out of their 

forest and mountain fast nesses for several years," reported one 

satisfied congressman. 51 

The actual enlistment figures for Native Americans in military ser-

vice jumped from a low of 7,500 in the summer of 1942 to a high of 22,000 

at the beginning of 1945. According. to the Selective Service in 1942, at 

least ninety-nine percent of all eligible Indians, healthy males aged 

twenty-one to forty-four, had registered for the draft. Army officials 

maintained that if the entire American population had enlisted in the 

same proportion as Indians, they would have rendered Selective Service 

unnecessary. By the end of the war, Indian Bureau officials maintained 

that 24~521 American Indians, exclusive of officers, had served, and 

another 20,000 off-reservation Indians also enlisted. The combined total 

figure of 44,500 comprised more than ten percent of the Native American 

population of 400,000. 52 

Native Americans exhibited various reasons for their high enlistment 

rate. As with the rest of the American population, military pay offered 

a welcome relief to many families devastated by a ten year depression. 

51Robert Ritzenhaler, "The Impact of War on an Indian Community," 
American Anthropologist 45 (April-June, 1943), 325; Richard Neuberger, 
"On the Warpath," Saturday Evening Post, 215 (October 24, 1942), 79; 
Congressional Record, 77 Cong, 2 Sess, A3160; Congressional Record, 77 
Cong, 2 Sess, A4385 , December 16, 1942. 

52Collier, "Wartime Nation," 29; New York Times, January 23, 1945, 
6:1; Neuberger, "On the Warpath," 628; McGibony, "Indians and Selective 
Service," 1; New York Times, October 30, 1942, IV, 7:6. 
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Because the depression affected reservations even more drastically than 

the mainstream population, these monetary supplements great aid~d most 

servicemen's relatives. Furthermore, most tribes viewed military service 

and training as honorable endeavors. Tribal members offered departing 

and returning servicemen and women all the traditional ceremonies and 

honors due to warriors. When asked, however, the majority of Indians 

cited patriotism as their primary motivation for enlistment. In spite of 

past rejection and discrimination, Native Americans joined'to defend 

their nation. Secondly, Indians expressed a general distaste for the 

Nazi concept of racial superiority, and saw this as a threat to their own 

minority status. 53 

As early as 1940 the Utah Shoshone demonstrated their awareness of 

the German threat and antagonism to Nazi propaganda. Although they sin-

cerely hoped that America would avoid war, they promised to defend their 

country, but not Europe, "in the event of any foreign power invading our 

land." With a confidence bred through centuries of survival, the North-

west Band boasted that "the Indian tribesman of Utah whose forbears made 

up a great American Nation centuries before there were such things as 

Naziism and Fascism stand ready to do battle against invasion. ~10 years 

later an Indian from the Celilo Tribe reiterated this antagonism as he 

described his reason for enlisting by comparing historical precedent with 

future possibilities: 

My grandparents fought against the white man. They were defending 
their homes. In many respects we have been treated badly. In 

53Becker, Navajo Way, 1, 21-22; Thomas, "First Families," 95; O. K. 
Armstrong, "Set the American Indians Free!", The Reader's Digest (August, 
1945), 47:51; Stanley Vestal~ "The Plains Indian and the War," Saturday 
Review of Literature, 25 (May 16, 1942), 10. 
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this land which once was ours, we are poor. Many people treat 
us as outcasts and inferiors. Yet our conditions have slowly been 
improved. The reservation schools are good. We are trained for 
trades and farming. The government defends our rights. We know 
that under nazism we should have no rigg~s at all. We are not 
Aryans and we should be used as slaves. 

The Navajo also expressed their hostility to the Third Reich and 

evinced enthusiasm for defending their country. In 1934 this tribe 

rejected overtures from the American Indian Federation and criticized 

tribal council member J. C. Morgan, whom they called a "tool and asso-

ciate of unscrupulous white parasites", for becoming the association's 

vice-president. Much to Collier's delight, they continued to snub this 

group and their allies, the Si1vershirts. Because the Navajo language 

constituted one of the world's "hidden" languages, Germany correctly 

assumed that this tribe would be used as radio operators in the coming 

war. Despite their differences with the present administration, the 

tribe refused to accept the advances of German agents, the American 

Indian Federation, or the Navajo Rights Association, an organization 

"sowing seeds of discontent and confusion in the minds of the Navajo 

people." In June, 1940 the tribe announced that they recognized "the 

threat of foreign invasion" and seized the opportunity to "serve notice 

that any un-American movement among our people '1i11 be resented and dealt 

with severely." Furthermore: 

We resolve that the Navajo Indians stand ready as they did in 1918 
to aid and defend our government and its institutions against all 
subversive and armed conflict and pledge our loyalty to the system 
which recognizes minority rights and a way of life that has placed 

54CongreSsiona1 Record, 77 Cong, 2 Sess, A4385; Indians at Work, Vol. 
VIII, No.4 (December, 1940), 24. 
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Forty years later Raymond Nakai, ex-Navajo Code Talker, stated his 

belief for Indian participation in World War II. "r-1any people ask why we 

fight the white man's war," be mused. "Our answer is that we are proud 

to be American. We're proud to be American Indians. We all-Tays stand 

d h d ,,56 rea y w en our country nee sus. 

Native Americans certainly stood ready to "fight the white man's 

war," but they went to war on their own terms. Nationwide tribes deli-

vered war messages and prepared military ceremonies for departing ser-

vicemen. Zuni medicine men gave their draftees the eutakya, a brief 

blessing ceremony for the protection of warriors. Using corn pollen, the 

staff of life, and holy water, the Navajo performed the Blessing Ceremony 

for their inductees. In Wisconsin, the ChippevTa held "Going Away" and 

"Chief" dances to honor their enlistees and ask the guardian spirits to 

aid and protect them overseas. Tribes honored women as well as men. 

When a young Sioux woman joined the Homen's Army Auxiliary Corps, her 

family arranged a "Give Away" ceremony, in which the family gives pre-

sents to other tribal members, to show their gratefulness for her new 

57 stature. 

When Indians went to war on their own terms, they proferred special 

55 New York Times, April 25, 1942, 6:5; Navajo Tribal Council Resolu-
toins, June 23, 1942; Navajo Tribal Council Resolutions, June 4, 1940; 
February G, 19'::;5, Chee Dodge to Collier, R.G. 7S, .Entry 178, Box 8, 
Folder "J. C. Morgan Activities." 

56Dan B. McCarthy, "Samuel Smith and Son Michael • Plus 52 Other 
Navajo U. S. Marines," VFW Magazine (January, 1982), 26. 

57Robert Ritzenhaler, "The Impact of War on an Indian Community," 
American Anthropologist, 45 (April-June, 1943), 326; Adair and Vogt, 
"Navajo and Zuni Veterans," 548, 552; Thomas, "First Families," 99. 
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gifts to a country only too delighted to receive them. Tribesmen exxo-

nerated their less fortunate members by making a virtue of language, that 

very skill for which so many suffered rejection. In World War I the 

military had discovered the unique value of Native American languages 

when a front-line artillery unit experienced difficulty in transmitting 

messages, because the enemy continually decoded all transmissions. 

Having two Indians from the same tribe in his unit, an officer decided to 

test them as telephone operators. Speaking in their own language "they 

completely baffled the enemy who never succeeded in decoding the 

mysterious and unintelligible sounds that came across the wires.,,58 

Encouraged by this past success, the military made early plans to 

utilize native languages. In January~ 1941 the Fourth Signal Company 

recruited thirty Oklahoma Comanche Indians to be part of a special Signal 

Corps Detachment. Planning to use the Native Americans as voice radio 

operators, the army seldom employed them in this capacity but neverthe-

less considered them to be "a valuable auxiliary security element." The 

Thirty-Second Division of the Third Army in western Louisiana also 

employed seventeen Michigan and Wisconsin Indians to work with micro

phones and transmit messages. 59 

In a strange twist of fate, the Navajo Code talkers became the most 

celebrated and publicized of all the radio units. Conceived and devised 

by the son of missionaries who grew up on a Navajo reservation, the 

program was the brainchild of Philip Johnston, one of the few whites who 

58 Indians at Work, Vol. VIII, No.7 (March, 1941), 10. 

59Fourth Signal Company (Baton Rouge, Louisiana: Army and Navy 
Publishing Co., 1946), 1; Indians at Work, Vol. IX, No.2 (October, 
1941), 13. - --
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could speak fluent Navajo. A World War I veteran, in 1942 Johnston 

approached the marines with the idea of recruiting Navajo as radio opera-

tors using a special code which he agreed to devise. Because Indian 

vocabularies lacked modern military terms, Johnston invented names, such 

as turtle for tank and insect for airplane. After training several 

recruits, which eventually numbered over four hundred, Johnston placed a 

group with each Marine Corps. Like Becker, he showed justifiable pride 

in his graduates. "From Guadalcanal to the last bitter, bloody days on 

Okinawa," claimed the veteran, "they played a crucial role.,,60 

Of far more significance than rituals or language usage, Indians 

again expressed their tribal sovereignty in electing to separately 

declare war on the nation's enemies. In July, 1942, even as they battled 

in court the government's right to draft their young men, the Six Nations 

formally declared war on Italy, Japan, and Germany. Among many others, 

the Oklahoma Osage, the South Dakota Sioux, and the Oklahoma Ponca tribes 

also made their own declarations of war on the Axis powers. Indian 

tribes showed that they definitely viewed the war their own personal war, 

both on the battlefield and in the courts. Influenced by their ser-

vicemen, Native Americans would continue to express this resurgence of 

tribal sovereignty by other means and for other purposes. 61 

Furthermore, the idea of tribal sovereignty, coupled with a strong 

Native American participation in the war, caught the attention of the 

nation. Intrigued by the dual concept of patriotism and sovereignty, 

60philip Johnston, "Indian Jargon Won Our Battles," The I>Iasterkey, 
130-137. -

61 
New York Times, June 13, 1942, 17:5; June 16, 1945, 27:3; September 

9, 1945, 18:4. --
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Americans read about Indian activities in newspapers and magazines, 

listened to stories about them on the radio, and watched them in 

newsreels with great interest. Furthermore, as the l-lar Department and 

the Department of the Interior realized the potential propaganda value of 

Native Americans, they launched full-scale publicity campaigns to exp~oit 

the Indian record. The Bureau of Indian Affairs, eager to promote its 

own program, proudly paraded the Indian record for a public which seemed 

enamoured of these patriotic natives. In essence Indians had become one 

f Am . , 62 o er1ca s greatest weapons. 

62The propaganda value of American Indians is discussed in Chapter 
Four. 
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Publicity, Persuasion, and Propaganda 

A 1942 Saturday Evening Post article concerning Native American 

enlistment in the armed forces featured a cartoon with a feathered 

tribesman shouldering a rifle and marching determinedly in the direction 

of Berlin, as indicated by an arrowed sign. Although tactless and 

obvious imagery, the symbolism nevertheless signified an acute awareness 

of the,American public toward the role played by the American Indian in 

World War II. This awareness, occurring not by chance but by design, 

stemmed from several sources. Clearly the outstanding response of Native 

Americans to Selective Service registration generated curiosity from 

other Americans. 1 

During World War II, Collier and Ickes continuously publicized the 

exploits of Indians in the war, both on the front lines and on the 

home front , in order to prove the success of the Wheeler-Howard Act and 

gain support for their program. The hardearned reputation of the Indian 

as self-sacrificing, hardworking and patriotic implied that the Indian 

Bureau had successfully transformed reservation Indians into citizens 

capable of assimilating into mainstream society. Furthermore, the media 

willingly cooperated in publicizing Native American war efforts because 

these first Americans furnished "good copy." By presenting Indians as 

unassimilated and self-sacrificing, newspapers and magazines created exo

tic images for public consumption. Congressmen and politicians also 

exploited the media value of tribal members since a speech about 

patriotic Indians was always well received. This propaganda onslaught 

clearly captured the public's attention, but it also reaped unexpected 

ISaturday Evening Post, October 24, 1942, 79. 
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results in the form of new Indian stereotypes,and an Indian population 

which fow."ld itself po"rerless to generate its own pUblicity image. 2 

Throughout the 1930s Ickes and Collier made extensive use of the 

media and encouraged positive publicity toward the Interior Department 

and the Bureau of Indian Affairs. Ickes particularly maintained a high 

profile by making speeches to such diverse groups as the North American 

Wildlife Conference, the Indian Rights Association, and the American 

Civil Liberties Union. The Secretary proved a powerful speaker as 

constituents often requested copies of his speeches and a few groups 

3 reprinted his remarks in pamphlet form. 

Speeches, however, reached only a limited audience. The Interior 

Department and Indian Bureau definitely preferred to utilize the press, 

both printed and live, to disseminate material. Beginning in 1933 

departmental policy focused on providing information to the press, and 

the Interior hired qualified persons for each department "to write spe-

cialized news and feature material." The Secretary maintained access to 

every major newspaper in the country, local newspapers, press asso-

ciations, magazines and specialized publications. Perhaps one reason for 

the Interior Department's successful manipulation of the media concerned 

Harold Ickes' background. "Because the Secretary was a newspaper man and 

completely familiar with all aspects of that business," claimed Stuart 

Godwin, Director of Information, "he has insisted on spot news being 

2Many of the articles quoted in the New York Times are reprints of 
local newspaper articles as Indians received local and national press. 

3 
December 24, 1937, Charles Schwartz to Ickes, Record Group 48, Entry 

849, Box 5, Information Division, Miscellaneous Correspondence File, 
1933-1941, Folder "Secretary (Miscellaneous Correspondence)". 
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handled while it is news. Furthermore, the press department maintained a 

policy of promptly answering newspaper queries which assured the depart-

ment of good relations. As a result of these policies, Godwin believed 

that their "publicity machine" functioned "smoothly and swiftly.,,4 

From 1934 to 1941 the Indian Office issued press releases which, 

according to Special Agent Floyd La ROllche, "combined facts, both solid 

and dramatic, with propaganda." The agent claimed that this material, 

appearing in local newspapers, conveyed a positive picture of Indian 

Service accomplishments and favorably impressed Congressmen in these 

locale. This publicity culminated in 1938 with a semi-historical, semi-

propagandistic pamphlet, entitled "The New Day for the Indians." 

Financed by Roger Baldwin of the American Civil Liberties Union and 

researched by Baldwin, the Indian Bureau, and the Solicitor General 

Nathan Margold, the pamphlet reviewed the results of the New Deal Indian 

Policy. "It represents the most objective and comprehensive appraisal of 

the present administration of Indian Affairs thus far consummated," 

claimed Collier. He envisioned a long range publicity campaign for the 

document which would last for months and "embrace many outlets," 

including magazine articles, newspaper stories, and a presentation to the 

president. S 

Newspaper and magazine coverage clearly interested Collier and Ickes, 

but they seemed even more intrigued by raulo, the medium which Franklin 

4 . 
November 13, 1933, Stuart Godwin to S tep~H~n Tyree Early, Record 

Group 48, Entry 849, Box 3, Folder "Miscellaneous Correspondence." 

SDecember 22, 1938, Collier Memorandum, Record Group 7S, Entry 178, 
Box 11, Folder "The New Day for Indians"; December 1, 1943, La Rouche to 
Collier, Record Group 7S, Entry 178, Folder "F.W. La Rouche." 
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Roosevelt had so effectively exploited. Although the Department of the 

Interior lacked a radio station, it boasted a studio from which programs 

travelled over ordinary telephone lines to regularly established broad

cast stations. 6 

With these resources at their disposal, the Indian Office searched 

for unusual events to publicize their endeavors. Reservation dances and 

ceremonies generally furnished colorful material, but the Mission Indians 

of California, lacking reservations and tribal costumes, seldom received 

the press attention given to other tribes. In April, 1939 Clyde Hall of 

the Indian Court in San Francisco, California developed an ingenious plan 

to promote California Indians at the Golden Gate International Exposi-

tion. Hall explained to Michael Straus, the Interior Department's Direc-

tor of Public Relations, that he had managed to get some publicity with 

Time magazine and a New York newsreel but had been hampered in generating 

more publicity by the lack of Indians attending the exhibit. In one 

month, however, he expected "several demonstrators" and suggested that 

Straus arrange to have a national hookup for an air show~7 

Straus clearly made credible efforts to stimulate sympathetic Indian 

interest among radio listeners. Born in Chicago in 1896, he attended the 

university of Chicago, worked on newspapers as a reporter and editor, and 

served as director of Information of Federal Public Administration in 

1933 before joining the Department. In September, 1939 his national 

6September 6, 1938, Shannon Allen to Herbert Mancini, R.G. 48, Entry 
854, Information Division, Radio Section, Box 11, Folder "Public 
Correspondence." 

7 April 28, 1939, Clyde Hall to Michael Strauss, R.G. 48, Entry 854, 
Information Division, Radio Section, Box 8, Folder "Indian Office." 
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broadcast concerning the New Mexico Pueblo Indians prompted Collier to 

remark that the script "mo:ves the story through the essentiai facts, and 

in such a way that the dramatic interest doesn't lag at all." Because of 

this, he requested a future broadcast on New Mexico's Indian land 

crisis. 8 

In 1940 Shannon Allen, Director of the Radio Section, Department of 

the Interior, interviewed Collier in a program entitled "The Indian 

Past and Future Roles in National Defense." With an obviously sym-

pathetic interviewer directing questions in a favorable manner, Collier 

grasped the opportunity to emphasize the democratic nature of Indians, 

their loyalty to America and aversion to suppresive dictatorships, and 

their achievements under the Indian Reorganization Act. The Commissioner 

recalled Native American contributions in World War I and lauded the high 

registration rate for Selective Service in the current conflict. 9 

Radio programs captured a large audience, but the press generally 

responded more enthusiastically to activities which incorporated visual 

stimuli such as tribal customs, traditional costumes, and historical 

pageantry. In 1940 Floyd La Rouche, Special Field Agent with the Indian 

Office, decided that because the 1794 Treaty with the Six Nations of New 

York incorporated all these elements, it would make an ideal subject for 

media fest. At this time only the Six Nations of New York) a con-

federacy, and three tribes, the Oklahoma Choctaw, the New York Seneca, 

8September 27, 1939, Collier to Strauss, R.G. 48, Entry 854, Infor
mation Division, Radio Section, Box 8, Folder "Indian Office"; Indians at 
Work, Vol. X, No. 7-8, 1943, 15. 

9Undated Radio Interview between Collier and Shannon, R.G. 48, Entry 
854, Box 8, Folder "Indian Affairs." 
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and the Oklahoma Pawnee, held perpetual annuities by treaty amounting to 

approximately $51,020 annually. The three tribes had long s~nce opted to 

receive cash payments in lieu of "blacksmiths" or "light horsemen" under 

the Chocta~·;r Treaty, but as La Rouche explained in a July 8, 1940 press 

release, "only the Six Nations stick to the precise original method of 

expending the treaty money." Thus, on December 14, 1940 in a ceremony 

which had become known as "The Calico Treaty," the United States Govern-

ment would once again give each tribal member six yards of calico, and 

the tribe would once again vow "peace and friendship.,,10 

On July 20, 1940 La Rouche followed the press release with a radio 

interviel'T by Jerry Klutzz of The Washington Daily News, l-lJSV. He began 

with a joke by the famous Cherokee Will Rogers who said the United States 

"never broke a treaty with a foreign government and never kept one with 

the Indians." Agreeing that the government had broken too many treaties, 

La Rouche then described the Six Nations "Calico Treaty" which the United 

States still honored. In a subtle maneuver, he then began to defend the 

position of the Indian Bureau by stating that the government failed to 

support the Indians with these annuities. "In fact, it could very well 

be argued," he asserted, "that the Indians support the United States." 

The field agent based this argument on the fact that Indians relinquished 

their land temporarily or in return for land of comparable value. When 

they failed to regain their land or lost other property tribes brought 

"claims suits of several billions of dollars." As eVidence, he cited the 

New York Seneca claim on the Niagara River and the North Dakota claim on 

10July 8, 1940, Department of the Interior Information Service, Office 
of Indian Affairs Press Release, R.G. 48, Box 8, Entry 854, Folder 
"Indian Office." 
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the Black Hills. La Rouche ended the broadcast with a suspiciously 

worded plea of sympathy. "He (the Indian) just wants a place to live for 

himself and his descendants and a chance to earn a living and to live his 

1 .f 11 own ~ e. 

La Rouche's statement may have been a reaction to recent press 

releases by the Democratic and Republican Parties. Two days before the 

radio interview, both parties adopted a platform plank advocating early 

settlement of Indian claims. As usual the Indian Office hastened to off-

set any ideas that settlement of Indian claims would include abolishing 

the Indian Bureau. Therefore, La Rouche assured radio listeners, the 

Indian Bureau, rather than aiding Indians in retaking the country, helped 

them to survive. 12 

La Rouche's press release and radio interview paved the way for an 

elaborate celebration of the Canandaigua Treaty on December 14, 1940. 

Held in the Tonawanda Community House, near Akron, New York, the his tori-

cal pageant included a ceremony covering the treaty signing, distribution 

of calico to tribal chiefs, dances, songs, and speeches. Arthur Parker, 

the respected Seneca curator of the Rochester Museum, wrote the pageant's 

script and suggested using Indian women because "women always spoke at 

important meetings." In addition to using women in traditional costume, 

La Rouche fav~red presenting young children dancers who seemed "very 

Indian in appearance.,,13 

11Ju1y 20, 1940, La Rouche Interview by Kluttz, R.G. 48, Entry 854, 
Box 8, Folder "Indian Office." 

12 July 18, 1940, La Rouche to Kluttz, R.G. 48, Entry 854, Box 8, 
Folder "Indian Office." 

13 December 18, 1940, La Rouche to Strauss, R.G. 48, Entry 854, Box 8, 
Folder "Indian Affairs." 
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The field agent~s seven weeks of advance preparation proved fruitful, 

because three newsreel companies photographed the ceremonies for release 

to all the motion picture theatres, and the New York Times printed one 

article and promised several more. "More photographers were present than 

I have ever seen at any public function in my life," glowed La Rouche. 

Encouraged by this success, he planned a documentary film of the ceremony 

and justified his request by claiming that the Indians "enjoyed the whole 

affair thoroughly" and "all Indian Service officials are much pleased 

with the total result." Furthermore, he promised: 

In addition to the immediate and tangible results, I believe 
that the interest aroused amongst editors and others is carrying 
over into many phases of Indian Se~ice effort and will bring 
continuingly satisfactory results. 

The publicity experience of the 1930s proved especially useful during 

wartime when Collier and Ickes utilized their media knowledge to dissemi-

nate personal viewpoints and encourage Indian contributions to the war 

effort. As early as 1940 the Commissioner recognized the necessity of 

organizing, preserving, and disseminating data for the general public. 

To obtain the necessary material, Collier urged cooperation from superin-

tendent and field office heads in furnishing "information for news 

releases and for Indians at Work. Deeming this "a matter of priority," 

the Commissioner also requested that superintendents supply photographs 

of Indians in all branches of defense work, and that they send regular, 

fresh, complete stories to newspapers and press associations. 15 

Encouraging Indians to register for the draft took top priority and 

14Ibid • 

15 February 20, 1941, Collier to All Superintendents, R.G. 75, Entry 
195, Box 3, Folder "National Defense." 
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Collier discovered the perfect vehicle for reaching the tribal population 

with the departmental pamphlet Indians at Work. Published monthly and 

distributed to Indian reservations, agencies, and employees, the magazine 

always featured an editorial by the Commissioner. His first editorial on 

Selective Service registration appeared in November, 1940. "The Govern-

ment of the United States will find no more loyal citizens than the 

Indians of this country," predicted Collier. "Theirs is still the ideal 

of defending liberty and self-government." He further added that Indians 

h d " . d 1· . . 11 ,,16 a pract~ce se ect~ve serv~ce un~versa y. " 

In October, 1941 Collier turned his attention to persuading Indian 

Service personnel and their charges to purchase government bonds. In an 

essay approaching eloquence, Collier outlined the Nazi design on Europe 

which consisted of destroying democracies, imperiling freedoms and trans-

forming the populations into slaves. Because he perceived a similarity 

between former American policy toward its Indian tribes and Nazi policy 

toward Europe, he urged compassion: 

We ought to be more prepared, more sensitized, to understand 
the horror of Naziism • • • than workers in most government 
service". • • and lie can't care deeply enough, feel enough, 
think enough:'1~o enough to help in the supreme effort of our 
country now. 

Two months later the Commissioner further expanded on Nazi policy and 

ideology while appealing to a basic fear of Indians concerning slavery. 

Responding to the German declaration that Indians were Aryans, Collier 

denied this assertion and proclaimed that as Mongoloids, Native Americans 

would become slaves under Hitler. He praised the Indian passion for 

16Indians at Work, Vol. VIII, No.3, November, 1940, 28-29. 

17Indians at Work, Vol. IX, No.2, October, 1941, 1-6. 
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freedom and confidently applauded their American patriotism. Clearly 

this message reached Native Americans as one Celilo tribesman reiterated 

Collier's sentiment almost verbatim. "We know that under Naziism we 

should have no rights at all," said the young man explaining his reason 

for army enlistment. "We are not Aryans and we should be used as 

slaves. ,,18 

The attack on Pearl Harbor mov.ed the Commissioner profoundly and in a 

January, 1942 editorial he declared that Americans would win the war with 

their values of self-respect, justice, and freedom. He added that Ameri-

cans had nothing to fear in the conflict if they remained faithful to 

these values. "Who should know all of this • • • better than the Red 

Indians?" he concluded, alluding to Native American persistence and per-

serverance. In an effort to boost morale, he mentioned noteworthy 

accomplishments, stating that he believed, albeit without proof, that 

Indians had volunteered for the armed forces in larger proportion than 

19 any other group in the country. 

Secretary Ickes, who successfully resisted a bid to allow logging in 

the National Parks for the war effort, immediately urged the entire 

Interior Department to coordinate, expend, and also conserve its natural 

resources for the war effort. In'an April, 1942 issue of I~dians at 

Work, he announced that the department had established a War Resources 

Council, with Michael Straus as director. Relying on his past position 

of publicity director in the department and temporary member of the War 

18 Indians at Work, Vol. IX, No.4, December, 1941, 3; Congressional 
Record, 77 Cong; 2 Sess, December 16, 1942, A4385. 

19Indians at Work, Vol. X, No.5, January, 1942, 1-3. 
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Production Board, Straus had knowledge of Indian reservation resources, 

which Ickes intended to fully utilize. "Our immediate and primary func-

tion is the full mobilization of the nation's natural resources for war," 

20 the Secretary declared. 

By the following year .Collier admitted publicly that Indian Service 

morale had slumped, caused by reduced appropriations ~hich halted land 

acquisition, irrigation and construction. Furthermore, war demands had 

reduced Service personnel and reservation members. Despite these 

sacrifices and hardships, Collier worried that the general public failed 

to appreciate the Indian war effort. "Many of us yearn for a more drama-

tic identification with the crisis of the world," he mused, perhaps self-

analytically. He then urged his readers to dispel negative attitudes, 

because "collapse of morale is contagious.,,21 

In the next issue Collier gleefully reported that his appeal had 

worked. "Oh the home grounds of the tribes, the stresses increase," he 

informed his readers. "Morale goes up, not down." He then exhorted his 

readers to more sacrifice, "to hold nothing back; you will hold nothing 

back." Appealing to a combination of Indian pride and vanity, the Com-

missioner claimed that Indians possessed a history of perserverance which 

resisted "a crushing of the spirit" and acted as "a light for all the 

peoples of the world.,,22 
.. 

By 1943 Collier could feel confident that his messages had influenced 

both Indian Service personnel and Native Americans, because the Selective 

20 Indians at Work, Vol. IX, No.8, April, 1942, 33. 

21Indians at Work, Vol. X, No. 1, 1-2. 

22 Indians at Work, Vol. X, No. 2-6, 1-3. 
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Service reported a ninety-nine percent registration rate, the National 

Congress of American Indians claimed that Indians purchased more war 

bonds per capita than any other racial group, and newspapers carried 

stories of reservations offering their entire resources to the war 

effort. "The Crow Indians offer Uncle Sam their buffaloes," their oil 

and mineral deposits," reported the New York Times on January 8, 1942, 

"all the resources of their 2,500,000 acre reservation to help win the 

war." He then turned his attention to utilizing these results for publi-

city and propaganda efforts, in particular to justify the success of the 

Indian Reorganization Act. 23 

The time for a propaganda renewal seemed especially propitious to La 

Rouche who personally believed that their former methods prevented 

"adverse criticism" and gained "solid public support." He referred not 

only to press releases, but also to "A New Day for the Indians," Ind:i.ans 

at Work, and As Long ~ the Grass Shall Grow, a history book written in 

cooperation with the Indian Bureau by Oliver La Farge, noted anthropolo-

gist, historian and author. La Rouche envisioned utilizing celebrities, 

tribal leaders and academics. He wanted to educate the public about 

Indian Service accomplishments through skillful speakers as well as radio 

programs and local press releases. La Rouche deemed the last method, 

aimed specifically at Congressmen, to be extre~ely important, because he 

believed politicians were powerfully influenced by their reading 

material. The special agent also blamed an absence of favorable news 

items in the last several months for the current, negative attitude in 

23New York Times, January 23, 1945, 6:1; January 8, 1942, 44:7; J. R. 
McGibony, "Indiansand Selective Service," Public Health Reports, No.1 
(January 2, 1942), 57:1. Chapter Five discusses sacrifices of resources. 
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the House and Senate Committees. 24 

Actually La Rouche appeared to be only half right, because local 

newspapers occasionally carried stories about reservations and Indian 

Service programs. Beginning in 1940 publishers ran articles on Selective 

Service registration, defense training, and war bond purchases which, 

from time to time, national newspapers reprinted. In the early months of 

war fervor, the Commissioner found the New York Times and Washington Post 

to be especially receptive to upbeat stories on Indian contributions. In 

these stories Collier and staff, including Educational Specialist Willard 

Rhodes, stressed the hardships Indians endured to contribute manpoWer, 

funds and resources. 25 

In 1942 exhibiting his more scholarly nature, Collier wrote an 

articles for The Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social 

Science. Pursuing his usual thesis of Native American patriotism despite 

discrimination, the Commissioner also exploited this opportunity to push 

a topic of vital importance to him, the Indian franchise. Selflessly 

Collier urged New Mexico and Arizona to extend voting privileges to its 

tribes, including ironically the Navajo who had rejected the Indian 

Reorganization Act. That same year the Indian Bureau Health Director, J. 

R. McGibony, also gained exposure in a professional journal, Public 

Health Reports, concerning the Selective Service registration. Eager to 

reach a wider audience, in 1944 Ickes published in a more popular 

24 December 1, 1943, La Rouche to Collier, R.G. 75, Entry 178, Box 6, 
Folder "F. W. La Rouche." 

25Each volume of Indians at Work carried a special section called 
"Indians in the News" concerning local items. New York Times, April 22, 
1942, 12:5; January 8, 1942, 44:7; December 22, 1942, 17:'4; August 23, 
1942, II, 6: 1. 
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magazine, Collier's, complete l-rith illustrations and the most recent sta

tistics concerning Indian contributions. 26 

Collier also intended to publicize the exploits of Native Americans 

to other countries, because "our Indians are an important symbol to colo-

nial peoples allover the world." He believed that Indians could induce 

these countries to become America's "active allies." Referring par-

ticularly to Egypt, India, Iran, China, and South America where he 

inferred that the population felt "strong, cultural bonds with our 

Indians," he wanted to advertise the fact that "Indians of America are 

participating magnificently in the war." Collier could make this claim 

of cultural bonds because of certain responses from these countries. 

When the Middle East needed American engineers for railroad and irriga-

tion construction, the Commissioner asserted, they specifically requested 

specialists from the Indian Office. After reading newspaper accounts 

about unfortunate conditions among the Navajo in the 1930s, the nation of 

India conducted special prayers for the tribe. In 1942 Collier returned 

the favor by promising "to the millions of native men and women in the 

Orient and • South American countries, the Indians of the United 

States send a message of prayer and hope and bravery." The Office of War 

Information agreed to cooperate with Collier's plans by sending radio 

reports and printed pamphlets to these countries concerning Native ameri

can enlistment. 27 

26Harold Ickes, "Indians Have a Name for Hitler," Collier's, January 
15, 1944, 58; John Collier, "The Indian in a Wartime Nation," The Annals 
of the American Academy of Political and Social Science, 223 (September, 
1942) , 28; J .R. McGibony-,-"Indians and Selective Service," Public Health 
Reports, No.1 (January 2, 1942), 57:1. 

27 Congressional Record, 77 Cong, 2 Sess, A4385 , December 16, 1942; 
Congressional Record, 77 Cong, 2 Sess, A3160, August 25, 1942. 
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Although these stories, generally factual and unabashedly self-

congratulatory, furnished publicity for the Indian Bureau, another type 

of article grabbed the public's attention. In their efforts to exploit 

the media, Collier and colleagues overlooked an important factor in 

American propaganda dissemination, specifically that one of the primary 

functions of a free press is to sell the product. During World War II 

newspaper and magazine publishers discovered that an audience existed for 

stories about Native Americans, but, judging from the types of articles 

printed, they preferred colorful, amusing, personal items rather than 

substantive pieces on Indian policy.28 

These popular stories usually stressed the exotic aspects of an 

Indian and emphasized tribal costumes, traditions, or special abilities. 

Accompanied by terms like "braves," "warriors," or "warpath," these 

articles evoked strong, graphic images of a bygone era. Magazine 

articles held the advantage of creative illustration and often accom-

panied their stories about Indians with cartoon characters dressed typi-

cally in tribal costume and assuming a comic pose. Newspapers, hampered 

by a lack of space, relied on creating visual imagery. lfuen any Native 

American appeared in tribal costume, even for a mundane activity like 

voting, this generated a press story. The New York Times described in 

detail the costume of Chief Crazy Bull, Sioux grandson of Sitting Bull, 

who voted in a Long Island presidential election and reported that he 

wore "full tribal regalia". Stories about Indian soldiers performing 

actual war dances which combined both ceremony and costume clearly 

intrigued readers. In July, 1943 the New York Times published an article 

280ften such items appeared as "tidbits" rather than as hard news. 
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about the departure of the Forty Fifth Infantry Division, a unit con-

taining 1,500 Indians from twenty-eight tribes. Prior to their invasion 

of Sicily, tribal members performed traditional war dances and, empha-

sizing the religious aspect of the rite, prayed for a successful landing. 

The Times referred to this ancient ritual as a "Redskin war 

ceremo~ia1.,,29 

Because Indians supposedly possessed special abilities, Americans 

expected tribesmen to excel as soldiers, and news coverage fulfilled 

these expectations. Jack Durant~s article for the Washington Post, 

reprinted in the Congressional Record, quoted Major Lee Gilstrap of Okla-

homa who trained 2,000 Native Americans at his post. "The Indian is the 

best damn soldier in the Army," claimed Gilstrap. Their particular 

talents included bayonet fighting, marksmanship, scouting, and patrol 

work. Half of his Indian recruits held expert rating for rifles, and 

they proved particularly adept at scouting because of their acute sense 

of perception, their "long, sleek muscles" which were "built for 

endurance" and superior coordination. Historian Stanley Vestal, who spe-

cialized in Native American history, wrote in the May, 1942 Saturday 

Review that Indians excelled at military duty because they believed in 

"offensive warfare • • • invented the blitzkrieg • • • never gave quarter 

or expected it.,,30 

Other journalists seized the opportunity to publicize the Indian 

soldier~s war effort and to portray him as particularly ea.ger to fight 

29New York Times, November 8, 1944, 6:7; July 25, 1943, 30:5. 

30 Congressional Record, 77 Cong, 2 Sess, A4125, November 30, 1942; 
Stanley Vestal, "The Plains Indian and the War," Saturday Review of 
Literature 25 (May 16, 1942), 9-10. 
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for his country. Wife of a farm supervisor on the Navajo Reservation, 

writer Estelle Webb Thomas published "America's First Families on the 

Warpath" praising Navajo loyalty, contributions, and military prowess. 

"They are itching to fight Smells-His-Moustache and Man-With-Gourd-Chin," 

she wrote, referring to Hitler and Mussolini, respectively, "and most of 

11 d h f k h 1 1 ,,31 
a 0 t ey long or a crac at t e Sit-Eye Peop e. 

Richard Neuberger's stirring article on Native American contributions 

appeared in the Washington Post, the New York Times, the Saturday Evening 

Post, Asia and the Americas, and twice in the Congressional Record. The 

ex-correspondent for the Portland Oregonian and the New York Times also 

served time as a representative in the Oregon State Legislature before 

becoming aide-de-camp to Brigadier General James A. O'Connor in Yukon 

Territory. Praising Native American enlistment rate, war bonds purcha-

ses, and defense work, he wrote, "Army officials maintain that if the 

entire population was enlisting in the same proportion as Indians there 

would be no need for selective service." In each article he included a 

template describing a tribe's misunderstanding of the draft. "Since when 

has it been necessary for the Blackfeet to draw lots to fight?" the con-

temptu~us tribesman would utter. In other articles Neuberger substituted 

Navajo or Sioux for the incredulous tribe. 32 

The reading public obviously relished the image of Native Americans 

31Estel1e Webb Thomas, "America's First Families on the Warpath," 
Common Ground 2, No.4 (1942), 95-99. 

32NewYork Times, August 30;1942, IV, 7:6; Richard Neuberger, "On 
the Warpath," The Saturday Evening Post, October 24, 1942, 79; 
Congressional ReCord, 77 Cong, 2 Sess, A3160, August 25, 1942; 
Congressional Record, 77 Cong, 2 Sess, A4385, December 16, 1942; Estelle 
Webb Thomas, "America's First Families on the Warpath," Common Ground 2, 
No.4 (1942), 95-99. 
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as unacculturated, different, and rather naive about Anglo-Saxon culture 

and civilization. This fascination extended to Indian names which 

offered writers unusual angles for articles. When Sioux tribesman 

Charles Jonas Kills the Enemy, "a descendant of a long line of famous 

chieftains," enlisted in the army, officers ordered him "to skip the 

fighting talk and just give them his name." Furthermore, regardless of 

their tribal standing, Native Americans discovered they were considered 

"chiefs" by most Americans. Private Paul Bitchenen, "Chief Two Hachet", 

reputedly invaded Italy with the words "we've come to return the visit of 

Columbus in 1492." Captain Joseph J. Clark, the first Indian appointed 

to Annapolis, gained honor as an executive officer of an aircraft carrier 

and also the nickname "The Chief.,,33 

As the Indian role deteriorated to glib cliches in the American 

press, so did the fundamental concept of tribal sovereignty. In June, 

1942 a council of Iroquois chiefs, from the Mohawk, Onondaga, Cayuga and 

Oneida tribes, signed a resolution urging war on the Axis powers which 

they presented to President Roosevelt and the House of Representatives 

for "approva1." The following month this resolution became a war 

declaration when Seneca and Tuscarora chiefs joined their fellow Iro-

quois. Garnering much public attention, the action of the Six Nations 

elicited praise for their patriotism but little understanding of their 

underlying motives. Newspaper accounts never mentioned tribal 

sovereignty or pending court cases concerning tribal rights and the 

draft. 34 

33New York Times, February 26, 1944, 6:4; January 30, 1944, 26:4; 
September 16, 1943, 5:2. 

34 New York Times, June 13, 1942, 17:5; July 26, 1942, II, 9:4. 
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Similar stories about other tribal declarations of war and peace also 

focused more on symbolism and less on substance. In September, 1945 when 

the Sioux ,sent a peace pipe to President Harry Truman as a "tribute to 

the greatness of the President as a leader in war and peace," the Asso-

ciated Press picked up the story from Pine Ridge, South Dakota. Senator 

Chan Gurney, Republican from South Dakota, presented the pipe to Truman 

for the Sioux "in the hope that it would be symbolic of future peace." 

That same month the New York Times announced that the Osage Tribe 

"remained technically at war with the former Axis powers" and would 

proclaim the peace in October. 35 

Before peace was declared and while the war raged, traditional Indian 

ceremonies furnished white Americans with symbolic honors as well as 

tangible publicity when Native Americans revived an ancient custom of 

adopting outsiders into their tribes. In February, 1942 Joseph Stalin, 

named "outstanding warrior of 1941," became the first prominent figure to 

receive recognition from Native Americans. Awarding the Soviet premier a 

vlar bonnet and a title of "chief," Chief Fallen Trees, a.k.a. Paul Horn, 

from the executive council of the Indian Confederation of America, warned 

Edward Carter, president of the Russian W~r Relief and emissary to Sta

lin, that "no one is perm1.tted to wear the bonnet but Chief Stalin. ,,36 

American recipients soon followed. General Douglas MacArthur reaped 

praise and titles from the Wisconsin Winnebago and the Indian Con-

federation of America. In June, 1942 high "atop a cliff in the upper 

dells of the Wisconsin River," the Winnebago named MacArthur "Chief of 

35New York Times, September 25, 1945, 27:3, September 9, 1945, 18:4. 

36New York Times, February 21, 1942, 21:8, February 16, 1942, 19:7. 
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all Am'~.rican Indians." The following year the Indian Confederation of 

America chose the general as "the greatest example of an American warrior 

in 1942." MacArthur clearly appreciated the recognition, because he took 

advantage of a photographic opportunity by later posing with five Bush-

masters, an elite Indian fighting unit in the Pacific, from the Pawnee, 

Pima, Chitmatcha and Navajo tribes. 37 

Native Americans proved they admired naval and non-military 

personalities as well as army officer.s when the Sioux inducted Admiral 

William Leahy into their tribe. Dubbed "Leading Eagle," the seventy-

year-old admiral "carefully watched Admiral (Joseph James) Clark, who is 

part Cherokee, and then joined in himself" at a tribal dance. Wendell 

Wilkie, Republican presidential contender in 1944, assumed the name 

"Flying Eagle" when the Blackfoot Tribe adopted him. To show that males 

failed to gain a complete monopoly on the tradition of tribal induction, 

the Penobscot Tribe ceremoniously adopted Eleanor Roosevelt and aptly 

renamed her "aw-du-sees-ul", meaning "Princess of Many Trails." After 

placing a wampum headdress on the First Lady, Princess Watawaso said, "My 

. f il ,,38 song 1S or your protection on your many tra s. 

Politicians took advantage of the public's interest in Indian affairs 

to associate themselves whenever possible with Native American achieve-

ments. Senator Gurney's willingness to serve as emissary for the Sioux 

to President Truman furnished an example of effective use of the media. 

New York politicians seemed especially sensitive to the timeliness of 

37New York Times, June 9, 1942, 3:2; February 14, 1943, 32:4; January 
20, 1944, 3:3. --

38New York Times, September 4, 1945, 7:2; February 17, 1944, 34:1; 
February 9, 1943, 15:1. 
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American Indian publicity. In 1942 Governor Herbert Henry Lehman 

designated September 26 as American Indian Day and praised the Native 

American war effort. Furthermore, he credited the Iroquois Confederacy 

for "influencing the formation of our Federal Union." The Democratic 

governor from 1933-1942, Lehman later served as Director General of the 

United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration from 1943-1946 

and entered the Senate in 1949. On September 24, 1944, American Indian 

Day, Lieutenant Governor Joe R. Hanley sent a message to the American 

Indian Council in honor of the celebration stating that "in proportion 

to population there were were American Indians in military service, in 

industry, and among buyers of war bonds than any other racial group.,,39 

On the Congressional level, politicians utilized the Congressional 

Record to submit remarks on Native Americans. Showing a preference for 

newspaper stories and magazine articles, in 1~42 Congressmen asked that 

several articles be reprinted in the Record. Elmer Thomas submitted the 

Washington Star article by Jack Gilstrap titled "Indians Called Best 

Soldiers in the Army." Richard Neuberger's story on "Our Indians at ~var" 

appeared in the Washington Post before Senator Charles McNary, Oregon, 

asked "unanimous consent to have the article printed in the Record." 

Four months later Neuberger's popular writing style earned him a second 

printing when Representative John Coffee, Democrat from ~vashington, 

introduced a similar article "The American Indian Enlists." Praising the 

Sioux, Gros Ventres, Mandan and Arikara from North Dakota, Representative 

Usher Burdick turned to a different source for publication in the Record, 

family letters, "to let the public know the mental attitude of these 

39New York Times, September 24, 1944, 47:4; September 21, 1942, 15:2. 
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Indian warriors." In a letter to his sister, Bennie Black Hawk promised, 

"If r don't get knocked out r. am going to try and stick to the fight 

until the war is over.,,40 

Collier and Ickes clearly welcomed these insertions into the 

Congressional Record, because the articles, in particular Neuberger's 

story, reflected well on the Indian Bureau. Referring to Collier as "a 

champa ion of extended rights and privileges of the American Indians," 

Neuberger further credited Native American performance to "the 

enlightened administation of Commissioner Collier." The journalist 

quoted Representative Coffee as declaring, "America's Indians are 

fighting for America, because America has made a conscientious effort to 

right old wrongs and improve the life of our Indians.,,41 

The Commissioner also utilized the Indian war record when called 

before Congressional Committee Hearings to justify the success of his 

program. In 1944 testifying on Senate Report 310, an act to repeal the 

Wheeler-Howard Act, before the House Committee on Indian Affairs, Collier 

lauded the effort of Native Americans whom he claimed had sent 43,000 

people into war industries or military service. Describing this as an 

"excellent record," the Commissioner attributed their contributions to 

technical skills taught by the Indian Service and Indian schools. 

Furthermore, he reminded Congressmen that the Indian Bureau had been the 

agency responsible for endorsing the Indian franchise. During his 

40Congressional Record,. 77 Cong, 2·Sess, A4125-41.26, November 30, 
1942; Cong Rec, 77 Cong, 2 Sess, A3160, August 25, 1942; Cong Rec, 77 
Cong, @ SesS;-A4385, December 16, 1942; Cong Rec, 78 Cong~Sess, A3587, 
August 14, 1944. 

41 Congressional Record, 77 Cong, 2 Sess, A4385-86, December 16, 1942. 
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testimony, Ickes supported his colleague~s record and argued against abo-

lishing the Indian Bureau stating, "This cure turns out to be nothing 

less than the ancient remedy of hanging the doctor." Such a remedy, he 

continued, ignored the progress made on behalf of the Indian and also 

failed to consider "the willingness of another agency to assume difficult 

and complicated responsibiliti~s.,,42 

Because of the progress made by the Indian Bureau and other govern-

ment agencies, Roosevelt decided to document and publicize the war record 

of his entire administration. In March, 194.2 the President infoxmed 

Harold D. Smith, Director of the Bureau of the Budget, that he was "very 

much interested" in preserving "an accurate and objective account of our 

present experience." When he urged the necessity of keeping "systematic 

records", Smith assumed the responsibility for obtaining a comprehensive 

history from all agencies. Two years later Roosevelt appeared to be 

pleased with Smith~s procedures, particularly with the establishment of a 

Committee on Records of War Administration which had gained the voluntary 

cooperation of thirty different agencies. Aggressively optimistic, the 

President declared, "I feel sure that a careful recording of this 

experience not only will help to win the war but also will serve the 

d f h ,,43 nee sot e post-war era. 

The president also clearly indicated that he saw nothing wrong in 

advertising his administration's achievements through these war 

42Congressional Committee Hearings, House Resolution 166, 78 Cong, 2 
Sess, February 2, 1944, 37-39, 46, 50. 

43March 4, 1942, Franklin Roosevelt to Harold Smith, R.G. 48, Entry 
858, Box 1, Folder "XYZ General"; January 25, 1944, Roosevelt to Smith, 
R.G. 48, Entry 858, Box 1, Folder "War Records Project Key Data". 
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histories. "It is a well established practice," he asserted, "for offi-

cials to make a public accounting of their stewardship." On his end 

Smith endeavored to fulfill his Chief Executive's expectations. 

Intending that these war histories should be appropriate for publication, 

the Director notified department heads to provide funds for this purpose. 

By the war's end, the Department of the Interior, fully cognizant of the 

potential publicity value, had submitted a twenty-two chapter manuscript 

along with typewritten reports from nine bureaus. 44 

Appointed by Ickes as supervisor of the War Records Department for 

the Interior, Sylvia Altman stressed the need that since the history 

would "be the official and confidential war record, none of the usual 

restrictions and taboos necessary for security reasons in time of war 

would apply here." While Altman hoped to receive an honest, accurate 

report of each agency's contributions, problems and difficulties, she 

usually received only the positive aspects. Furthermore, she conceded 

that when n~~essary, departments could insert pre-war activities which 

had "some bearing on the progress of the war. Along these lines, the 

Cfficeof Indian Affairs prepared a one-hundred nineteen page report. 45 

In the Indian Office war history, Native Americans and the Indian 

Bureau shared the credit for "an unprecedented release of Indian energy 

during the war years • • • (because) the activities of the Indian Office 

44November 29, 1945, Smith to Heads of Executive Departments, R.G. 
48, Entry 858, Box 1, Folder "XYZ General"; September 13, 1946, "Summary 
of Agency Historical Publications and Plans", R.G. 48, Entry 858, Box 1, 
Folder "War Histories." 

45May 9, 1944, Memorandum for Agellcy Directors, Bureau Chiefs and 
Heads of Divisions, R.G. 48, Entry 858, Box 1, Folder "War Record Project 
Departmental." 

----------- ---------- -
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are inseparable from those of the Indians themselves." The untitled, 

anonymous report specifically cited as contributions "conspicuous 

gallantry on the battlefront," war industries work, and increased crop 

production, all achievements made possible by the New Indian policy. 

Reviewing federal government policy from the publication of the 1929 

Meriam Survey through the Collier administration, the history followed 

the same general format as "A New Day for the Indians" in delivering a 

positive image of the Bureau. 46 

The war history compiled by the Indian Office chiefly concerned 

contributions on the homefront, because a frustrated Collier encountered 

difficulties in obtaining records on Native Americans in the armed for-

ces. Although Selective Service kept separate records on registration, 

the military did not segregate Indians and this policy presented 

obstacles in documenting tribal military activity. Unless a unit had a 

significa· .... t number of tribesmen, such as the Navajo Codetalkers, the 

Forty-Fifth Infantry Division, or the Bushmasters, Indians simply blended 

in with other recruits and important historical facts went unrecorded. 

While tribal rolls furnished some accuracy in reporting Indian enlist-

ment, the Indian Office continually pressured Selective Service officials 

t . k' d N' Am' 47 o cooperate ~n eep~ng more ata on at1ve er1cans. 

In 1942 Collier informed General Lewis Hershey, Executive Director of 

Selective Service, that reservation superintendents had complained over 

46Indian Office War History, 1-2, R.G. 48, Entry 858, Box 7, Folder 
"Indian Office History." 

47 December 5, 1940, Lewis Hershey, Executive Director, Selective Ser-
vice to State Director, Selective Service, Denver, Colorado, R.G. 147, 
Entry 1, Box 33, Folder "105. Races, Alabama-Wyoming." 
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the lack of information on draftees. "In view of the patriotic and 

historic part played by the American Indian in the last and earlier 

wars," he sternly lectured, "it is hoped by this plan our Service will 

not be deprived of the opportunity of obtaining the necessary opportunity 

of obtaining the necessary statistical data." The Commissioner revealed 

his intention to maintain historical records on the Indian role in the 

war. Three months later Collier repeated his request and again met with 

disappointment. His assistant, William Zimmerman, next tried his luck 

and implied that if the Selective Service failed to keep records, the 

informa-tion would be lost forever. He also received no response. 

Apparently maintaining accurate historical records while registering men 

for the draft had assumed enormous proportions for the Selective 

Service. 48 

Despite an inability to acquire records on Native Americans from the 

Selective Service, the Commissioner refused to admit defeat and in 

November, 1945 the Haskell Printing Department published Indians in the 

War for the Indian Office, Department of the Interior. Drawing on 

material collected from the 1945 memorial issue of Indians at Work, the 

pamphlet admitted that the record remained incomplete and "hope that when 

the peace has come," the whole story could be told. Discontinued because 

of the paper shortage, Indians at Work had pr.in.ted casualty lists, 

awards, and presentation of decorations from 1943-1944. Indians in the ---
War reprinted these lists and as an added feature carried photographs of 

soldiers on loan from Indian families and personal, often poignant war 

48January 22, 1942, Collier to Hershey; March 19, 1942, Collier to 
Hershey; September 23, 1942, Zimmerman to Hershey, R.G. 147, Entry 1, Box 
426, Folder "214. Indian Reservations, General, Alabama-Wyoming, 1942". 
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stories. 49 

With justifiable pride the Indian Service pamphlet boasted about its 

many heroes. These included the two winners of the Congressional Medal 

of Honor, Lieutenant Ernest Childers, a Creek Indian, and Lieutenant Jack 

Montgomery, a Cherokee Indian. Other articles mentioned recipients of 

the Distinguished ~lying Cross, Silver Star, and Bronze Star. The docu-

ment also reported on prisoners of war as well as Indian Service 

employees who served in the war. Even Indians in the War, however, could 

not resist stereotypical imagery. An article "A Family of Braves" 

informed readers about the Reverend Ben Brave's six grandsons, Sioux tri-

besmen, who had served in the military. "No doubt we shall hear brave 

stories of them," punned the anonymous writer. 50 

Special wartime correspondents allowed their stories to be reprinted 

in the document. Master Sergeant Murrey Marder, Marine Corps Combat 

correspondent, wrote about the Navajo Codetalkers, the elite radio 

operators used in the Japanese theatre to confound the enemy with their 

coded tribal language. The distinguished wartime correspondent Ernie 

Pyle submitted an article on "Ceremonial Dancers in the Pacific." 

Relating the experiences of several tribes in the First Marine Division, 

Pyle described how Navajo, Sioux, Comanche, Apache, Pima, Kiowa, Pueblo, 

and Crolo1 Indians joined forces to dance before "several thousand Marines 

as a grave audience" before an invasion of Okinawa. 51 

49I d" " h W H k 11 P" "D . 1945 T bl f n ~ans ~n t e~, as e r~nt~ng epartment, ,a e 0 

Contents. 

50Indians in the War, 1-11, 50-52. 

51 Indians in the War, 12-13, 25-27. 
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The pamphlet also honored the efforts of those who stayed at home. 

Lieutenant Frederick W. Sleight, United States Naval Reserve, recalled 

his experiences with Indians at the Naval Supply Depot at Clearfield, 

Utah. According to Sleight, the Indians gave one hundred per cent and 

"were always on the job." Other articles foraged from Indians at Work 

publications furnished information about Indian women contributions to 

defense work, food production, and military service. 52 

Encouraged by the myriad outpouring of stories and the public's reac-

tion to this publicity, by the middle of the war Collier could feel 

fairly assured that his endeavors to generate a positive Native American 

war effort had been successful. While attributing this success to 

achievements generated by the Indian Reorganization Act, Collier and his 

colleagues did not rest on their laurels or take a fickle public for 

granted. Well-ai'lare from past errors in dealing with Congress, the 

American Indian Federation, and other critics, that one must not 

underestimate one's enemies, the Indian Bureau continuously attempted to 

discourage negative publicity.53 

The necessity of squelching negative publicity had become apparent in 

the 1930s when the fledgling Collier administration learned about harmful 

publicity from their own mistakes. A 1937 incident revealed the Com-

missioner's inexperience when Aubrey Taylor, Information Division, 

Department of the Interior, spotted a questionable press release from the 

Indian Office and declined to send it to newspapers. Concerning prohibi-

tion on the Indian Reservations, the story intended to reveal the 

53For a more in-depth discussion of Indian Bureau criticism see chap
ters one and two. 
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efficiency of Indian Liquor Suppression Officers who had seized thousand 

of gallons of illegal alcohol and had achieved a ninety-three percent 

conviction rate. "While the purpose of the release is to show that 

enforcement officers are on the job," Taylor reasoned, "my experience has 

been that invariably the papers twist such figures showing up the Red Men 

1 
,,54 as rum guzz ers. 

By wartime the Bureau had learned to be cautious concerning publi-

city. In 1941 during the first phase of Selective Service registration, 

many Indians objected to what they assumed was a needless, bureaucratic 

rule. This action caused great embarrassment to the Indian Office when 

newspapers "fully" covered government prosecutions of violators. "This 

type of publicity is what the Indian Service desires to avoid," stated R. 

R. Sedillo, Major, Selective Service, Manpower Division. Shortly after-

wards stories about cooperative registration began to appear in newspa-

pers, and the Selective Service issued favorable quotations about the 

Native American enlistment rate. 55 

Special Agent Floyd La Rouche held even more reservations than others 

about positive wartime publicity, because he feared the end result might 

be undesirable and at odds with Indian Service policy. While he conceded 

the usefulness of war information, the easy access to newspapers, and the 

impact on the public, the special agent sensed a danger in overexposure. 

Unless such material is linked with some kind of appeal for 
tangible postwar consideration, and unless the contributions 

54August 27, 1937, Aubrey 'J:aylOl: to E. K. Burlew, R.G. 48, Department 
of the Interior, Information Division, Entry 849, Box 3, "Folder 
"Releases-Disapproved or Rewritten." 

55January 14, 1941, Sedillo to Major Gareth Brainerd, R.G. 147, Entry 
1, Box 136, Folder "214. Indian Reservations,·General, 1941." 
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of the Indian Service before the war, and the problems of 
after the war, are sufficiently emphasized and reiterated, 
the war publicity actually is harmful to our objectives. The 
idea is spreading that if the Indians can do so well in 
civilian and military war servi§6' there may after the war 
remain no need for supervision. 

La Rouche's fears concernillg the adverse effects of positive publi-

city proved justified. During the war the remarkable exodus of Native 

Americans to an off~reservation society could not escape the attention of 

Bureau critics who attributed this migration to a dissatisfaction with 

the Indian Office. In 1943 Bertha M. Eckert, secretary for Indian work 

at the National Young Women's Christian Association, estimated that 

12,000 young, Indian women had left their reservations for work in the 

defense industries. According to Miss Eckert, the Y. \'1. C .A. had assumed 

responsibility for aiding the assimilation process of these girls, 

because government schools had concentrated on Indian traditions rather 

than American culture. Lauding the "deep patriotism" of these women, the 

secretary predicted that Native Americans "Will probably choose the 

responsibility of a citizen to the security of a ward after the war." 

S h d . . ld hI· "h . h· . ,,57 uc ec~s~ons wou t en resu t ~n t e van~s ~ng reservat~on. 

Similar articles, complimentary to Native Americans and critical of 

the Indian Bureau, followed. In 1945 O. K. Armstrong published an 

article, "Set the American ID.dians Free!", in the Reader's Digest. 

Charging that present government policy intended to perpetuate poverty 

and dependence, Armstrong particularly pointed to issues of property 

restriction, segregation, and special exemptions. "One effect of the 

56 December 1, 1943, La Rouche to Collier, R.G. 75, Entry 178, Box 6, 
Folder "F. W. La Rouche." 

57 New York Times, February 2, 1943, 16:3. 
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Reorganization Act," wrote Armstrong, "has been to force a collectivist 

system upon the Indians with bigger doses of paternalism and 

regimentation." The present policy, he intoned, would soon be challenged 

by Indians themselves, because those who had left to serve in military or 

defense work had encountered new opportunities. "There can be no doubt," 

he asserted, "that all who return from the service will seek a greater 

share in America's freedom.,,58 

In 1946 Representative Francis Case, Republican from South Dakota, 

reiterated Armstrong's ideas, with an editorial from the Journal of 

Pierre, South Dakota. "Heartily in agreement" with the sentiments 

expressed, Case introduced the article for the Congressional Record which 

stated that because of their wartime performance, Native Americans "are 

never going to accept a tribal existence willingly in the future." 

Without openly insisting on abolishment of the Indian Bureau, Case argued 

the merits of individual effort, higher education, and competition with 

whites. 59 

Case's colleagues evidently agreed with this assessment, because in 

1946 the Senate and House Committees on Indian Affairs convened several 

hearings to discuss bills meant to release Native Americans from property 

restrictions. Meeting in May, 1946 the House listened to testimony con-

cerning House Report 3680, "a bill to provide for the purchase of 

restricted Indian lands from heirs or from any Indian over sixty years of 

580• K. Armstr~~g, "Set the American Indians Free!", Reader:"s Digest, 
47:47-52, August, 1945. It is entirely possible that this article was 
lqritten by o. K. Chandler under a pseudonym. Not only are the initials 
similar, but the literary style and ideas are virtually identical. 

59Congressional Record, 79 Cong, 2 Sess, April 17, 1946, A2254. 
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age," House Report 3681, "a bill to provide for removal of restrictions 

on property of Indians who served in the armed forces," and House Report 

3710, "a bill to emancipate the Indians of the United States." Case, who 

introduced all three bills, brought six Sioux witnesses to testify and 

. . 60 presented petitions with dozens of Indian s~gnatures. 

That same month the Senate conducted hearings on Senate Joint Resolu-

tion 79, a bill by Harlan John Bushfield, Republican Senator from South 

Dakota and an ex-lawyer and ex-governor, to establish a committee to 

study Indian claims and administration of Indian affairs. A Navajo dele-

gat ion spoke at this hearing and while most seemed content to plead for 

more education, John E. Hamilton, President, National American Indian 

Defense Association, Inc., deplored their wardship status. "I am sure 

that without Federal supervision over the American Indian for at least 

one generation," testified Hamilton, "he would develop sufficiently to 

take care of himself in every respect." A continuous critic of the 

Indian Bureau throughout Collier's administration, Hamilton had severely 

criticized economic, health and educational conditions of the American 

Indian which he attributed to their continuing guardian status. 61 

Obviously of the same mind, Bushfield introduced another bill in 

June, Senate 1194, which he conceded to be almost identical to Senator 

Langer's bill, Senate 1093. Both bills provided for the removal of 

60Congressional Committee Hearings, House Committee on Indian 
Affairs, Hearings on H.R. 3680, H.R. 3681, and H.R. 3710, 79 Cong, 2 
Sess, May 6, 1946, June 13, 1946, 1, 47. 

61Congressional Committee Hearings, Senate Committee on Indian 
Affairs, Hearings on Senate Joint Resolution 79, 79 Cong, 2 Sess, May 14, 
1946, 1, 25; Biographical Directory of the United States Congress, 
1774-1989, 716. 
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property restrictions for Native Americans who had served in the armed 

forces. At this hearing, Indian veterans gave impassioned statements 

concerning their past wartime accomplishments and their present dif-

ficulties with the G.I. Bill, which they blamed on their wardship status. 

Most witnesses, white and Native American, blamed the Indian Bureau for 

perpetuating this wardship status which they felt the Indian had 

outgrown. Congressmen also credited the war experience and not the 

Bureau for developing a spirit of independence. 62 

The wartime propaganda and publicity accorded the Native American 

produced diametrically opposed results. In on~ respect the American 

public came to view Indians as patriotic and sacrificing while still pri-

mitive and exotic. On the other hand, to many the Native Americans 

emerged as self-sufficient, independent, and extremely eager to comple-

tely assimilate into mains team America. Powerless during wartime to 

generate their own public image, Native Americans now had to grapple with 

the problem of these new postwar stereotypes. While the first stereotype 

doomed many to a forgotten, thankless existence on their reservations, 

the second stereotype resulted in a badly-construed policy which would 

reverse Indian progress for many years. Although Collier had hoped that 

many functions, such as healt~. education~ law and order, could be 

directly transferred to the tribes as they would be to state, county, and 

municipal governments, his idealistic vision did not materialize. 

Enacted in the decade after the war, the Termination Acts of the 1950s 

would become the Native American reward for their noble, selfless 

62Congressional Committee Hearings, Senate Committee on Indian 
Affairs, Hearings on S. 1093, S. 1194, June 12, 1946, 1, 10-13. 
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sacrifice. This sacrifice manifested itself most clearly with military 

enlistment, but of equal importance, the Indian civilian contributions in 

World War II exhibited a sincere dedication to the war effort. 63 

I, 

63Tom Holm, "Fighting the White Man~s War: The Legacy of the 
can Indians in World War II," The Journal of Ethnic Studies, 9:2, 
Theodore W. Taylor, American Indian Policy-rMount Ary, Maryland: 
Publications, Inc., 1983), 105. 

Ameri-
69; 
Lomond 
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From Reservations to Factories: Civilian Contributions in World War II 

In 1942 the Navajo Tribal Council issued a resolution stating: 

We who remain at home pledge ourselves to the production of 
Food for Freedom and for service in Civilian Defense dedicated 
to the national welfare and protection of the homeland. 

In the midst of the wartime propaganda blitz, perpetrated by the 

Indian Bureau, the media and politicians, most Native Americans went 

quietly and unassumedly about their business, and their business in the 

1940s included contributing their share to America~s war effort.1 

Unaware that they had captured the public~s attention to such a large 

degree, American Indians, like their fellow Americans, prepared to sup-

port their country~s war effort immediately after Pearl Harbor by contri-

buting their economic assets, natural resources, and labor. Although 

they fell below the national economic average, Indians purchased war 

bonds and contributed to war relief societies often far beyond their 

means. Moreover, a great majority left reservations to work in defense 

industries while those who remained behind contributed greatly to the 

world food production campaign. Native Americans, however, remained 

unaware that the federal government had designated Indian tribes them-

selves to be a natural resource and unhesitatingly appropriated tribal 

minerals, lumber, and lands to the fullest extent, sometimes to the 

detriment of the tribes. At the war~s end, many Native Americans disco-

vered that their sacrifices left their resources depleted and their ser

vices unrewarded., 2 

1Navajo Tribal Council Resolutions, 1922-1951 (Washington, D.C.: 
Government Printing Office, 1952); January, 12, 1942, 469. 

2"Revision of Laws and Legal Status," Congressional Committee 
Hearings, House Resolution 166, February 2, 1944, 51. 
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To direct and "formulate a definite war program for the Department of 

the Interior," Ickes appointed Michael Straus as Director of the War 

Resources Council. Given the power to requisition personnel and vital 

resources from all Interior departments, Straus also held authority to 

designate department functions which he deemed to be vital to the war 

effort. To assist Straus in these endeavors, Ickes ordered Bureau heads 

to give precedence to the war program in their departments. For Native 

Americans, this new policy meant not only a revamping of their depart-

ment, it also included a cutback in personnel and less funding for vital 

economic, health, and educational programs. Despite these implications, 

the government designated Indians, along with Japanese-Americans and 

conscientious objectors, to be the human aspect of the nation's natural 

resourC2s for war. Specifically the government intended to highlight 

contributions and accomplishments of minority groups to improve national 

- - i 3 moraie and un ty. 

Prodded by the persuasive exhortations of Ickes and Collier, which 

deeply influenced Native American patriotic impulses, Indians purchased 

war bonds and stamps fr.om tribal funds and individual assets. Because of 

their communal, close-knit, reservation lifestyle, tribes exhibited 

unity and ingenuity in their support of the· Allied war effort. Early in 

1942 Euchee and Creek tribes of Oklahoma voted unanimously to buy 

$400,000 in defense bonds from tribal funds. The following year the one 

thousand member Wind River Shoshone Tribe near Lander, Wyoming authorized 

3 Ickes Order No. 1636, January 14, 1942, Record Group 70, Entry 12, 
Box 3819, Folder "War Resources"; Document Outline Number II, ~·lobiliza·
tion of Natural Resources for War, Record Group 48, Entry 858, Box 1, 
Folder "Summary of War Records Projects." 

---------.--.-- -_ .. __ . 
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a five hundred dollar war bond for each person to be purchased from theit 

oil royalties and Treasury judgment principal fund. When several other 

tribes requested permission to use interest rates on tribal funds to 

purchase bonds, the government refused, because officials had already 

appropriated all Treasury interest rates for war purposes. Resource-rich 

tribes, nevertheless, resorted to seles of land, timber, oil and gas to 

invest in bonds. 4 

In their resolutions requesting that the Secretary of the Interior 

purchase bonds out of tribal funds, Native Americans invariably resorted 

to patriotic rhetoric. Referring to the attempt by the United States to 

"preserve free Governments and the democratic way of life" against tota-

litarian governments, the Menominee Tribe asked. that each tribal member 

be furnished with a twenty-five dollar defense bond from their four per-

cent fund and declared with pride: 

Whereas the Menominee Tribe of Indians have pledged their loyalty and 
and unqualified support to the vigorous prosecution of that war, over 
sixty members of that Tribe being in the armed forces of the United 
States at the time of the declaration of war against Japan, and over 
eighteen members of the Tribe having voluntarily enlisted in the 
armed forces50f the United States within one day after that declara
tion of war. 

Many tribes earned money or raised money specifically to buy war 

bonds. In May, 1942 dancers from the New Mexico Jemez Pueblo appeared 

eight times in New York City to help the War Saving Staff. Wearing full-

feathered regalia, they danced at the National Folk Festival in Madison 

Square Garden and made several other appearances before touring the rest 

4 Indians at Work, February, 1942, No.6, Vol. X, 26; Annual Report of 
the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 1944, 238. 

5Undated Resolution, R. G. 75, Entry 184, Box A-M, Office Files of 
Assistant. Commissioner William Zimmerman, Folder '''Menominee Agency." 
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of the country. By the end of their tour, this award-winning group had 

helped to sell $300,000 in war bonds. With less artistry but with equal 

zeal, Canoncito Navajo gathered tons of scrap metal only to be frustrated 

in their attempt to sell the scrap because of a lack of scales. Disco-

vering that one woman knew her weight, they placed her on one end of a 

school teeter-totter with the hunks of scrap metal on the other end and 

balanced her weight against each load until they weighed five tons. The 

Indians earned seventy-five dollars which they spent on war bonds and 

6 stamps. 

Individual Indian purchases also accounted for the total figure, and 

often came from unexpected sources. In 1942 a court awarded five Navajo 

families $15,000 as compensation for the death of six Indian children in 

a 1936 train and school bus collision. These families spent $5,500 of 

this award on defense bonds. "Purchase of Treasury Stamps and Bonds by 

Indian groups and individuals has been considerable," stated an Indian 

Service writer who conceded, "A great many of these transactions do not 

come officially to the attention of the Indian Service because the 

purchases are made locally with funds not under government jurisdiction." 

Through its own record-keeping, the Office of Indian Affairs ascertained 

that in 1942 tribal purchases of 1'1ar bonds and stamps amounted to 

$2,671,725. By 1944 war bond sales to Indians had reached fifty million 

7 dollars. 

~fuen asked to contribute to war relief, Native Americans reverted to 

6New York Times, May 9, 1942, 20:8; Indians at Work, Vol. IX, No. 
9-10 (May-June, 1942), 31; New York Times, January 30, 1942, 15:2. 

7Indians at Work, Vol. IX, No.8 (April, 1942), 7; New York Times, 
January 23, 1945~1; December 22, 1942, 17:4. 
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traditional heritage and offered their most precious gifts. "We have no 

record of all the contributions the Indians have made to war relief 

societies," said Collier~ "but such reports as we do get indicate that 

the Indians are giving all they can. Pueblo and Navajo Indians, in lieu 

of cash, have given sacks of corn, their staff of life, mutton, silver 

jewelry, and rugs to the Red Cross." When the New Mexico Zuni Pueblo 

began a Red Cross drive during a blinding snowstorm in 1942, each family 

gave whatever they could, according to the reservation superintendent. 

One family with a relative missing in action, presented six dollars and 

two rings to the Red Cross. The Montana Crow Indians, who personally 

sent $10,000 to President Roosevelt to use for guns and bombs, also 

pledged their herd of nearly-extinct buffalo. "No strings are attached 

to the pledge of resources," promised Robert Yellowtail, Crow Agency 

Superintendent. Relief pledges mirrored tribal economic activity as the 

Bad River Band of Chippewa pledged muskrat fur, and the Eskimo, who still 

depended economically on fishing as their main livelihood, offered their 

fishing boats to the Coast Guard. 8 

As the largest Indian tribe in the United States, the Navajo adopted 

one of the most comprehensive war relief programs when they met on 

January 12 and 13, 1942 at Window Rock, Arizona. Although they 

overlooked the suggestion of one young man who believed the Navajo Reser-

vation should be admitted as .the forty-ninth state because it spanned 

four states, tribal leaders encouraged full cooperation with the United 

8 New York Times, December 22, 1942, 17:42, January 8, 1942, 44:7; 
Indians at Work, Vol. X, No. 2-6 (October-January, 1942), 8-9, Vol. IX. 
No.7 (March, 1942), 5; Vol. IX, No.8 (April, 1942), 7; Congressional 
Record, 77 Cong, 2 Sess, A4385. 
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States government. During an entire day of patriotic demonstrations, the 

50,000 tribal members gave "ready assent to the whole war program." 

After questioning the superintendent about the flag and its meaning, the 

Indians pledged a Red Cross quota of three thousand dollars, one thousand 

dollars more than requested, set food production goals, and dedicated 

their entire reservation resources to the war effort. In addition to 

promising an increase in the wool clip, the use of their sawmill, already 

converted for war-preparation projects, a packing plant, a flour mill, 

and victory gardens, individual Indians gave gifts of corn, meat, and 

rugs. Furthermore, they unselfishly contributed money, from pennies to 

hundreds of dollars. One Navajo, with no means of support, still managed 

to offer thirty cents for the war effort which he gave proudly as' it 

represented ten cents each for himself, his wife, and his son. Another 

man presented officials with seven cents, a veritable fortune for it was 

all he possessed. Some salaried Indians, following the example set by 

Tribal Chairman Chee Dodge who purchased $20,000 in bonds, government 

employees, wealthy sheep and cattlemen, allotted twenty percent of their 

monthly pay for war bonds.9 

Of all their assets, Indians valued land the most, and so it seemed, 

did the military. Because Native Americans fell under federal jurisdic-

tion, their land and its natural resources proved to be relatively 

accessible for utilization by the government. Remote l'1estern lands, with 

9"Repealing the So-Called Wheeler-Howard Act," Senate Report 1031, 78 
Cong, 2 Sess, (10842), June 22, 1944, 16; Collier, "Indians in a WaL'time 
Nation," 31; Annual Report of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 1942, 
239-240; New York Times, May 20, 1942, 20:8, December 22, 1942, 17:4; 
Indians at Work, Vol. X, No. 2-6 (October-January, 1942), 20; No.8 
(April, 194zr;-12; Final Report of the Japanese Evacuation from the West 
Coast, Secretary of War, 1942, 250. 
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yearround clear weather and sparse populations, appeared especially 

attractive for military use as airports, bombing ranges, and aerial gun-

nery ranges. Total usage of Indian land, through purchase and lease, 

amounted to 875,000 Indian acres. 10 

Several tribes experienced positive results in their transactions 

with the War Department. On the South Dakota Cheyenne River Indian 

Reservation, the military leased 288,746 acres of tribal land and 43,546 

of trust allotments for an aerial gunnery range. Citing leases providing 

for "concurrent use", the Indian Office maintained that "use by the War 

Department did not materially interfere with the use of the lands for 

grazing." Similarly when the War Department leased 850 acres and the War 

Relocation Authority leased 19,123 acres on the Gila River Reservation in 

Arizona, the Authority agreed to develop and improve the lands under 

lease. At the Nevada Carson Indian Agency the Navy Department leased 

fifty tribal acres on the Pyramid Lake Reservation contingent on the 

agreement that the lands be returned to the Indians "when no longer 

needed by the Navy."ll 

While many tribes benefitted from these transactions, others suffered 

losses. In 1942 the War Department leased or purchased 332,445 acres on 

the Pine Ridge Reservation and forc"ed one hundred twenty-five Indian 

families to "abruptly ••• give up their homes." Although paid for 

their homes, crops, and land, the Indians failed to be compensated for 

"the sudden change in their way of life." The sudden change involved 

10Indian Office History, 30-31, Record Group 48, Entry 858, Box 7, 
Folder "Indian Office History". 

11Indian Office History, 33-35. 
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selling their livestock at a sacrifice, and only ten percent of the fami-

lies managed to reenter the livestock industry at the end of the war. 

Oklahoma Indians faced a similar dilemma when the War Department acquired 

32,000 acres at Camp Gruber. Paid four and one half dollars per acre, 

the fifty-five families discovered they could not buy new lands at that 

12 amount and requested the return of their restricted t.racts. 

Frustrated over similar situations, many tribes resorted to legal 

action to regain tribal land. In 1942 the Solicitor General~s Office of 

the Indian Service agreed to represent the Montana Blackfeet Reservation 

which objected at leasing 11,410.45 acres and selling through condem-

nation-proceedings another 575.3 acres. Despite this objection, in 1943 

the War Department acquired the land for use as an air field. Kenneth 

Simmons, District Counsel, also aided the Washington Tulialip Reservation 

Indians when the military acquired 2,203 acres of cut-over timber lands. 

Because the Indian Office took "no action" in the matter, this tribe also 

lost use of "potential farm land.,,13 

In their confrontations with the War Department, Alaska natives 

encountered more serious consequences than any other tribe. Military 

authorities acquired a number of tracts in Alaska including 12,000 acres 

at the Metlakatln Reservation for an airport, water supply, and road. 

Smaller tracts in native villages and settlements served for undisclosed 

"military purposes." Among the Aleuts, Eskimos, and Athapascan Indians, 

this military activity transformed "parts of the quiet and peaceful land 

12Indian Office History, 31. 

13Indian Office History, 34; Simmons to Zimmerman, November 17, 1942, 
R.G. 75, Entry 189, Box A-H, Folder "Crow Agency." 
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into tumultuous army camps." Sensing the opportunity to earn cash wages 

and sell increasingly popular crafts items; many natives relinquished 

traditional pasttimes of hunting and fur trapping for the more lucrative 

occupations of construction work and crafts production. In other ways 

war personnel wreaked even more havoc on the isolated, insulated com-

munities by selling liquor to the villagers, "contributing to the 

delinquency of native girls," stealing and destroying property, and 

14 slaughtering precious game for sport. 

In addition to military activity, the government target ted Indian 

land for use by Japanese evacuees and conscientious objectors. Reser-

vations allotted for the Japanese-Americans included the Colorado River 

Reservation in southwestern Arizona, the Leupp Indian Plan in Winslow, 

Arizona, and the Gila River Indian Reservation in Arizona. Authorization 

for these camps came from Executive Order 9102 of March 18, 1942 which 

ordered the Director of the War Relocation Authority to relocate, main-

tain and supervise evacuees to designated areas. This order authorized 

the Director to secure cooperation from all governmental agencies, 

including the Indian Bureau which proved especially useful. When the War 

Relocation Authority experienced difficulty in securing trained person-

nel, they hired former Indian Service officials whose intimate knowledge 

of past, forced, Indian removals helped to establish a sympathetic bond 

15 with their new charges. 

14Indian Office History, 37-39. 

15Indian Office History, 111; "Memorandum of April 15, 1942 Con
cerning Executive Order 9102", R.G. 210; Collier, "The Indian in a War
time Nation," 31; Elizabeth Shepley Sergeant~ "The Indian Goes to War," 
New Republic 107 (November 30, 1942), 711; Annual Report of the Com
missioner of Indian Affairs, 1942, 233. 
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In April, 1942. after obtaining permission from the Indian Bureau, 

the War Relocation Director negotiated with the Mojave, Hopi and 

Chemehuevi to relocate 20,000 Japanese-Americans to the Colorado River 

Indian Reservation in Arizona which the Authority designed as three 

unit/cities. Many benefits eventually accrued to the Navajo from this 

arrangement. Among the lasting improvements, United States Engineers 

built military barracks, constructed a two hundred fifty bed hospital, 

eighty warehouses, water towers, and staff quarters for Poston, the first 

and largest unit. When the Japanese inhabitants arrived, they continued 

the unfinished work. Their achievements included building a school and a 

cooperative, community store, constructing canals and laterals, planting 

trees, draining ditches, irrigating and cultivating the land. At the end 

of the war, the government returned the reclaimed reservation land and 

newly-constructed buildings to the tribe. 16 

In August, 1942 another 15,000 Japanese travelled to the Gila River 

Reservation, home to the Pima and Maricopa, in southern Arizona. The War 

Relocation Authority leased 15,000 acres of communal Indian land on which 

the evacuees planted crops, constructed laterals, leveled and cultivated 

the land. As on the Colorado River Reservation, the Japanese also 

returned this reclaimed land to the Indian Bureau when the hostilities 

ceased. The Pima Tribe r'3ceived an addltional benefit when the govern

ment employed Indians to construct the camps. In August, 1943 1,500 

Japanese relocated to the Leupp Indian Plant in Winslow, Arizona where 

the government rehabilitated a school and hospital facilities for their 

wartime purposes. In postwar America the government transferred these 

16Indi~n Office History, 112. 
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facilities to the Navajo.17 

Dealing with the "demoralized" inhabitants also provided a challenge 

for Indian Service officials who viewed their new charges as assets 

rather than as liabilities. Collier witnessed the arrival of the first 

hundreds of evacuees at the Poston Center which he described as a "moving 

experience." Appalled at the physical conditions and overwhelmingly 

impressed by the "superb" spirit and morale, the Commissioner had only 

high praise for his former and present employees. "I realized the 't'Tealth 

of human resource that there is in the spirit and brains of our Indian 

Service personnel," he glowed. The Indian Service considered the 

outstanding achievement at the Poston Center to be "the development of a 

cooperative relationship between the appointed officials and the 

evacuees. ,,18 

Administrators maintained that one of their goals evolved into 

instilling "self-confidence" into their charges. Part of this self-

confidence included meeting the needs of the 5,000 school-age children at 

Poston. Despite the lack of books or schoolrooms during tlle first few 

months, officials opened schools without these "traditional tools." 

Claiming success in meeting their goal, the Indian Bureau prepared a 

manual on Poston~s operations, including traffic regulations, law and 

order, and the police department, which the War Relocation Authority 

distributed to the nine other centers in the United States. At the war~s 

17"Hemorandum Concerning Executive Order 9102," 1-2; Collier, 
"Indians in a \V'artime Nation," 31; Annual Report of the, Commissioner of 
Indian Affairs, 1942, 235. 

18IndianOffice History, 112; Indians at Work, Vol. IX, No. 9-10 
(May-June, 1942), 8. 
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end, the Poston administration aided the evacuees in finding jobs 

"outside of the western zone where they were accepted without 

prejudice. ,,19 

In contrast to the clearly-delineated policy between the Indian Ser-

vice and the War Relocation Authority, the Bureau maintained a vague, 

ill-defined relationship with the Office of :f..and Utilization and the 

Selective Service concerning conscientious objectors. Beginning in 

March, 1943 these three departments exchanged information concerning the 

viability of utilizing Indian land for these reluctant draftees. Hoping 

to alleviate their increasing manpower drain, Superintendent Foster of 

the Carson Indian Agency School requested that he be allowed to employ 

conscientious objectors in clerical work, construction work, and as farm 

laborers. Lee Muck, Assistant to the Secretary in Charge of Land Utili-

zation, informed the Superintendent that he first needed to apply through 

the United States Employment Service who would then certify the unavaila-

bility of local labor to both the Selective Service and the United States 

Department of Agriculture. 20 

Shortly after this terse, uncooperative communication, Muck admitted 

to Collier that the program for conscientious objectors had been 

"slightly reoriented." Under the new policy, conscientious objectors 

could be hired for agricultural work "if requested by the United States 

Employment Service," but fire protection remained the main activity. 

Collier immediately requested that Civilian Public Service camps be 

19Indian Office History, 112, 114-115. 

20Muck to Collier, March 31, 1943, R.G. 48, Entry 860, Box 423, 
Folder "Office of Indian Affairs, 1943". 
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established for fire protection at the Quinault Indian Reservation, the 

Colville Indian Agency, and the Flathead Indian Reservation. In each 

case, Muck declared he could not recommend camps at these sites to the 

Selective Service. 21 

By the summer, Muck had retreated on his position and advised Collier 

that he would recommend camps at the Yakima and Colville Reservations. 

Replaced by E. N. Kavanagh only a few days later, the new acting 

Commissioner upheld Muck's decision but cautioned: 

The outlook at present for new CPS camps is not very encouraging. 
To a considerable extent, men ~'1ho six months ago would have been 
classified as IV~E (conscientious objectors) now are being deferred 
for essential work - primarily, farming. With but a single 
exception, the camps under the jurisdiction of the Department 
of the Interior are now undermanned. 

Because of complicated interdepartmental relationships and a changing 

climate of opinion regarding conscientious objectors, Collier lost an 

invaluable opportunity to deal with a group of men about whom he must 

have felt great interest, curiosity, and, considering his own experience 

22 with Native American draft resistance, even sympathy. 

Although he failed in his attempt to gain added revenue by leasing 

Indian lands for CPS camps, the Commissioner successfully endeavored to 

utilize Native American mineral resources to the fullest capacity. While 

these endeavors financially aided many tribes, in at least one instance 

the effort also served to deplete one tribe's resources. Clearly the 

govern ment had sufficient knowledge of Indian oil and gas deposits to 

21Muck to Collier, April 5, 1943, April 7, 1943, R.G. 48, Entry 860, 
Box 423, Folder "Office of Indian Affairs, 1943". 

22Muck to Collier, June 2, 1943, Kavanagh to Collier; June 26, 1943, 
R.G. 48, Entry 860, Box 423, Folder "Office of Indian Affairs, 1943". 
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make tribal leases a top priority. During 1940 oil produced on Indian 

lands amounted to twenty two million barrels and came primarily from the 

Five Civilized Tribes and Osage Tribes. In 1941, however, the western 

tribes showed great promise for future exploration, and the Indian Office 

intimated that Native Americans would "play an increasingly important 

role (in national defense) by virtue of the oil deposits on their 

1 d ,,23 an s. 

1941 
Oil Reserves on Indian Lands 
Percentage of State Reserves 

Montana 
15,635 

14.3 

Indian Oil Producing Lands 
Percentage of State Production 

1,211 
16.1 

New Mexico 
880 

0.13 

211 
0.53 

Wyoming 
11 ,427 

2.0 

616 
2.0 

Rocky Mtn. 
27,942 

2.0 

2,038 
2.6 

With this in mind, Ickes, who had recently been appointed Petroleum 

Coordinator for National Defense, chose S. W. Crosthwait, an Assistant to 

Commissioner of Indian Affairs, to be the Executive Officer for the Coor-

dinator for National Defense. Crosthwait, an electrical engineering gra-

duate from George Washington University and a naval veteran of World War 

I, agreed to assume the duties of coordinating federal authority over oil 

and gas with the understanding that he be allowed to return to the Indian 

Service as soon as possible. His desire to immediately resume his former 

position, however, remained unrealized when the Japanese attacked Pearl 

Harbor, because immediately following the declaration of war, Ickes 

issued Order·Number 1629 which stated that war duties took precedence 

over all other duties. 24 

Ickes clearly intended to exploit Crosthwait~s past experience with 

23Indians at Work, Vol. VIII, No. 11 (July, 1941), 29; Document on 
Indian Oil Reserves, R.G. 70, Entry 12, Box 4465. 

24 Indians at Work, Vol. IX, No.1 (September, 1941), 10. 
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the Indian Service to requisition tribal resources. "Our immediate and 

primary function is the full mobilization of the nation~s natural resour-

ces for war," he stated. "The successful conclusion of this war requires 

that our peace-time and defense jurisdiction over resources • • • be 

placed upon a basis best suited to serve our military and naval forces." 

The Secretary realized that dealing with Indian tribes concerning their 

resources entailed more legal technicalities than dealing with the 

general public. Previously Congressional legislation had been deemed 

necessary in Indian business transactions, but this cumbersome procesG 

quickly changed after Pearl Harhor "to adapt the administration of Indian 

mineral laws and regulations to our wartime tempo," explained Ickes. 

Under the new policy, either the Commissioner of Indian Affairs or other 

authorized officials could approve all mineral leases for restricted, 

allotted Indian lands. 25 

This new streamlined process, combined with patriotic self-sacrifice 

and a convenient corporate status under the Indian Reorganization Act, 

prompted many Native Americans to offer their resources to the federal 

government. Like hundreds of other Americans, Indians hoped to benefit 

from the sudden, increased need for minerals, and superintendents showed 

independent initiative in questioning the Bureau of Mines about possible 

exploration on Indian lands. When Superintendent Ernest McCray requested 

that the Bureau examine the San Carlos Apache Reservation for iron, 

copper, asbestos, and manganese ore, he hastened to add that the tribe 

was a "fully organized, chartered corporation." The superintendent~s 

25Indians at Wor~: Vol. IX, No.8 (April, 1942), 33; Ickes Order No. 
1740, September-2~942, R.G. 70, Entry 12, Box 3519; Indian Office 
History, 75-76. 
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assertive measures succeeded, and the Bureau of Mines agreed to explore 

for the reportedly ninety-six percent pure manganese ore, a critical war

time metal. 26 

Whether initiated by the tribe or the government, Indian land depo-

sits produced several essential war materials, including oil, gas, lead 

and zinc. Reservations also yielded lesser amounts of copper, vanadium, 

asbestos, gypsum, and coal. By the war's end, oil and gas leases 

amounted to 6,500, involved more than thirty-five tribes, covered more 

than two million acres, and yielded 11,400 produCible oil wells for 

251,052,000 barrels of petroleum. During the war, Native Americans 

realized an annual income of six million dollars for minerals valued in 

excess of thirty-nine million dollars. Furt'hermoreslead and zinc de po-

sits on 3,726 acres of the Quapaw Indian Reservation provided the country 

with 415,000 tons of these materials, valued at over thirty-eight million 

dollars. 27 

The Navajo Reservation in Arizona and New Mexico possessed great 

diversity in mineral deposits. Among their assets, they counted liquid 

gas, high gravity oil, vanadium, and a surprising wartime discovery of 

helium which played a vital role in the nation's ~7artime effort. Well 

before the beginning of hostilities, the Navy announced its intention of 

expanding its blimp facilities causing the Bureau of Hines to "accelerate 

the continuing search for new sources of helium-bearing gas." One such 

discovery occurred near the Navajo Rattlesnake oil field, and the 

26McCray to Bureau of Mines, June 25, 1942, R.R. Sayers to Com
missioner, July 18, 1942, R.G. 70, Entry 12, Box 3819, Folder "X.H2". 

27Indian Office History, 77-82 
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government considered the discovery to be of enough importance to build a 

plant at Shiprock, New Mexico. Of the five plants constructed, the 

Navajo plant initiated its operations last but contained the "highest 

helium content of all wells operated by the Bureau of Mines." Although 

the United States paid the cost of plant construction, and the Navajo 

gained royalties £or mineral leasing, the Navajo tribe contributed the 

plant site location and rights of way "without cost to the 

,,28 government. 

Operating from 1944 to 1945, this new Navajo helium discovery made it 

possible for the government to fulfill all its requirements for the Army 

and Navy. These requirements centered on three basic uses for helium. 

The Navy employed helium blimps to escort surface crafts and to reduce 

the effectiveness of enemy submarines. Engineers also used helium to 

reclaim defective magnesium castings. Finally and most importantly, the 

Army used helium in the Manhattan Project t·o develop the atomic bomb. 

Without helium, asserted Manhattan Engineers District officials, the bomb 

could not have been made. 29 

Native Americans certainly aided the war effort directly by contri-

buting valuable resources and also indirectly by conserving these pre-

cious minerals. In April, 1942 Ickes clearly informed all Interior per-

sonnel that "the successful conclusion of this war requires that our 

peace-time and defense jurisdiction over resour.ces • • • be placed upon a 

basis best suited to serve our military and naval forces without waste 

28"Helium Production Expands to Meet Wartime Demands," R.G. 70, Entry 
12, Box 37, Folder "Draft History, Bureau of Mines," 1-3; Indian Office 
History, 31. 

29"Helium Production Expands," 4-5. 
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and with a view to saving all that we can of such resources for future 

generations." The following year the Commissioner met this pronouncement 

with tough, creative action. When the Secretary ordered ·drastic reduc-

tions in the use of government cars, the Indian Service simply provided 

saddle horses for employees. Riding horseback to visit isolated reser-

vatio~s had long been a tradition for many Indian Service personnel~ 

especially field nurses. Drastic reductions in the use of gas and rubber 

forced fourteen superintendents and their staff to resort to riding one 

hundred twenty-five saddle horses when performing their daily duties. 

Fortunately, this new mode of transportation posed no cultural barriers 

to reservation Indians, because many of them preferred horsebackriding to 

automobile travel. 30 

Unfortunately conservation efforts failed to save at least one tribe, 

the Blackfeet, from totally depleting its resources. In 1944, concerned 

about the conspicuous wartime oil consumption and the eagerness of oil 

owners to earn a profit, Bureau of Mine officials recommended to Ickes 

that oil royalties on public land oil leases be reduced from thirty-two 

percent to twenty-three percent. "Even with greatly restricted civilian 

consumption of oil and gas," warned R. R. Sayers, Director of the Bureau 

of Mines, "the present needs for these minerals is so great that our 

known reserves are being depleted more rapidly than they are being 

increased by new discoveries.,,31 

Sayers' doomsday philosophy became became a reality in 1945 when the 

Blackfeet Tribe discovered that its oil field had "practically reached 

30Indians at Work, Vol. IX, No.9 (April, 1942), 33. 

31 Sayers to Ickes, August 7, 1944, R •. G. 70, Entry 12, Box 4475. 
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the peak of its productivity." Predicting a relatively short life span 

and a rapid productivity decline, William Zimmerman, Assistant Com-

missioner, bemoaned the fact that the oil revenues derived from non-

renewable tribal assets, and he worried that loss of this revenue would 

hurt the operation or tribal affairs which cost more than five thousand 

dollars per year. In a self-serving vein, the Assistant Commissioner 

displayed a more urgent concern when he admitted that this affair meant 

bad publicity for the Indian Bureau. Because the Blackfeet held the 

distinction of being the first tribe to attairi almost complete autonomy 

in the handling of tribal funds under the Indian Reorganization Act, its 

inability to properly manage its business could discredit not only the 

Blackfeet, he charged, "but it will bring into disrepute the entire move

ment toward self-government of Indian tribes.,,32 

Governmental requis:l.tion of Indian lumber also provided problems 

similar to the oil situation. Immediately after Pearl Harbor, the lvar 

Production Board designated lumber "as one of the half-dozen most criti-

cal materials," and the Department of the Interior earmarked a billion 

board feet of timber to be cut from the Interior land with Indian forests 

supplying a substantial amount. Furnishing five percent of the nation's 

total lumber need, the tribes sold ninety-five percent of this asset to 

the federal government. Because timber had been deSignated as a critical 

material, the Forest Service, acting in conjunction with the Office of 

Land Utilization, pOinted out to the Office of Price Administration that 

any attempt to control stumpage prices might result in the withholding of 

32Zimmerman to F. H. McBride, February 20, 1945, R.G. 75, Entry 190, 
Box I-M, Folder "Memoes from Staff." 
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lumber from the market, particularly by Indian tribes who preferred to 

sell their lumber at competitive market prices. 33 

Several tribes aided materially in lumber production including the 

reservations of Fort Apache, Hualapai, Warm Springs, Colville, and Kla-

math. Although Congress authorized the Office of Indian Affairs to con-

duct tribal operations and administration of forests on Indian reser-

vations, Native Americans on the Menominee, Red Lake, and Navajo Reser-

vations independently operated and sold their timber. During the war, 

the Indian Service consistently maintained that the annual wartime cut of 

lumber only slightly exceeded the 1939 cut by one percent. Other offi-

cials, however, voiced concern. In 1944 Walter Woehlke, Indian Service 

employee, warned Collier that "sooner or later, probably sooner, loTe shall 

be confronted by a slump in the lumber market." Woehlke worried that any 

losses sustained by the Menominee and Navajo would be attributed to 

governmental carelessness even thought he placed the blame on both Native 

American tribal councils. He based his prediction on the pending Menomi-

I . I' . h f .. 34 nee eg1s at10n aga1nst t e government or account1ng m1smanagement. 

In contrast to Native-American problems with mineral and timber 

assets, tribes evinced great creativity, enthusiasm, and success in their 

contributions to the War Food Administration. Despite a severe manpower 

drain on reservations, Indians markedly increased their food production 

33Indians at Work, Vol. X, No. 2-6 (February-July, 1943), 9; Indian 
Office History~60; Muck to Arnold, February 16, 1944, Muck to Collier, 
May 25, 1943, R.G. 423, Folder "Indian Office 0943". 

34 Kavanagh to Endersbee, February 1, 1943, Kavanagh to Endersbee, 
April 1, 1943, R.G. 48, Entry 860, Box 423, Folder "Indian Office 1943"; 
Indian Office History, 60; Woehlke to Collier, September 19, 1944, R.G. 
75, Entry 19, Box D-M, Folder "Memoes from Staff." 
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35 for both the market and home use through the war years. 

Estimated number 
reservation families 

Families engaged in farming, 
livestockraising 

Total agricultural value 
produced by Indians 

Total agricultural value 
marketed by Indians 

Total estimated value of 
Indian home products 

Total livestock value 
marketed by Indians 

Total net income of Indian 
families from agriculture 

Average net income per Indian 
farm family from agriculture 

1941 1942 1943 1944 

74,630 83,859 65,947 66,666 

45,019 45,037 46,036 44,045 

19,297,000 25,443,000 27,442,000 31,876,000 

12,985,000 17,457,000 19,077,000 22,298,000 

1941 1942 1943 1944 

6,312,000 7,986,000 8,365,000 9,577,000 

9,937,000 12,808,000 13,968,000 15,039,000 

14,865,000 19,943,000 19,763,000 21,931,000 

330 443 430 498 

This commendable achievement owed its success to several factors. 

First, the Indian Office disseminated educational material on war needs 

even prior to the beginning of hostilities. Through the Division of 

Extension and Industry, the Bureau provided families with land, 

livestock, equipment, and seeds for farming and stockraising. Further-

more, the Extension Service instructed families in the processes of 

growing victory gardens as well as canning and preserving fruits and 

vegetables. Also the Indian Service claimed the this increased food pro-

duct ion resulted from the financial policies of the Indian Reorganization 

Act, particularly the revolving loan fund and tribal funds which supplied 

35Indian Office History, 45. 
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credit to farming families. 36 

Efforts to increase food production continued throughout the war. In 

1943 six Interior bureaus, including the Indian Office, submitted a five-

year program to increase the production of five major critical war foods, 

including meat, fish, dairy products, beans, and potatoes. Among their 

recommendations, they suggested that the department bring into cultiva-

tion 60,000 acres of idle land, increase the Indian livestock quality, 

farms, and gardens, encourage prudent utilization of fish and wildlife 

resources, and expand dehydration and canning facilities. A final factor 

which encouraged food production resulted from increased prices for farm 

prices in conjunction with decreased financial aid from the government. 

Ultimately Indians planted a total of 36,200 victory gardens to fulfill 

their own and their government's obligations. 37 

Native Americans viewed their response from another perspective and 

credited it to their deeply-felt patriotism, traditional Indian genero-

sity, and tight-knit, communal lifestyle. Tribal contributions reflected 

unique talents such as the Columbia River and Quileute Tribes, both 

fishing groups, who pledged a portion of their annual salmon catch to 

servicemen. Because some Zuni schoolchildren feared that their tribal 

soldiers might tire of the army's white food, they sent packages of dried 

meat and parched corn to their servicemen. 'Deeply distressed by pho-

tographs of famine conditions in Poland, the Arizona Havasupai, a tiny 

farming tribe of two hundred members, plowed up a gulch bottom and raised 

36Indian Office History, 48-49. 

37Indians at l-lork, Vol. X, No. 7-8 (1943), 29; Vol. VIII, No. 12 
(August, 1941)--, 2g:--
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food to send to the "starving people across the sea.,,38 

Hardpressed on a reservation depleted of laborers, another Arizona 

tribe, the Papago, nevertheless continued the agricultural work necessary 

for their own survival and for the nation's need. Formerly harvesting 

one-half of their food from desert plants, the Papago intensified this 

effort in order to contribute more products to the army. "The Papago are 

not leaving a stone unturned in their efforts to help Uncle Sam win this 

war," praised Mrs. Beulah Head, Superintendent of Sells Agency. In at 

least one instance the army expressed its gratitude for Native American 

generosity. When planning their 1943 Food for Victory campaign, the 

North Carolina Cherokee found unexpected aid from a cavalry division at 

Fort Bragg which furnished horses for the spring planting season. 39 

Of all civilian contributions, the exodus from the reservation to the 

factory evoked the most public attention, praise, and controversy. While 

many people viewed this major occurrence as a temporary dislocation 

necessitated by wartime demands, others insisted that this exodus repre-

sented a rejection of the reservation wardship status and traditional 

Native American values. Critics of the Indian Reorganization Act main-
~ .... 

tained that Indians no longer willingly accepted their subjugated status 

and in the war's aftermath would easily assimilate into mainstream 

society.40 

The sheer numbers involved seemed to validate the argument that 

Native Americans desired to acculturate into white society. As part of a 

38 Indians at Work, Vol. IX, No. 7 (March, 1942), 5; Vol. IX, No.8 
(April, 1942),-r1;-GOngressional Record, 77 Cong, 2 Sess, A4385. 

39Indians at Work, Vol. X, No. 2-6 (February, 1943), 48-50; Vol. X, 
No.1 (January:-1943), 10-11. 
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larger national relocation ranging from the Rocky Mountain states to the 

coastlines of California and the eastern United States, from 1942 to 1945 

forty thousand men and women, aged eighteen to fifty, left reservations 

for jobs in the defense industry. Assistance from the Indian Bureau 

accounted for this employability, because of technical training, help in 

securing jobs, and on-the-job counselling. During the 1930s and 1940s 

the Indian Bureau ha.d offered courses in automobile mechanics, welding, 

radio work, and other industrial precision skills. The government 

offered many of these courses in conjunction with the Civilian Conser-

. . 41 vatl.on Corps. 

The Indian Division of the Civilian Conservation Corps played a major 

role in preparing Indians for their vital war work by eventually 

employing a total of 85,200 Native Americans. Although initially 

established in 1933 "to relieve the acute condition of widespread 

distress and unemployment," the Corps, which existed until July 10, 1942, 

actually revitalized many areas of Indian life. Not only did Indians 

earn needed wages and improve reservations by constructing truck trails, 

lookout towers, and telephone lines, they aided in soil conservation by 

protecting timber stands, implementing reforestation and introducing 

42 insect pest control. 

40 See Chapter Four, 23-25. 

41New York Times, February 6, 194~, 16:3; Annual Report of the Com
missioner of Indian Affairs, 1941, 412-413, 1944, 237; Sergeant, "The 
Indian GoeS-to War," 59; Collier, "The Indian in a Wartime Nation," 31; 
John Useem, Gordon MacGregor and Ruth Hill Useem, "Wartime Employment and 
Cultural Adjustments of the K\lsebud Sioux," Applied Anthropology 2 
(January-March, 1943), 4. 

42Indian Office History, 87-89. 

------------
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Job-connected skills, an important auxiliary of the Corps, benefitted 

Indians during the depression and throughout the war years when Native 

Americans served as foremen, leaders, and assistant leaders. Health and 

education also improved, because the Corps promoted sanitary camp 

measures, Red Cross first aid training, and' Indian Health Division 

instruction for enrollees. Furthermore, during the program one hundred 

twenty-six men, ranging in age from seventeen to sixty-nine, completed 

the eighth grade. Educational interest stimulated further instruction, 

and officials designated Friday afternoons to be study sessions. 

Attended by an average of 3,546 persons, these sessions included lec-

tures, visual presentations, demonstration projects, and training for 

forest fire fighting, truck driving, tractor operation, and mechanics. 

These skills naturally directed graduates toward defense work, and a 

total of nine hundred thirty-two men enrolled in National Defense 

training courses. War industries eventually hired seventy-five percent 

43 of these graduates. 

In July, 1941, realizing that a majority of Native Americans wished 

to enter National Defense work, the Indian Office queried all reservation 

superintendents, employment officers, and the Indian Division of the 

Civilian Conservation Corps in order to secure information on these 

charges engaged in National Defense trades courses and employment. The 

Office particularly worried that many tribes lacked sufficient funds to 

train their prospective workers and also that Native Americans might 

encounter discrimination from labor unions or employers. Additional 

43Indian Office History, 89-90; J. W. Studebaker, Commissioner of 
Education to Executive Officers for Vocational Training, January 28, 
1941, R.G. 75, Entry 195, Box 3, Folder "National Defense." 
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funding for national defense employment presented another controversial 

issue as many tribal members felt the government should assume this 

financial obligation. Others eagerly jumped at the opportunity to pro-

vide better opportunities for tribal members. The Montana Blackfeet, for 

example, appropriated three thousand dollars for "financing laborers to 

fit themselves for National Defense jobs." In other cases individuals, 

including women, paid for their own technical training. 44 

By December, 1941 Indians from all parts of the country had entered 

National Defense work, and the Indian Service, feeling justifiably proud 

of its charges, maintained that they possessed "natural gifts of preci-

sion, endurance, poise, and high intelligence." In addition, Native 

Americans also possessed great patriotism which they exhibited in their 

defense work. In 1940 after Roosevelt had embargoed arms to Japan, 

several Indians working on railroad construction in the high Cascades, 

refused to dismantle an abandoned logging railroad when they discovered 

the 45 parts were destined for Japan. 

After the Japanese attacked Pearl Harbor, the Indian Bureau inten-

sified and amplified their tuition-free courses which made it possible 

for 2,500 Indians to find employment in 1942. By the end of 1943 5,000 

Indians worked in war industries and by the next year this figure jumped 

44United States Department of the Interior Circular Letter, July 2, 
1941, Minutes of Blackfeet Tribal Business Council, February 1, 1941, 5, 
R.G. 75, En.try 195, Box 3, Folder "National Defense." 

45Indians at Work, Vol. IX, No.8 (April, 1942), 5, 8; New York 
Times, FebruarY-6:-!943, 16:3; Annual Report of the Commissioner of 
IIldian Affairs, 1941, 412-413, 1944, 237;-COllier,-"The Indian ina War
time Nation," 31; Useem, MacGregor and Useem, "Wartime Employment and 
Cultural Adjustments of the Rosebud SiOUX," 4; Congressional Record, 77 
Cong, 2 Sess, A4386. 
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to 23,000. In New York alone approximately 1,600 Indians of different 

tribes filled defense jobs. Twelve members of the Seneca and Tuscarora 

tribes from the Iroquois Confederacy in northern New York worked in 

airplane construction in the Buffalo plant of the Curtiss-Wright Cor-

poration, and a number of Mohawks worked as skilled ironworkers in the 

New York City Navy Yard. 46 

Of all the Indian tribes the Navajo contributed the most manpower to 

defense work as approximately twenty percent of their tribe entered 

industrial occupations. In 1942 2,500 Navajo worked on the construction 

of a large ordnance depot in Fort Wingate, New Mexico where they typed 

steel, operated jack hammers, welded, and operated machines. Others 

labored in airplane plants, tank factories, and shipyards. James A. 

Tadlock, Acting Field Supervisor, War Manpower Commission, Region X, 

Albuquerque, New Mexico, described the Navajo as "an intelligent, shy, 

hardy, industrious people." In 1942 he cooperated with the United States 

Employment Service and arranged to have many N~yajo employed in the 

. Gallup area. Under their joint supervision, the Navajo found .suitable 

employment, adequate wages, sanitary living conditions, and transpor-

tation. Because most Navajo preferred a hard, rugged, outdoors 

lifestyle, Tadlock placed them on constructing railroads and the ordnance 

47 depot. 

46Sergeant, "The Indian Goes to War," 711; Iu,dians at Work, Vol. IX, 
No.8 (April, 1942), 26, 29; House Resolution 166, 59; New York Times, 
February 21, 1942, 21:8. 

47Senate Joint Resolution 79, t·lay 14, 1946, 15; C~llier, "The Indian 
in a Wartime Nation," 31; Annual Report of the Commissioner of Indian 
Affairs, 1942, 24; Indians at Work, Vol. IX, No. 7 (March, 1942), 17; J. 
A. Tadlock, "Navajos Respondto Nation's Need," Manpower Report (April, 
1943), 8. 
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Like the Navajo, the Pueblo Indians made a great contr.ibution to the 

nation's industrial needs, most notably at the Naval Supply Depot in 

Clearfield, Utah. Established in 1943, this depot acted as a general 

service to the naval fleet by sending out a lifeline of essential war 

supplies into the Pacific. When the Pueblos learned that the nation suf-

fered a manpower shortage, they put advertisements in local newspapers 

volunteering to work temporarily in defense work. A selfless act of 

great sacrifice, the Pueblos themselves operated under a manpower shor

tage, because they had already sent ten percent of their population into 

the military. With this in mind, in 1943 a Denver Civil Service 

Commission representative negotiated with John Bird, Santo Domingo Pueblo 

leader. They agreed that Pueblo men would work in Utah on the condition 

that they be allowed to return home during summers to plant and harvest 

48 crops. 

Furthermore, Bird also agreed to recruit men from the other pueblos 

to work in the Naval Supply Depot. He experienced the most success at 

Santa Clara, Jemez, and Santo Domingo where, after being examined by 

Indian Ser-vice doctors, one hundred fifty men left for Clearfield. His 

leadership ability and intelligence so impressed the military that 

Lieutenant Frederick W. Sleight, United States Naval Reserve Officer in 

Charge of the Naval Supply Depot, made Bird a supervisor in Utah. Under 

Bird's supervision, some Indians worked in the transportation division 

while others loaded supplies onto seabound ships. Joined by Shoshone, 

Apache, Sioux, Navajo, and Ute, the Pueblo Indians gained a reputation as 

being outstanding workers. Employers asserted they handled instructions 

48Indians !n the War, 42. 
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well, ,worked hard, kept out of trouble, ana never missed work. In addi-

tion to all these attributes, the Indians kept their promise, and at the 

end of the summer of 1943, they returned to Utah. Furthermore, when they 

returned, they brought new recruits with them. "I know that these fine 

people are doing a splendid job," said Rear Admiral Arthur H. Mayo when 

speaking at the second anniversary Commemoration Ceremonies in April, 

1945. 49 

Sleight had no cause for regret over his recruitment of the Pueblo 

Indians and in particular John Bird. Also he showed more insight and 

sympathy for Native Americans than most employers. After working with 

the Native Americans for more than a year, he claimed: 

High credit should go to the Indian for an outstanding part in 
our victory. He has sacrificed more than most men who are doing 
this work. He has left the land he has known all his life and 
has had to travel to strange places where people do not understand 
him and his way of living. In most cases he has left his family 
behind. He has had to forego attending the dances and other 
religious ceremonies that are so much a part of his life. He 
has had to work under foremen and supervisors, in a way that is 
new to him. It is an adjustment more difficult for him than for 
the white ~n who has known these conditions before. 

Sleight concluded by praising Bird for his leadership among the Indians. 

Under Bj,rd, he felt, the Indians had acquired new skills and confidence 

50 which should help in peacetime. 

Unlike the Navajo or Pueblo, Alaska Natives entered defense work 

without leaving their villages or abandoning traditional pursuits. As 

early as 1940, the Army's experimental project at Fort Richardson, Alaska 

awarded a contract to the Nome Skin Sewers Cooperative Association, 

49 Indians in the War, 43. 

50Ibid• 
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porated under the Indian Reorganization Act, to provide mukluks, parkas, 

sealskin trousers, and moosehide moccasins. Produced by Eskimos and 

supervised by the Educational Division of the Alaska Indian Service, the 

project generated an annual income of over $100,000. Other contributions 

by Alaskan natives remained, for military reasons, undisclosed, but the 

Indian Office intimated that natives possessed uniquely desired talents 

for "Territorial defense". These talents included the ability to "travel 

all day by snowshoe" and to use rifles and guns as well as an intimate 

knowledge of geographic and climactic conditions. 51 

Despite much high, well-deserved praise, Indians encountered many 

problems in this sometimes alien, work force, resulting in a situation, 

according to Collier, of being the last hired, first fired. Facing job 

discrimination on the one hand and cultural shock on the other, Indians 

also found that their values often conflicted with white values. Some 

employers viewed Indians who drank excessively on the job as inferior. 

Others objected when Native Americans, misunderstanding the impersonal, 

Anglo-Saxon workplace, took complaints directly to their boss with the 

mistaken belief that like Indian leaders, he would care for his charges. 

When a leader lost credibility with Native American workers, the Indians 

refused to follow him. At the Wingate Ordnance Depot, the Navajo 

generally maintained good relations with their co-workers, but if they 

considered a foreman to be incompetent or too tough, they often left his 

supervision without permission to work for a more popular foreman. 52 

51Indians at Work, Vol. X, No.5 (January, 1942), 23-24; Vol. IX, No. 
B (April, 1942); 9; Vol. IX, No. 9-10 (May-Jun~, 1942), 9. 

52Indians at Work, Vol. IX, No.7 (March, 1942), 21. 
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Other white employers, unfamiliar with Indian customs and impatient 

with what they deemed to be superstitions, viewed Indians as being primi-

tive and unskilled. Taos Indians, for example, worried that National 

Defense conscription might mean losing their long braids, an essential 

part of their religion, and hoped for a special dispensation. Navajo 

workers, who held a fear of cameras which they believed stole their 

souls, often balked at being photographed for work cards. Officials 

confronted another problem when these workers also resisted naming their 

dead parents for Social Security purposes as mentioning the deceased 

cons~i'tute~ anot~er Navajo taboo. 53 

Furthermore, traditional prejudices played a part in the area's atti-

tude concerning Indians. Towns located close to a reservation usually 

evinced the most hostility toward Native Americans. For this reason 

Indians often preferred to travel to more distant towns where less bias 

existed. Ripe for exploitation, Indians often accepted employment from 

private labor recruiters for large salaries at distant locations. Once 

there, they discovered that their new jobs paid substandard wages, and 

their new communities offered little in the way of resources or aid for 

Native Americans. Furthermore, these Indians lacked access to the 

acculturation process because of non-existent mentor relationships. In 

1942 the Rosebud Sioux, lured to distant industrial centers, earned less 

than the going wage, possessed meagre personal resources, and confronted 

a lack of social aid. Until they received their first paychecks, fami-

lies could often barely pay for transportation to their new jobs, 

53 Useem, MacGregor and Useem, "Wartime Employment and Cultural 
Adjustments of the Rosebud Sioux," 4; Colliler, "The Indian in a Wartime 
Nation," 31. 
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clothes, and board. When they turned to social organizations for help 

during emergencies, these agencies denied them aid, because public offi-

cials incorrectly believed that the federal government completely cared 

for off-reservation Indians. In many cities even the hospitals denied 

Native Americans health care, and public agencies offered only enough 

assistance to endeavor an Indian to return to his reservation. 54 

Traditional Indian attitudes regarding work also retarded career 

opportunities. Because Navajo particularly disliked indoor work, com-
t,: 

mission payments and piece-work, they often passed up better paying jobs 

in coal mines to work outdoors. Also because many Navajo failed to 

comprehend the necessity for unions or initiation fees, they preferred to 

work as common laborers rather than using their technical skills which 

would have required joining unions. For this reason Indian Service offi-

cials discovered skilled mechanics and excellent precision .... 1Orkers 

laboring instead with jackhammers and bulldozers. Another Indian value 

which conflicted with white culture concerned the traditional ability to 

live for the present rather than the future, and some employers 

complained when Navajo workers spent their pay immediately or quit work 

without giving notice. 55 

Despite these minority viewpoints, employers continued to value 

Native American workers and actively recruited them during the war years. 

54 . 
Tadlock, "Navajos Respond to Nation~s Need," 8; Useem, HacGregor 

and Useem, "Wartime Employment and Cultural Adjustments of the Rosebud 
Sioux," 4-5; House Resolution 166, 243, December 8, 1944; and Annual 
Report of the-commissioner of Indian Affairs, 1943, 285. 

55Sergeant, "The Indian Goes to War," 709; Tadlock, "Navajos Respond 
to Nation~s Need," 8; Senate Joint Resolution 79, 15, May 14, 1946. 
Basically these responses represented a minority viewpoint. Most 
employers considered Native Americans to be valuable, dependable workers. 
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This tremendous relocation to defense centers generated extreme labor 

shortages on the reservations. As early as 1943 superintendents, combing 

reservations for workers, discovered they could not fulfill employment 

demands. In some reservation schools enrollment dropped from twenty-five 

to seventy-five percent signifying the large numbers of families leaving 

for defense work and armed forces duty. On the Arizona Papago Reser-

vation two-thirds of their population of 6,200 moved for military ser-

vice, or to work in war plants, cotton fields, and copper mines. Only 

fifty unemployed people remained behind, all to old to work, asserted 

Superintendent Head. These families usually assigned one person to care 

for the livestock and gardens belong to as many as five fami1ies. 56 

To combat the labor shortage, Indian women offered their own unique 

contributions to the war effort. Nationwide women assumed male-dominated 

jobs, purchased war bonds, and volunteered their labor to war relief 

societies. Beginning in 1942 as men left for military service and 

defense work, women filled jobs both on and off reservations. On some 

reservations women and children worked as section hands taking care of 

tribal stock and farm enterprises. Cherokee women drove tractors, 

planted seed, and harvested crops. Navaj.o women assumed the traditional 

male role of silversmith as ''le11 as the more modern jobs of chemist and 

truckdriver. A San Juan Pueblo woman, Juanita Pacheco, not only de1i-

. vered milk to the Santa Fe, Nel'l Mexico Indian School, she also worked as 

a mechanic in the school. Among the timber tribes, women worked in the 

forests from 1942 to 1945. Minnesota women planted 90,700 trees on 238 

56Indians at Work, Vol. X, No. 2-6 (February, 1943), 9, 49-50; New 
York Times, February 6, 1943, 16:3; Annual Report of the Commissioner of 
India~airs, 1944, 246. 
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acres of the Red Lake Forest. On the Colville, Klamath, and McKay Butte 

reservations, some women manned fire lookout stations. In the Yakima 

Forest one woman acted as guard while another woman operated a radio on 

the Quianielt Reservation. In 1943 two women civilian defense workers 

daily drove an old jalopy to stand watch on observation posts in Men

docino County, California frvw eight to midnight. 57 

Labor needs drew women as well as men away from the reservations. In 

1943 women comprised fifty percent of all off-reservation Navajo farm 

laborers. Large produce farmers actually preferred Navajo women, because 

they believed them to be hardworking but lamented the fact that they 

could not always induce these women to leave their children, sheep, and 

hogan to travel to distant points. Papago women also proved to be reluc-

tant" travelers. During the frenzied war years, this tribe temporarily 

relinquished their traditional sources of revenue, pottery and basket-

making, to work in cotton fields, volunteer for the Red Cross, and har-

vest both desert and family crops. "Papago women who have always pre-

ferred to stay on the reservation," explained Superintendent Head, "are 

now leaving it to do war work. 1158 

In addition to agricultural work, war industries lured thousands of 

Native American women. In these defense plants Indian women worked as 

riveters, inspectors, sheet metalworkers, and machinists. Many excelled 

at their jobs. Elizabeth Ortega, a Sherman graduate working as a welder 

57New York Times, February 6, 1943, 16:3; December 22, 1942, 17:4; 
Annual Report of the Commmissioner of Indian Affairs, 1943, 279, 1944, 
237; Indians in the War, 31, 49; Indians at Work, Vol. X, No. 2-6 
(October, 1942to JaOOary, 1943), 25-26. - --

58Tadlock, "Navajos Respond to Nation's Need," 8. 
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in the Solar Aircraft Company, did such outstanding defense work that she 

earned the highly-prized Army-Navy E pin. Others experienced a higher 

standard of living. In 1943 Agnes Begay worked at the Navajo Ordnance 

Depot near Flagstaff, Arizona for the Bellmont Corporation as clerk, 

interpreter, and guard while her husband worked as a truck driver. The 

corporation furnished their personnel, which·included several different 

tribes and at least five hundred Navajo, with two~bedroom quarters, child 

care, schools, recreation, and grocery shopping transporation. 59 

Military service provided yet another fresh opportunity for Native 

American women, and two hundred sixteen women served in the Women~s Air 

Corps, the United States Naval Reserve, the Army Nurse Corps, the Cadet 

Nurse Corps, and the WAVES. Reasons for enlistment ranged from educa-

tional benefits to patriotism. As early as 1939 Navajo Peggy Jane Chee, 

who served two years as a cook in the Women~s Army Corps, believed a war 

would occur, but her mother refused to allow her to join until 1942. 

Another Navajo who also enlisted in the Women~s Army Corps, Myrtle Waybe-

nais, believed that her service duty benefitted her educationally. 

Although she had worked as a reservation teacher prior to her army career 

as a nurse, Waybenais asserted that the army taught her a great deal 

about other countries, nursing, food, diet and especially about other 

60 people. 

59New York Times, February 6, 1943, 16:3; February 9, 1943, 5:5; 
Indians in the ~~E' 49; Annual Report of the CIA, 1943, 235; Indians at 
Work, Vol. IX, No. 9-10 Olay-June, 1942), 27; Vol. X, No. 2-6 (October, 
1942 to January, 1943), 25; "Interview with Agnes R. Begay", Navajos in 
World War II (Navajo Community College Press: 1977), 48-49. 

60New York Times, February 9, 1943, 5: 5; Indians in the IV'ar, 49; 
Annual Report of the CIA, 1943, 235; Indians at Work,-Vor:-X~o. 2-6 
(October, 1942 to January, 1943), 25; "Interview with Peggy Jane Chee" 
and "Interview with Myrtle Waybenais", Navajos in World War II, 118, 132. 
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Most Indian women never achieved such adventurous careers as military 

and defense workers, but instead quietly devoted their time as volunteers 

both on and off their reservations. Contributing to·the American Women's 

Voluntary Service, the Red Cross, and Civilian Defense, most English-

speaking Indian women rapidly assumed leadership duties as chairwomen or 

committeewomen. At reservation agencies women took Red Cross courses in 

First Aid, Nutrition, and Home Nursing. As a result of the campaign for 

increased world food production, canning and preservation remained a high 

priority for Indian women. A sense of group spirit and community 

enterprise yielded not only a contribution to the war effort, it also 

resulted in a substantial improvement of Indian standards, including 

thriftier habits, improved food supply, better shelter, and more 

clothing. Annually Native American women fought drought and scarcities 

of supplies to preserve over 300,000 quarts of fruit, 200,000 quarts of 

vegetables, 42,000 quarts of fish, and 100,000 quarts of meat. Several 

organizations aided tribal efforts including the Federal Surplus Relief 

Corporation which supplied thousands of heads of livestock for 

. 61 
cann~ng. 

Tribal women needed little instructicn for the tremendous amount of 

sewing they executed. Over five hundred Eskimo women performed the 

majority of work for the Army project at Fort Richardson. Cheyenne and 

Arapajo women in Thomas, Oklahoma decorated their blankets with the names 

and locations of relatives 'in the service. Navajo women made armed for-

ces insignia for the Red Cross while Osage women sewed necessary bandages 

61New York Times, February 6, 1943, 16;3; Indians in the War, 49; 
Thomas, "America's First Families on the Warpath," 99;InCITansat Work, 
Vol. IX, No. 7 (March, 1942), 12-13, 25. - --

----------_ .. _---_ .... 
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for the same organization. For a few women, forced to acquire new skills 

in order to help, the effort became a point of pride. Determined to 

contribute her part, one Taos Pueblo grandmother, who simply could not 

grasp the difficult art of knitting, turned in her quota of products but 

neglected to admit that her grandson had performed the service. 62 

Monetarily women contributed to the war effort by purchasing War 

Bonds and stamps from their own sources. Cherokee women wove and sold 

baskets to buy war stamps. A wealthy Kiowa woman from Cement, Oklahoma 

sent a one thousand dollar check to Navy Relief which she signed with a 

thumbprint. An Alaskan woman ran a trap line to earn money for war 

bonds. 63 

As with their male counterparts, women faced many difficulties when 

they left their reservations to participate in the mainstream American 

1'1ar effort. Many observers believed that Indian Service education, which 

stressed traditional Indian culture, had failed to prepare women for off-

reservation life. To aid in their adjustment to white civilization, 

Native American women attended Young Women's Christian Auxiliary 

discussion groups. Although this program had been initiated fifty years 

before war was declared, young women made good use of it from 1942-1945 

when they began the process of assimilation. In these groups they 

learned how to budget their money and how to make the right kind of 

friends. The Auxiliary expecially discouraged "fast" male friends for 

these young women fresh off the reservation. Bertha M. Eckert, 

62 New York Time~, April 10, 1944, 13:2; Indians in the War) 49. 

63Ickes, "Indians Have a Name for Hitler," 58; Indians in the War, 
49; Indians at Work, Vol. IX, Ne. 9-10 (May-June, 1942), 27-. --
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Secretary for Indian Work of the National Young Women's Christian Auxi-

liary, believed these Indian women, who had older American roots than 

anyone else, would easily acculturate because of their deep sense of 

patriotism. 64 

Of all groups, Native American children suffered the most from the 

war. While families relocated and often both parents worked, many Native 

American children suffered dislocation and a disruption in their educa

tion. From 1942 to 1945 school attendance progressively declined. 65 

School 1942 1943 1944 1945 
Non-reservation 

boarding schools 6,513 5,680 5,363 5,550 

Reservation boarding 5,609 5,268 5,162 5,730 
schools 

Day pupils in 
boarding schools 1,697 1,296 1,348 1,531 

Consolidated schools 4,150 3,409 3,609 3,605 

Day schools 7,870 6,554 6,346 6,086 
Total 25,839 22,207 21,828 22,502 

This educational attendance decline resulted from several factors. 

Seriously overcrowded war industry centers possessed inadequate school 

facilities, and in some places, local school authorities actually 

discouraged the attendance of Indian children. Furthermore, young 

children left school to obtain jobs or to enter the armed forces, and 

many Indian parents, assuming they had no right to public education, 

failed to force the issue or require their children to attend school. 

Although Indian Service field agents endeavored to increase public school 

64New York Times, February 6, 1943, 16: 3. l-1ale friends who were 
"fast" or "flashy" were discouraged. 

65Indian Office History, 91-92, 94-95. 
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attendance, the widespread demographics nullified their efforts. On 

Indian Reservations the personnel shortage, caused when teachers entered 

the armed forces, resulted in closing twenty-two out of two hundred nine-

teen day schools. Finally, the suspension of road construction elimi-

nated several school bus routes causing several children to miss school 

for lack of transportation. 66 

When the Indian Service closed day schools on the Navajo Reservation 

because of a lack of transportation, tribal members pitched in to help 

their children. Communities built or adapted structures for dormitories 

which they located near day schools. Volunteers contributed food, and 

older women moved into the dormitories to supervise the children. 

Although this method failed to accommodate all of the children, it 

resulted in "the highest ratio of school attendance in the history of the 

Navajo community schools." In other ways as well Native Americans fought 

to keep educational opportunities open for their children. As war 

demands created shrinking school staffs, Navajo and Alaska assistant 

teachers, all high school graduates, often replaced white personnel in 

h · d ' 1 67 t e~r ay senoo s. 

Faced with problems similar to education and forced to close eleven 

hospitals, the Indian Health Service once again exhorted Indians to rally 

their resources. Trained before the war, seventy-five nurses aides 

replaced personnel lost for defense purposes while many others worked in 

their own communities. The Civilian Conservation Corps trained several 

hundred male hospital orderlies who served in Indian Service hospitals, 

66Ibid • 

67Indian Office History, 96-97. 
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civilian hospitals, and armed forces medical units. Declared by the Man-

power Commission to be an essential wartime activity, the Indian Service 

also instructed 50,000 Indians and employees in first aid and home 

nursing. Because of overcrowded whtt~ hQ~pi.tals, the Indian Service 

contributed to the war effort by admitting families of non-Indian ser-

vicemen for the Emergency Maternal and Infant Care Program. In 1942 when 

the army established flying fields near Yuma, Arizona and lacked medical 

facilities, the Indian Service hospital serviced the military.68 

Believing that courage, leadership, and patriotism emanated from the 

top, the Indian Service made its own wartime contribution by sending 

1,119 of its 7,000 employees into military duty. Twenty-two died, seven 

won either the Silver or Bronze Stars, and six served their time as pri-

soners of war. Furthermore, even civilian employees exhibited superb 

force of character, often in the face of tremendous odds, and Alaskan 

Service employees organized a civilian defense program three days after 

the declaration of war. Among her preparations, Marjorie Najor, village 

nurse at Hydaburg, listed setting up first aid stations, collecting 

muslin for bandages, and organizing a fire rescue squad. At Matlakatla, 

field nurse Genevieve Sheridan, along with the village teacher, divided 

the town into four sections and instructed volunteers in emergency 

69 measures. 

Death and danger stalked the Native Americans and Indian Service 

68Indian Office History, 98-99, 101. 

69Indian Office History, 116; Indians at Work, Vol. IX, No. 9-10 
(May-June, 1942), 9-10; Claude Hirst to David Thomas, August 5, 1941, 
Commissioner to C. R. Monteith, August 23, 1941, R.G. 48, Entry 854, Box 
8, Folder "Indian Affairs." 
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personnel at the vulnerable island of Attu. Like many other Alaskan 

employees, Mr. and Mrs. C. Foster Jones, an elderly couple who handled 

the Indian Service Weather Bureau and also taught school on Attu, per-

formed vital military operations. Jones, a licensed radio operator under 

the Federal Communications Commission, accepted additional responsibility 

for maintaining communication with military authorities. On June 7, 1942 

the Japanese invaded the island of Attu to set up a barrier between the 

United States and Russia in the event that Russia joined the war against 

Japan. As the Japanese busied themselves with capturing the island~s 

forty-five Aleuts, Jones committed suicide, and Mrs. Jones made an 

unsuccessful attempt at suicide. Under Japanese care, she recovered and 

spent three years in Hokkaido as a prisoner-of-war where, she asserted, 

the Japanese treated her reasonably well. The Aleuts fared less well as 

only twenty-four survived their captivity in Japan while working in clay 

. 70 
p~ts. 

Firmly rooted to their country, deeply patriotic and totally com-

mitted to achieving victory in the war, ~Jnerican Indians fought the war 

as bravely on the home front as they did in the armed forces. Although 

the American victory achieved lasting social and economic success for 

many Indians, both on and off the reservations, other Indians experienced 

a sense of disillusionment. Bewildered that their sacrifices of manpower 

and resources had gone unnoticed and that the wartime prosperity seemed 

to have passed them by, tribes learned that fighting an alien enemy 

served only as a prelude for the confrontations to come. For many Native 

70Indian Office History, 116; The Capture of Attu as Told El the Men 
Who Fought There (Washington, D.C.: The Infantry Journal, 1944), 2. 
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Americans, the optimism of the war years turned to anger and despair as a 

postwar generation clamored for their rights. Assertiveness proved to be 

one vital lesson learned in World War II, and Indians frequently applied 

this characteristic in their fight for the franchise, the freedom to 

purchase alcohol, economic benefits, educational privileges, and treaty 

rights. As Indians had given to America, they now demanded that America 

give back to them. 71 

71Veterans took the lead in demanding all these rights. 
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No Home, No Country, No Land: Post World W&r II Civil Rights 

"I wouldn~t take anything for my service life," stated a midwestern 

Indian in 1949. "I came out a lot more ambitious than I was 

before I went in." This anonymous veteran exhibited a typical postwar 

sentiment as Native Americans displayed a new assertiveness, political 

awareness, and raised expectations concerning their place in American 

society. All these attitudes derived directly from the outstanding per-

formance of Native Americans, including military personnel, defense 

workers, and civilian volunteers, during World War II. Citing their 

recent sacrifices of manpower and natural resources, as well as their 

achievements, including two Congressional Medals of Honor, Indians 

returned home to their reservations, cities, and t']wns, determined to 

improve certain areas of their lives while retai~ing valued traditions. 1 

Equipped with new skills, acquired in the armed forces or defense 

work, American Indians skeptically reviewed their economic, educational, 

political, and social disadvantages. They then began the long process of 
.... 

transforming discriminatory practices into positive goals, a process 

which involved tribal leaders, government agencies, and individuals. At 

various times Native Americans worked in conjunction with the Indian 

Bureau, Congress, and the Indian Claims Commission while at other times 

Native Americans confronted and opposed these very same groups. Their 

determined efforts, which sometimes failed and often succeeded, would 

mold these leaders into positive role models for later generations who 

Ipeter Karsten, Soldiers and Society: The Effects of Military Ser
vice and War on Military Life (Westport, Connecticutt: ~reenwood Press, 
1978):-ISS:- -
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would become far more aggressive and assertive in demanding tribal and 

cultural rights. 2 

Indian veterans returned from the war filled with great optimism and 

a will to change their status, particularly regarding education. Because 

the armed forces rejected a large number of Native Americans for two 

major reasons, illiteracy and the inability to speak English, tribal mem-

bers placed education as a top priority. To take full advantage of their 

opportunities, most Indians planned to use the Servicemen's Readjustment 

Act of 1944. Also known as the G.I. Bill of Rights and Public Law 346, 

this act provided benefits for all honorably discharged veterans who had 

served at least ninety days after 1940 and before the end of the war. 

Under the law, veterans could matriculate for one to four years at any 

educational or vocational-training institution. While a veteran attended 

these establishments, he would receive a fifty dollar monthly stipend, 

twenty-five dollars extra for his spouse, and a maximum payment of five 

hundred dollars yearly for tuition and fees limited to state-approved 

educational facilities. 3 

In cooperation with these standards, the government approved many 

Indian schools in various parts of the country, including the Carlisle 

School, Pennsylvania, the Albuquerque Boarding School, the Chemawa, Ore-

gon School, the Chilocco Indian Agricultural School, -Oklahoma, the 

2For a different interpretation of the role of Native American 
veterans read Alison Bernstein, Walking in Two Worlds, Doctoral Disser
tatio~, Cornell University, 1986. 

3Annual Report of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 1946, 351; 
"Servicemen"s Readjustment Act of 1944," United States Statutes at Large, 
78 Cong, 2 Sess, 287-289, June 22, 1944; Walter Crosby Eels, "Educational 
Opportunities for the Indicm Veteran," The American Indian 2 (Fall, 
1945), 19-20. -
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Sequoyah Training School, Tahlequah, Oklahoma, the Flandreau, South 

Dakota School, the Wingate, New Mexico, School, the Haskell Institute, 

Lawrence, Kansas, the Sherman School and the Cherokee Central School, 

North Carolina. These Indian schools offered a variety of courses such 

as agriculture, stockraising, sheetmetal work, plumbing, drafting, auto-

motive mechanics, carpentry, baking, cooking, machine shop work, masonry, 

painting, decoration, printing, binding, and power plant operation. When 

space permitted, non-Indians registered in these schools also. Because 

Indian educational facilities suffered an acute shortage of space, in 

August, 1946 Congress authorized the Federal Works Administrator to 

transfer any available federal buildings to the Indian Service which used 

these facilities to both house and teach ex-servicemen. 4 

Learning that many veterans preferred on-the-job training, Julius A. 

Krug, the Secretary of the Interior, made arrangements with the Veterans' 

Administration to train veterans on Indian reservations. Again these 

institutions rendered preference to Indian candidates or prospective 

Indian Service employees, but they allowed non-Indians to train when room 

permitted. In 1946 one such on-the-job training program occurred at the 

Menominee Indian Reservation in Wisconsin where skilled workers taught 

the techniques of" the lumber industry to £-ifty veterans. Other Native 

Americans found on-the-job employement with' both the Navy and the Chevro-

let Motor Division of the General Motors Corporation. The Chevrolet 

4Indians in the Har (Hashington, D.C.: November, 1945), 44; Annual 
Report of the CIA, 1946, 356; "The Support of Indian 'Schools Not Other
wise Provided For," United States Statutes at Large, 79 Cong, 2 Sess, 
193, May 18, 1946; "An Act to Transfer Material from the War Relocation 
Authority," United States Statutes at Large, 79 Cong, 2 Sess, 192-193, 
May 18, 1946; Laws Relating to Indian AffaIrs, Vol. ITI, 958-959. 
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Motors program included courses which lasted from six months to two years 

and trained automobile mechanics, motor analysts, body repairmen, and 

stock clerks. 5 

Various Congressmen encouraged their Indian constituents to utilize 

the Servicemen's Readjustment Act. Congressman Georgia L. Lusk, Democrat 

from New Mexico, advised Navajo veterans who did not have high school 

educations to attend trade schools or become apprentices. Under special 

requirements, he informed them, these ex~soldiers could learn a trade and 

also study school subjects "without having to meet entrance 

requirements." Adhering to this type of advice, many Indian veterans, 

who led the vanguard in becoming leaders both on and off their reser-

vations, did take advantage of the G.I. Bill to improve their educational 

status. By 1980 thirty-six percent of all veterans from World War I to 

Vietnam had graduated from high school, thirty-two percent had attended 

college, but at least thirty-one percent had less than a high school edu-

cation. Some of the former group faced almost insurmountable 

difficulties. 6 

Because of their inadequate education, the Navajo found themselves as 

handicapped after the war as they had been during the war. Many Navajo 

5 Annual Report of the CIA, 356-357; Eels, "Educational 
Opportunities," 20-21-

6"Indian Veterans," Congressional Record, 79 Cong, 2 Sess, A2254, 
April 17, 1946; "Loans to Indian Veterans Under Servicemen's Readjustment 
Act of 1944," Congressional Record, 79 Cong, 1 Sess, A3342 , July 9, 1945; 
"Investigation to Determine if Revision of Laws Regarding Indians is 
Required," House Report 2091, 78 Cong,. 2 Sess, 14 (10848), December 23, 
1944; Annual Report of the CIA, 1946, 353; Wilcomb E. Washburn, The 
Indian in America (New York: 1975), 259; National Congress of American 
Indians-Washington Bulletin, Vol. I, No.4, June-July, 1947; 1980 Sta
tistical Brief on Native American Veterans, Veterans Administration, 
Washington, D.C. . 
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vetere~s desired to use the G. I. Bill to further their education, but 

those who had only a few years elementary education found themselves 

unable to enter any of the overcrowded Navajo reservation schools. The 

fear of leaving their reservations and families, coupled with the inabi-

lity to adequately function in a non-reservation society, kept many 

Navajo veterans from attending other educational institutions. Further-

more, ignorance of their opportunities also hurt ex-G.I.'s as many simply 

were uninformed concerning their benefits. 7 

Playing the usual game of "passing the buck", the Indian Service 

maintained that the Veterans' Bureau should inform Indians of their 

rights while the Veterans' Bureau argued that the Indian Bureau held all 

responsibility for Indians. One disillusioned veteran claimed that the 

Veterans' Bureau "refuses to treat Indians as it does other G.L's." In 

1947, because of this interdepartmental confusion, Undersecretary of the 

Interior Chapman promised to request that General Bradley, head of the 

Veterans Administration, "appoint a man to work with the Indian Office to 

correct this problem. ,,8 

The Serviceman's Readjustment Act also provided for those veterans 

7"Legislation for Indian Veterans," Congressional Record, 79 Cong, 2 
Sess, A4265, July 19, 1946; Evon Vogt, "Between Two Worlds: Case Study 
of a Navajo Veteran," Indian Affairs 5 No.1 (May, 1949), 19-20; 
"Establishment of Joint Committee to Investigate Claims Against the 
United States," Congressional Committee Hearings, Senate Committee on 
Indian Affairs, 79 Cong, 2 Sess, Senate Joint Resolution 79, 17, May 14, 
1946; Oliver La Farge, "They Were Good Enough for the Army," Harper's 
Magazine 195 (November, 1947), 444; Annual Report of the CIA. 1945, 246; 
"Treaty of 1868 with the Navajos," Charles J. Kappler (ed.) U.S. Laws and 
Statutes, Indian Affairs, Laws and Treaties, Vol. III (Washington:-D:C::-
1971), 1017; National Congress of American Indian Bulletin, June-July, 
1947. 

8NCAI Bulletin, June-July, 1947. 
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who preferred to return to jobs which they had held prior to the war. 

Under this provision, veterans could either return to their old jobs or 

be employed in another job of equal pay and status. Furthermore, a 

veteran could not be dismissed from his job without cause for at least 

one year. Indians held other advantages as well, because the Civil Ser-

vice and Indian Service gave veterans and Native Americans preference, 

respectively. In addition to these avenues of employment, the Indian 

Bureau encouraged veterans to apply to the United States Employment Ser

vice for help in obtaining jobs. Finally, for those who could not obtain 

immediate employment, Public Law 346 provided a readjustment allowance. 

After reporting to the public employment office, unemployed Indians who 

qualified received twenty dollars weekly for a per.iod of twenty-four to 

fifty-two weeks. 9 

Despite these advantages, many Native Americans had difficulty in 

obtaining jobs in postwar America as defense industries laid off 

thousands of workers, and the military discharged countless more ser

vicemen. In some areas, for every ·""'!i1able job. hundreds of Indians 

applied. On some reservations the unemployment rate reached fifty per

cent. Furthermore, Americans quickly forgot the Indian war record and 

resorted to racist employment tactics. In 1946 Harry Truman authorized a 

Commission on Civil Rights to study the problems of minorities in 

America. Unfair employment p'ractices headed the list among the many ine

quities which this Commission, which included Franklin Roosevelt, Jr., 

discovered. "As with the Negroes," intoned the Commission's report, 

9Indians in the lYar, 44-46; "Servicemen"s Readjustment Act of 1944," 
296. 

-----------_ .. _----._-- -.--.'-
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"Ind'ians are employed readily when there is a shortage of labor and they 

can't get anyone else. When times get better, they are the first ones to 

be released." In thirty years time, the overall picture improved only 

slightly as only sixty-two percent of Native American veterans of all 

wars reported fulltime employment wi,th a median income of under twelve 

thousand dollars. 10 

Furthermore, Indians experienced the same discriminatory practices 

regarding public health services as they had prior to the war, making 

assimilation even more difficult. Although Indians received free medical 

benefits on their reservations, as veterans they also enjoyed free hospi-

medical, and dental services for injuries which they incurred in the line 

of duty. Indians who lived off reservations, t::mever, had little access 

to services, because many public agencies incorrectly believed the Indian 

Bureau provided services to all Native Americans, even those who resided 

in cities or towns. For this reason they often denied admission to 

Indians. Once again the Truman Commission condemned such abusive prac-

tices. "The aims of some of our broadest social legislation are negated 

to the extent that this discrimination occurs," concluded the 

Commission. 11 

Finally Native Americans experienced discrimination in securing 

public accommodations, particularly in areas surrounding reservations 

where racist attitudes tend to be stronger. Angered by this situation, 

lOLa Farge, "They Were Good Enough for the Army," 444; Vogt, "Between 
Two Worlds," 20; Annual Report of the CIA, 1945, 233; 1980 Statistical 
Brief on Native American Veterans; To Secure These Rights, 

11Indians in the Wat', 46; "Servicemen's Readjustment Act of 1944," 
285; To Secure These RIghts, 75. 
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where racist attitudes tended to be stronger. Angered by this situation, 

Assistant Commissioner Zimmerman described a New Mexican town, dependent 

for half its income from a nearby reservation, "yet the hundreds of 

Indians who frequent the town for marketing and other purposes are denied 

access to all but the most uns~nitary and undesirable eating, lodging, 

and restroom facilities." In North California Pomo Indians experienced 

this type of discrimination when frequenting a nearby town which only 

allowed them to sit in the balcony area of the movie house, and only the 

Chinese restaurant admitted them as customers. The Truman Commission 

also condemned this practice and urged more humanitarian considerations 

for Native Americans. 12 

For Native Americans who preferred to earn their livelihood 

reservations, soldiers could receive loans under the G. I. Bill of 

Rights. The Veterans~ Administration guaranteed one-half of these loans, 

up to two thousand dollars, plus the first-year~s interest, amounting to 

eighty dollars. With these loans, veterans could build a home, purchase 

a farm, or acquire a business property. The borrower, however, had to 

meet certain elibility requirements for this aid. The most restrictive 

issue for Native American veterans concerned land. Although soldiers 

could use their trust property as collateral for a loan, they could not 

u~e their trust land, which held a higher value. Furthermore lenders 

could require the borrower to demonstrate knowledge of the particular 

area for which they had applied for a loan, such as ranching, farming, or 

12Burt W. Aginsky, "The Interaction of Ethnic Groups: A Case Study 
of Indians and Whites," American Sociological Review (February, 1949), 
290; To Secure These Rights, 77-78. 
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b . . 13 
us~ness operat~ons. 

Such restrictions for loans caused resentment, confusion, and even-

tual1y hopelessness among many would-be borrowers. Many reservation 

Indians, such as the Navajo whose only collateral was trust land, felt 

cheated by these loan provisions. Upon offering other resources, such as 

a truck or farming equipment which might be their sole provision, tribal 

members discovered that lending agencies would not accept movable objects 

as security. Finally, as in the case of public welfare, lending institu-

tions also believed that reservation agencies should handle all loans for 

Indians. Turning to this source, Native Americans discovered that the 

revolving loan fund had been severely restricted, and the tribal councils 

14 simply could not handle the increased demands for money. 

Even while the war raged, the Indian Bureau had predicted this 

problem would occur. The~efore, in December, 1944, the Bureau, along 

with various congressmen, urged speca1 legislation for Indian veterans. 

A year later the Indian Bureau suggested that Indian Service loans no 

longer be guaranteed through the Veterans~ Administration, and, in lieu 

of this guaranty waiver, credit regulations could "waive interest for one 

year on loans to veterans up to a maximum of $2,000 principal." Further-

more, Albert Huber, Assistant Director of the Extension Division, 

suggested that cancellation for 10ssep by corporations, tribes, and cre-

dit associations be protected by the Leavitt Act. "This would extend to 

13Indians in the War, 46; "Servicemen~s Readjustment Act of 1944," 
291; Annual Report of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 1946, 355. 

14 Congressional Record, 79 Cong, 1 Sess, A3342 , July 9, 1945; 
"Emancipation," Congressional Committee Hearings, 79 Cong, 2 Sass, H.R. 
3681, May 6, 1946, 9, 43; Vogt, "Between Two Worlds," 20; La Farge, "They 
Were Good Enough for the Army," 444-445. 
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Indian veterans the same advantages other veterans receive through regu-

lar credit agencies," surmised Huber. At this same time some Indian 

tribes requested that appropriations of $300,000 be set aside for 

revolving loans to Indian servicemen. Furthermore, they wanted Congress 

to recognize tribes as legal lending agencies for these loans which would 

15 be similar to the Wheeler-Howard revolving credit funds. 

In July, 1946, believing that such appropriations would have severe 

limitations, the Indian Bureau instead arranged special regulations for 

Indian veterans to borrow money under the G. I. Bill. For veterans who 

wished to build a home, start a business, buy livestock, or pUl'chase 

farming equipment, these regulations authorized the superintendent of an 

Indian reservation to assign income on ,'3. borrower's restricted lan.d as a 

pledge to the lender. Another provision allowed lenders to repossess 

livestock which had been used for collateral and to operate this 

livestock on the borrower's land. None of these halfway measures 

substantially eased the situation or raised the standard of living for 

the majority of Native Americans. Furthermore, in addition to economic 

equality, political and social equality always seemed to be just out of 

reach. 16 

Not only were they finding it difficult to borrow money, but, on a 

social level, Native Americans returned from the war feeling more 

than a little patronized that they were still unable to purchase alcohol. 

15House Resolution 2091, 14; House Resolution 166, 7; House Resolu
tion 3681, 7, 11, 22; Indians in the War, 46; Huber to Brophy, March 29, 
1945, R.G. 75, Entry 190, Box D-M-;-Folder "Memoes from Staff." 

16Annual Report of the CIA, 1946, 355; New York Times, July 28, 1946, 
34:3. 
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Historically the sale or manufacture of alcohol had been prohibited in 

Indian Territory principally because liquor, not being indigenous to 

Native Americans, had a profound effect upon Indians. While under the 

influence of alcohol, Indians exhibited great susceptibility to whites, 

generally traders or ranchers who sought Indian land. In order to keep 

friendly relations between Native p~ericans and the United States govern-

ment, Congress passed an act in June, 1834 forbidding "ardent spirits" 

within Indian country and setting a penalty of one thousand dollars for 

violation of this provision. 17 

Throughout the years the national legislature strenghtened this 

original act. In 1847 Congress decided to distribute annuities directly 

to heads of Indian families rather than to tribal chiefs, because traders 

often unduly influenced chiefs by giving them liquor. Congress 

authorized the Secretary of War to imprison persons who sold liquor to 

Indians for two years. In 1893 Congress extended the punishment for 

selling intoxicating beverages to Native Americans by adding a fine of 

one hundred dollars and a minimum jail imprisonment of ninety days. 

After the repeal of the eighteenth amendment in December, 1933, 

congressmen immediately passed another Indian liquor act in June, 1934. 

Following historical precedent, this act also continued to forbid the 

sale, gift. barter, exchange, or any other disposition of alcoholic 

17Laws Relating to Indian Affairs, Vol. I, 18; ~,uual Report of the 
Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 1946,381; "Trade and Intercourse Act," 
June 30, 1834:" Francis Paul Prucha (ed.) Documents of American Indians 
(Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1975), 67; "Act to Regulate 
Trade and Intercourse with the Indian Tribes," United States Statutes at 
Large, 23 Cong, 1 Sess, 729, June 30, 1834. 
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beverages in the Indian country.18 

The Indian Bureau aided in the suppression of this activity quite 

enthusiastically. Hiring their own Liquor Suppression Officers and 

augmented by additional help of special officers from the Civilian 

Conservation Corps, the Bureau confidently boasted in 1937 that they had 

seized ninety-two illegal stills in the Indian Country. Furthermore, the 

officers developed 2,936 cases, achieved a ninety-three percent convic-

tion rate, and collected $38,951. in fines. With true Elliot Ness 

grandstanding, they confiscated 28,247 gallons of whiskey, 258 gallons of 

wine, and 486 gallons of beer. 19 

Organizations which tried to infringe on the government's jurisdic-

tion over alcoholic sales to Indian ran up against serious opposition. 

In 1938 the San Diego Beer Distributor's submitted a resolution to the 

California State Board of Equalization, Liquor Control Division, stating 

that the federal statute forbidding sale or liquor to Indians violated 

Indian rights. Furthermore they maintained that "this law creates an 

exceedingly difficult situation situation for retailers who ofttimes 

unwittingly violate the law through inability to distinguish persons of 

mixed blood." The Association urged the State Board "to use its good 

18"Regulations Regarding Liquor and Annuities, March 3, 1847," 
Prucha, Documents of American Indians, 75-76, "An Act to Regulate Trade 
and Intercourse with the Indian Tribes," United States Statutes at Large, 
29 Cong, 2 Sess, 203, June 30, 1834; House Executive Documents N~ 1, 52 
Cong, 2 Sess, 30 (3088); "An Act of 1897 to Regulate Trade and Inter
course with the Indian Tribes," Documents of American Indians, 188; Laws 
Relating to Indian Affairs, Vol. V, 390; "An Act to Modify the Operation 
of Indian Liquor Laws," United States Statutes at Large, 73 Cong, 2 Sess, 
1245, June 27, 1934. 

19press Release on Liquor Traffic, R.G. 75, Entry 849, Box 3, Folder 
"Releases - Disapproved or Rewritten." 
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offices at the 1939 session of the State Legislature to have Section 397 

of the State Penal Code conform to the spirit and intent of the Federal 

Statute. ,,20 

Responding firmly and promptly, the State Board displayed little com-

passion for the beer distributors, and pointed out that almost every 

state had a liquor law protecting Indians, including Nevada "as liberal 

as it is. Furthermore, they added: 

Should the state of California repeal its law against the sale of 
liquor to Indians, we would be repealing a State law which is still 
a Federal law and thereby remove the State's protection from a race 
of people who, from time immemorial, have been the victims of 
renegades, unscrupulous traders and merchants. There is no question 
that the American Indian is more susceptible to the influence of 
alcohol than are other races and that a great majority of Indians 
now incarcerated in State instituions are there directly or in
directly because of liquor. 

George M. Stout, State Liquor Administrator, contended that experts 

consistently maintained that American Indians showed less tolerance for 

alcohol than other races, that they were generally heavier drinkers, and 

that they experienced more violent reactions to liquor. 21 

With alcoholism an endemic problem on many reservations, such beliefs 

could not be ignored. Other observors, however, blamed Indian poverty, 

high unemployment, and disease for an alcoholism rate that reached as 

high as fifty percent on some reservations. Ira Hayes, the Pima Marine 

who helped raise the United States flag on Mount Suribachi, Iwo Jima in 

1945, grasped national attention when he "drank his way to oblivion and 

death" ten years later. Like many other veterans, he died of acute 

20House Resolution 166, 33-35; Sale of Liquor to Indians Document, 
R.G. 75, Entry 196, Box 1, Folder "Proposed Indian Legislation." 

21Sale of Liquor to Indians Document. 
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alcoholism. "Alcoholism is a major affliction to a frustrated and 

discouraged people," wrote journalist Harold Fey when mourning Hayes' 

death. 22 

Clearly reservation Indians experienced the most problems with 

alcoholism, and for this reason many tribal members favored liquor 

control. In 1942 the Acoma Pueblo Indians, who had invested four 

thousand dollars of their fund8 in War Bonds, implored, "We are very glad 

to let Uncle Sam have the use of our money. But please inform him that 

we do not wish these funds to be used to buy liquor for the soldiers." 

When given the local option of abolishing liquor on their reservation and 

surrounding cities, Alaskan Indians most often voted to abolish it. In 

1944 the Red Lake Band of Chippewa also opposed a bill which would have 

repealed their liquor law. In this case the state legislature wanted 

more liberal game privileges extended to whites on the Indian reservation 

in exchange for the privilege of allowing alcohol on tribal grounds. 

Chippewa tribal secretary, Peter Baptiste, spoke for his entire tribe 

when he firmly stated, "we do not want to trade the existing privilege 

(of limited rights to whites) for a glass of beer.,,23 

Despite these sentiments by their fello~ tribal members, many Indians 

who had fought in World War II and been accorded privileges, demanded the 

same freedom in their postwar lifestyle. During the war, Native Ameri-

cans experienced no difficulty in purchasing liquor, and often visited 

bars and taverns with their white friends on the east and west coast. 

22 Harold Fey, "Our Neighbor the Indian," The Christian Century 
(March 23, 1955), Vol LXXII, No. 12, 361. 

23House Resolution 166, 129, February 25, 1944; Indians ~ Work, Vol. 
IX, No. 9-10 (May-June, 1942), 39. 
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Upon returning home, they felt understandably resentful when faced once 

again with liquor discrimination as local bars refused to service them. 

In California the Pomo Indians often dressed, acted, and spoke like Mexi-

cans in order to purchase alcoholic beverages. When ~ombined with econo-

mic distress, this sometimes led to anti-social behavior. Overwhelmed by 

lack of finances and lack of opportunities, many ex-soldiers bought 

bootleg liquor and went on drinking binges. Moreover, officials 

displayed even more discrimination in the treatment of inebriated 

Indians. One Navajo bitterly recalled being incarcerated for public 

drunkenness, along with another Navajo veteran, two Anglos, and several 

Spanish-Americans. Holding the Indians for ten days, authorities 

released everyone else immediately without trial. 24 

In December, 1943 the House defeated a bill which would have allowed 

Indians in Minnesota to buy beer, but by 1944 sentiment to allow Indians 

the same rights as other Americans had grown. Congressmen, the American 

Legion, and the Indian Bureau joined the veterans in voicing their 

disapproval of the liquor laws and calling an end to the ban. Various 

tribes also passed resolutions urging the sale of alcoholic beverages to 

off-reservation Indians. Finally, in 1946, the Office of Indian Affairs, 

in cooperation with the Secretary of the Interior, introduced Senate 2159 

in Congress asking that off-reservation Indians be allowed to purchase 

alcohol. Congress proved hard to convince, but on August 15, 1953 this 

body passed Public Law 277, 280 and 281 which repealed the Federal Indian 

24Vogt , "Between Two Worlds," 16, 20; La Farge, "They Were Good 
Enough for the Army," 444; Annual Report of the CIA, 1946, 381; "To Per
mit Sale of Liquor to Indians," Congressional Record, 79 Cong, 2 Sess, 
4534, May 7, 1946; Aginsky, "The Interaction of Ethnic Groups," 290. 
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Liquor Law. Once converted, the federal government then urged the states 

of New Mexico and Arizona to follow their example. These soutruvestern 

states continued to ban off-reservation sales of liquor to Indians. 25 

New Mexico and Arizona also denied another, more serious right to 

Native Americans, the franchise. Possessing a rich background in 

democratic procedures, most tribes had always chosen chiefs and voted on 

issues in councils. Furthermore, tribes showed great confidence that 

they could conduct relations with foreign nations. In World War I the 

Utes voted to go to war against the Germans, but only if these enemies 

would come to America to fight. During World War II several tribes, 

including the Chippewa, the Iroquois, and the Sioux, continued this tra-

dition and many issued declarations of war and peace against the Axis 

enemy. Even when Indians entered the armed forces, they continued their 

democratic processes. Un~ware that the military offered no options 

regarding commands, a group of Navajo once voted not to leave for over-

26 seas duty unless all of their group went together. 

When it came to exercising this ancient privilege of voting in Ameri-

can courts, Native Americans ran into trouble. After the Snyder Act of 

1924 gave Indians the legal right to vote, many of the first Americans 

25New York Times, December 23, 1943, 13:2; House Resolution 166, 69, 
42; House Report 2091, 11; Annual Report of the CIA, 1946, 381; 
Congressional Record, 79 Cong, 2 Sess, 4533-4534, May 7, 1946; United 
States Statutes at Lar~, 79 Cong, 2 Sess, LXXXII, LXXXIII, LXXXVI; 
United States Statutes at Large, 83 Cong, 1 Sess, 586-590; Theodore W. 
Taylor, The States and Their Indian Citizens (Washington, D.C.: Govern
ment Printing Office;-1972), 62. 

26E• W. Thomas, "America's First Families on the Warpath," Common 
G:t~und 2, No. 4 (i 942), 96; "Article on Indians at War," Congressional' 
Record, 77 Cong, 2 Sess, 3160, August 25, 1942; New York Times, July 26, 
1942, II, 9:4; New York Times, September 16, 1945, 27:3." 
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proudly practiced this right. In some cases, however, states denied this 

right, because they believed Indians voted only for presidents or because 

of literacy laws. A New Jersey election board denied a Cherokee Indian 

the right to vote in a primary election stating that Indians could vote 

only in presidential years. Citing the Nationalities Act of 1940 which 

spe,~ifically stated that Indians were citizens, Cherokee Albert Scarvel 

won the privilege of casting his ballot on this basis. Like many of 

their southern Black counterpart, Native Americans also confronted 

obstacles when they attempted to vote Republican in "marginally Democra

tic counties." Effectively forestalling Indian voters, officials often 

claimed the Native American had flunked the literacy test. "You couldn't 

read or write to my satisfaction if you stayed here all day," an election 

judge told the astonished Indian who held a master of arts degree from 

the University of North Carolina. 27 

Because of injustices such as these cases, the Cherokee expressed 

particular dissatisfaction with the American voting process. In 1940, as 

-
they anticipated the drafting of their young men into the military, the 

North Carolina Cherokee Tribe issued a resolution specifically decrying 

this injustice: 

We, as a people, have been unjustly deprived of our right of 
franchise by the election boards in these counties, even our 
college graduates being refused by the local county boards, 
the fundamental right to register and vote in elections held 
in the state • • • we feel that any organization or group 
that would deprive a people of as sacred a right as the right 

27 o. K. Armstrong, "Set the American Indians Freel", The Reader's 
Digest (August, 1945), 49; New York Times, September 22, 1943, 26:6; 
"Nationality Act," United States Statutes at Large, 76 Cong, 3 Sess, 
1138, October 14, 1940; Charles Weeks, "TheEastern Cherokee and the New 
Deal," North Carolina Historical Review, Vol. LIII, No.3 (July, 1976), 
307. --
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of suffrage would not hesitate to deprive them of other 
constitutional rights, including the three i~Slienable rights -
life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness. 

Five other states held constitutional arguments for Indian 

disfranchisement. Utah, which disfranchised Indians on the basis of 

residency, claimed that Indians who lived on reservations could not vote, 

because they failed to qualify as residents of the state, spoke different 

language, possessed a separate culture, and, in the most curious 

reasoning of all the state constitutions, were considered to be unfami-

liar with state governmental processes. Challenged by Utah Indians in 

"Allen v. Merrell", the case eventually reached the United States Supreme 

Court which remanded the case back to the State Supreme Court for a 

rehearing. By 1957 the Utah state legislature repealed the statute, and 

Utah became the last state to permit Indians to vote. 29 

New Me~ico a~d Washington disqualified Indians from voting, because 

they did not pay taxes. Arizona and Idaho disqualified Indians, because 

these states considered Indians to be wards and. under the guardianship of 

the Indian Bureau who controlled their lands held in trust. Because New 

Mexico and Arizona contained the largest percentages of the American 

Indian population, their constitutions disfranchised a considerable por-

tion of this race. "These states should do the American thing and grant 

the Indians the franchise," criticized John Collier in 1943 who was irate 

at America's ungratefulness for the Indian war effort. "Allover the 

world we are preaching democracy and should grant a little more of it at 

28Cherokee Tribal Council Resolution, November 5, 1940, R.G. 147, 
Entry 1, Box 33, Folder "105.1 Indians-General." 

29Vine Deloria, Jr. and Cliff Lytle, American Indians, American 
Justice (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1983), 224-225. 
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h ,,30 ome. 

In postwar America Native Americans fought the battle for the 

franchise as determinedly as they had fought the battle for freedom. In 

1946 a Navajo delegration travelled to Washington to protest the legal 

ban against their right to suffrage in New Mexico and Arizona. Backed up 

by their own veterans and the Indian Bureau, they demanded the right to 

vote. Citing their war achievements and defense contributions, these 

tribal members asked for congressional support in this important battle. 

Impressed by their struggle and commitment, other Americans, including 

31 the President, pledged their Dupport. 

In 1946 Truman's Civil Rights Commission argued for enfranchisement 

of all American Indians. Referring specifically to the Arizona and New 

Mexico laws, the final report stated: 

The constitutionality of these laws is being testea. It has 
been pOinted out that the concept of 'Indians not taxed' is 
no longer meaningful; it is a vestige of the days when most 
Indians were not citizens and had not become part of the com
munity of people of the United States. 

Finally, the Committee pointed out that Indians paid federal and state 

32 taxes except for lands held in trust. 

Faced by this overwhelming mandate, in 1948 the Ari'z'Jna Supreme Court 

reversed an earlier 1926 decision, Porter versus Hall, which denied 

Indians the right of suffrage, because they were persons under 

30Armstrong, "Set the American Indians Free!", 49; Constitution of 
the United States: National and State, Vol. II, 25·, Vol. III, 23-24, 
Vol. IV, 26; Taylor, The States-and Their Indian Citizens, 90; New York 
Times, September 21, 1943, 26:7; House Resolution 166, 50. 

31 Annual Report of the CIA, 1946, 381; Taylor, The States and Their 
Indian Citizens, 91. 

32 To Secure These Rights, 40, 161. 
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guardianship. Declaring this law to be unconstitutional, the Court 

erased one obstacle, but North Carolina refused Indians the franchise 

until the early 1950s. New Mexic.o also declined to follow Arizona's 

example until 1962 when it finally allowed Indians to vote in state elec-

tions. The federal Literacy in English Act of 1970, expanded in 1975 to 

cover twenty-four states and include Indian languages, further reinforced 

these state decisions, and insured that political conditions which had 

33 existed in North Carolina and New Jersey would not resurface. 

Despite this success in the political arena, many Native Americans 

continued to express dissatisfaction over an issue very dear to their 

hearts, the loss of their land. During the colonial and early national 

periods the government had considered Indian tribes to be sovereign 

nations, by 1868 Indians had negotiated away nearly two billion acres of 

North Ame=ica through treaties. By this method, the United States 

purchased ninety-five percent of its public domain for eight hundred 

million dollars. Invoking the right of Manifest Destiny and citing 

moral, cultural, legal and philosophical arguments, generally incompre-

hensible to Native Americans, Anglo-Saxons usually forced these land 

sessions upon the tribes. Under the 1887 Dawes Act, tribal losses 

34 amounted to another ninety million acres. 

Halted by the enactment of the 1934 t-1heeler-Howard Act and 

33Taylor, The States and Their Indian Citizens, 91; Weeks, "The 
Eastern Cherokee and the New Deal," 306; Annual Report of Law Division 
Office of Indian Affairs, June 30, 1946, R.G. 75, Entry 190, Box D-M, 
Folder "Seminar on Social, Educational and Religious Work"; Deloria and 
Lytle, American Indians, American Justice, 226. 

34United States Indian Claims Commission: Final Report, August 13, 
1946 to September 30, 1978 (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing 
Office, 1979), 1. 
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Halted by the enactment of the 1934 Wheeler-Howard Act and 

temporarily reversed by Collier~s land purchases, the land policy proved 

to be a wrenching, pivotal issue for Native Al:lericans in the 1940s. Of 

all rights they desired most, restoration of their ancient, tribal land 

ranked as the highest priority. Yet this most sought after desire could 

not be satisfied, and somehow this desperation for justice became intert-

wined with mourning for their dead. As the war took its toll on Indian 

communities, deceased soldiers acquired a new symbolism. "The Northwest 

Shoshone Indians sure missing l~ts of young men fighting for white, rich 

people," wrote an anonymous Shoshone in 1945. "We sure sorry our boys 

died for nothing. We have no land, no home, and no country. ,,35 

Senator Thomas P. Gore, former Democratic Senator from Oklahoma, con-

curred with this assessment and blamed not the Indian Bureau or Congress 

but the courts. "The Courts of this country are not open to an Indian 

tribe, and our civil liberties have never been extended to Indian 

tribes," he charged. "The rights of Indians under the fifth amendment 

are absolutely nothing." Floyd E. May tubby , Governor of the Chickasaw 

Nation, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, readily agreed. "I do not think there 

is any question but what the Indian people feel there is a moral obliga-

tion on the part of the United States. We have Indian boys fighting 

their hearts out in nearly every corner of the world, paying their 

obligations," he asserted. 36 

35Final Report, 1, "Creation of an Indian Claims Commission," 
COL_4ressional Committee Hearings, House Committee on Indian Affairs, 79 
Cong, 1 Sess, House Report 1198, House Report 1341, 82, March 2, 3, 28, 
June 11, 14, 1945. 

36 House Report 1198 and 1341, 40, 42-43. 
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Such strong sentiments clearly revealed deepseated resentment, and to 

correct past injustices during treaty negotiations, Congress created the 

Indian Claims Commission. The impetus for an Indian Claims Commission 

began in 1926 with the publication of the l-leriam Report. Upon request of 

President Calvin Coolidge, Lewis Meriam, Technical Director of Indian 

Affairs for the Brookings Institute, conrl~cterl e su=vey of the conditions 

of Indian tribes, and in 1928 he recommended that Indian claims against 

the government be expedited as soon as possible. His suggestions gained 

impetus during the Indian New Deal, aided in large part by Nathan 

Margold, a New York attorney and former member of Meriam's research team 

who became the Indian Bureau's Solicitor General. In 1934, jumping on 

the bandwagon, Collier "correctly saw finality as the key to Government 

acceptance of any claims format" while Ickes argued for an Indian Claims 

Commission rather than an Indian Claims Court. 37 

By the 19405 Indian groups and Congressmen had converted to the 

cause. In 1940 both Republicans and Democrats adopted platform planks 

advocating settlement of all Indian claims. Four years later N. B. John-

son, a quarter-blood Cherokee and a Democratic judge of the Twelfth Judi-

cial District in Oklahoma, aided in forming the National Congress of 

American Indians. As its first order of business, the NCAl endorsed an 

Indian Claims Commission. "At this time when a world is fighting to 

maintain national and international integrity, it is well to lay a proper 

predicate at home for carrying our solemn obligations," Johnson stated in 

his plea for justice. Similarly the American Civil Liberties Union's 

37A New Day for the Indians, 110; "Proceedings of the National Con
ference of Social Work," (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1930), 
584; Final Report, 3-4. 

__________________ 0 0_ 
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Committee on Indian Civil Rights, a longtime champion of Native Ameri-

cans, also expressed the need for an Indian Claims Commission: 

The American Civil Liberties Union is committed essentially to 
defense of the principles of the Bill of Rights as they apply 
to all citizens • • • the unsettled Indian Claims constitute 
a barrier to the exercise by the Indians of their tribal rights 
and liberties • • • not until the Claims are settled can the 
United States approach solutions of the Indian problem desired 
by all - what3~er the view as to Indians' immediate or delayed 
assimilation. 

Finally politicians shouldered the issue. On October 25, 1945 Repre-

sentative Henry M. Jackson, Democrat from Washington and Chairman of the 

House Committee on Indian Affairs, introduced House Report 4495, a bill 

to establish an Indian Claims Commission. Noting that the government had 

rewarded World War I Indian veterans with citizenship, he believed that 

it seemed "only fitting" that Native American patriotism be rewarded once 

again. Although destined to fail, Jackson's bill nevertheless brought 

national attention to the problem of a claims settlement, and in their 

1946 national conferences, both major political parties again endorsed 

the creation of an Indian Claims Commission. Senator Thomas, the 

longtime proponent of Indian rights, proposed that Congress act speedily. 

"If something is not done, we will have it here forever," he warned, "and 

personally I favor very strongly a bill that will give the Indians their 

d
• ,,39 ay ~n court. 

Speaking for the Cherokee, Senator Robert Owen, former Democratic 

Senator from Oklahoma asserted that the United States must correct the 

38 House Report 1198 and 1341, 55-56, 177; F. W. La Rouche to Jerry 
Kouttz, July 18, 1940, R.G. 48, Entry 854, Box 8, Folder "Indian Office." 

39Fina1 Report, 4; "A Bill to Create an Indian Claims Commission," 
Congressional Committee Hearings, Senate Committee on Indian Affairs," 79 
Cong, 2 Sess, House Report 4497, 6-7, June 1, 12, July 13, 1946. 
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wrongs inflicted on American Indians, because "they have died by 

thousands." Furthermore, he believed the Claims Commission would 

"adequately protect the rights of the Indian people." Once he had ascer-

tained that the nontreaty Indians of California could submit claims, even 

Frederick Collett found himself on the same side as the Indian Bureau, 

and he heartily approved the creatio~ of a Commission. While most Native 

Americans also endorsed such an organization, the Eastern and Western 

Cherokee, holding the distinction of being the first tribes to sue in the 

Federal Supreme Court, voiced some concern about the process, because 

they feared that tr5.bes would no longer be allowed to appeal to the 

40 highest court in the land. 

Cherokee fears proved groundless as under H. R. 4497 Indians reserved 

the right to appeal to both the Court of Claims and the Supreme Court. 

Furthermore, the Commission pledged to achieve a "prompt, final and just 

disposition of all outstanding Indian claims against the Government 

the payment of a Claim • • • shall be a full discharge of the United Sta-

tes. On August 13, 1946 Congress passed H.R. 4497, and Congress swore in 

the Commission on April 10, 1947. The Commission, originally consisting 

of three Congressmen, filed three hundred seventy petitions, more than 

six hundred dockets, in the first five-year time period. 41 

As its primary responsibility the Commission adjudicated two types of 

complaints. Holding that the United States had "acquired valuable land 

for unconscionably low prices in bargains struck between unequals," the 
40 . 

House Report 4497, 34, 23, 29. 

41Fin.al Report, 5; "Act to Create an Indian Claims Commission," 
United States Statutes at Large, 79 Cong, 2 Sess, 1054-1055, August 13, 
1946. 
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Commission~s first purpose concerned tribal land cessions. A secondary 

type of claim involved charges of government accounting and 

"mismanagement, misfeasance of mishandling of tribal funds." As more and 

more tribes realized the government~s intent was honorable, they brought 

forward more and more claims. Because of this, CongresG extended the 

life of the Commission several times and increased the number of Com

missioners from three to five until in 1967 "Congress forcibly declared 

its intent to finalize the Indian claims." By September 30, 1978 Indian 

tribes had litigated over five hundred claims, had won over sixty percent 

of them, and had received eight hundred million dollars in awards. At 

this time the Commission transferred only sixty-eight unfinished dockets 

to the Court of Claims. 42 

Clearly such a record indicated an accomplishment of sorts, and in 

addition to this, observors and participants claimed the Commission 

generated several positive results. First, many tribes used their award 

money to aid tribal economies, but the intangible rewards appeared 

equally as beneficial. Inadvertently perheps, the Commission served as 

an educational example for all races. While the Commission "greatly 

raised the ~legal consciousness~ of the tribes • • • large segments of 

American society • • • have concomitantly had their own consciousness 

raised concerning Indians, reservations, and the tribal relation to the 

American government," concluded Dr. Harvey D. Rosenthal in preparing the 

Commission~s final report. In addition to this new outlook, he claimed 

that historians and anthropologists alike benefitted from the 

"ethnohistorical research findings amassed as a by-product • • • (which) 

42 Final Report, 8, 12, 16, 20-21. 



constitute an unprecedented source for the study of Indian-white 

relations. ,,43 
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In the long chapter of federal government-Indian relations, World War 

II proved to be a turning point for both. Prior to this time, the 

majority of Indian tribes had little choice but to allow the government 

to control their destiny. Events preceding the war, including Collier's 

program, as 1iell as wartime activities changed forever the concept of 

destiny for Indians who now discovered they possessed a new assertiveness 

and force of will. tVhile their response to the war effort certainly left 

no doubt as to their patriotism, the very character of this response 

clarified the resurgence of tribal sovereignty and a new Indian pride. 

Furthermore, Native American postwar actions also emphasized a new deter-

mination for self-control and tribal responsibility. In 1963 Raymond 

Nakai, newly elected Tribal Council Chairman of the Navajo and an 

ex-Codetalker, clearly expressed this determination for control in his 

inaugural address. "Only he who makes his people strong, is strong," he 

declared, "and only he\vho rules free men is great. ,,44 

Although this post-World War II generation would not exhibit the 

aggressiveness of a later generation~ their forthrightness and many 

accomplishments would be model for their children, and it would earn them 

national respect and recognition. \fhen this respect and recognition 

waned in the early postwar years, Native American veterans began to pro-

test their third-class status and to demand first-class honors. This 

43Final Report, 21. 

44"Inaugural Address of Raymond Nakai," from Representative American 
Speeches, 1963-1964, Lester Thonssen, ed. (New York: H. W. Wilson, Co., 
1964), 52. 
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protest would grow in later decades and be intensified by Native American 

involvement in two more wars. Finally culminating in the radicalism of 

the sixties and seventies, the wartime disappointments of American 

Indians would lead to the American Indian Movement which would contain 

elements of unresolved expectations steeming from World War II. 45 

45Jere , Franco, "Loyal and Heroic Service: The Navajos and World War 
II," Journal of Arizona History (Winter, 1986), 404. 
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CONCLUSION 

American Indian participation in World War II began with the Indian 

New Deal of the 1930s under the guidance of John Collier. Although it 

originally intended to decrease government control over Indian tribes, 

the resulting bureaucracy, characteristic of all New Deal programs, 

further tightened federal control and often hampered necessary changes. 

The era of the 1930s, despite its increased bureaucratization, brought 

some vital changes in Indian policy and Indian life. While emphasis on 

tribal culture had a direct influence on the resurgence of tribal 

sovereignty, the emphasis on educational advances made such a concept 

more possible to turn into a reality. As Indians became progressively 

better educated and more politically aware, they showed they desired 

self-determination above all options. Collier~s role in self

determination, contradictory as it appeared at times, veered more toward 

supporting tribal sovereignty than impeding it. In his case, however, 

the idealism of the visionary did not always match the manipulations of 

the politician. For Collier indeed loved the political game almost as 

much as he loved the tribes which he chose to administerer. His preoc

cupation with ~/inning and triumphing over his enemies proved his down

fall, because, in 1945, after twelve long years in office, he retired 

from public office and reverte1 t.o his previous, altruistic practice of 

working on behalf of Indian tribes. Furthermore, America~s entry into 

World War II hastened Collier~s resignation, because the war effort 

necessitated severe departmental budget cuts harming Collier~s program 

as much as his relentless critics. 

Many considered themselves to be Collier critics, but none were more 
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outspoken or determined than the American Indian Federation. The 

st.range, often inexplicable efforts by pro-Fascist supporters and Nazi 

propagandists to conver.t Native Americans to their cause emphasized more 

the uncertainty and confusion of the times than a true right-wing conser

vative spirit among Indians. Against this surrealistic background of 

Silver Shirts and spies, the American Indian Federation worked eagerly, 

even naively, to abolish the Indian Bureau. Yet even Native Americans in 

agreement with this final goal of abolition could not tolerate the 

Fascist sponsors who insulted Native American patriotism, tolerance, and 

sympathy for other races. 

Having rejected the opportunity to become pawns of the Nazis, Native 

Americans marched off in unprecedented numbers to fight this fee. ~~en 

they left, however, they marched to a different drummer, and only after 

they had declared their sovereign status. Losing their battle in the 

courts to resist the draft on the grounds of treaty violations, American 

Indians nevertheless made their point. America may have decided that 

Indians no longer constituted "domestic, dependent nations", but Indians 

had yet to concede the point. They stubbornly clung to the notion even 

after the war had ended. 

For many Native Americans, the war brought conflicting changes. As 

their military record gained them notoriety and a place center-stage, 

their increasing awareness of s~lf-worth gave them a determination to 

regain control over their own lives. Manifested through expressions of 

tribal sovereignty, self-determination, and a desire for equal status 

among their American peers, this fight for control would begin in the 

1940s and culminate in the radicalism of the 1960s. 
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After being largely ignored for two centuries by the two mainstream 

political parties, Native Americans strove to create their own identity 

within a country they dearly loved. As they entered the decades of the 

fifties and the sixties, they once again confronted political extremes of 

liberalism and conservatism, and once again they rejected them both. To 

meet the challenge of how to survive in a society which often experien.ced 

trouble defining itself, tribes turned inward and demanded satisfaction 

for past injustices, help for present difficulties, and opportunity for 

future goals. For the first time, Indians, not the Indian Bureau or 

Congress, decided that Native Americans would never fully assimilate, 

never lose their cultural heritage, and never fully relinquish tribal 

ties. 

The sacrifices and contributions which Indians made to the war effort 

taught them as well as others that they had much to offer, and they 

openly shared these gifts with society. In the postwar decades Americans 

slowly, grudgingly began to accept the fact that reservations would never 

disappear and that not all First Americans desired to contribute to the 

melting pot. After experimenting with the ill-fated Termination Acts and 

relocation to cities in the 1950s, Congress conceded that Indians 

retained the right to survive on their reservations. Many of the 

programs and laws which would be passed in the "progressive" sixties and 

seventies had their groundwork laid in the 1930s by the Indian New Deal 

and was justified in the 19408 by American Indian participation in World 

War II. Only fifty years ahead of his time, Collier never saw many of 

his idealistic attitudes become fashionable as other whites embraced such 

ideas as Self-Determination and Tribal Heritage. For their part, Indians 
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had patiently waited four hundred years for these ideas to re.surface 

since they ha.d never relinquished their ideals. Tribal sovereignty had 

only been quiescent; it had never died. World War II revitalized this 

proud concept, and the people who experienced this revitalization passed 

it on to their children. Those children today carryon the tradition, 

not in museums, but in their hearts. 

'v' 

------------. - .... _ ... - .. -... 
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